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PREFACE 

On November 16, 1973 Alan Watts died. What follows is an interpretation of what Alan 

Watts taught tumbled together with poetic vision, imagination, experience and feeling - not 

feeling in the sense of emotions as in love, hate, elation, happiness, sadness and so on, but feeling 

in the sense of getting the feel for something by watching and practicing. It’s like how you get 

the feel for a dance or a song, a craft or skill. It’s a kind of knowing unknowing. This is the heart 

of mystification. Getting the feel does not require you to refer to a diagram or manual of 

instructions. Getting the feel is the mysterious art of unthinking in which you do something 

without having to think about it. In popular culture it’s referred to as a Zen thing. It’s much like 

how your heart beats and your blood circulates without you having to consciously think about it. 

It’s reaching up to catch a ball that’s headed for you face without telling your hand to do so. You 

just feel it. The body knows more than you ever will. How one gets the feeling for something like 

an art, craft or skill is difficult to explain. How one gets a sense of one’s self in relation to nature 

and the universe is equally difficult to explain in words. That’s what this book is about. The feel 

of something does not equate with a linear bit-by-bit mentality of fragments serially followed 

like a train of thought. The feel of something is a spontaneous flowing of all-at-onceness. You 

get into it as you do it. Your body knows. It’s like when Fred Astaire, in the midst of a dance 

said to his partner, “Now you’re dancing!” It’s exciting, but it’s hard to transfer this feeling to 

another person. It must be experienced. It’s more about unlearning than learning. It is something 

felt holistically. In Mystified we pause habitual thinking in favour of imagining. We imagine who 

we are as a person. We imagine the world. We imagine a separation between ourselves and the 
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environment. When the world we imagine is temporarily silenced, we see the world as it is. 

Common sense confuses us into believing we are in an environment - part of it, but not as it 

itself. Few people have felt themselves to be as one-with the environment. This is the unity that 

has been called many things throughout history. Mystification is a poetic vision of one’s self as 

the other. It’s a shift in consciousness - a feeling of wonder - a peculiar flame within. Perhaps 

only those called heretics and mystics have had the experience of looking out at a field and had 

the field look back. To be mystified is to see a bird as no more separate from you than your own 

fingernail. To get into non-separate being is to feel happy – naturally happy without mental 

baggage or the feeling of a need to analyze. It is to feel that life is worth living. It is total 

accepting awareness of everything that is as it is. It is not a matter of believing. It is direct 

experience. It is to embrace the beauty of nature not as something separate, but as something that 

is your very being. Most people don’t normally see themselves or the world as it is. Perceptions 

get filtered through culture and personality. To do so – to see yourself and the world as it is, as a 

mirror of yourself - would be to recognize a tragic feeling of separation; that is the horror of 

isolation. To have the feeling of separation evaporate is to feel something extraordinary: a unity 

with all that is and has ever been. This book, such as it is, is about getting the feel for living as 

the world. This is about getting at words beyond words. This is a reiteration and a continuation 

of what Alan Watts started to do. This is Alan Wattsinging mixed with some E.M. Forstering, J. 

C. Powysinging and George Orwelling and some rock and rolling sprinkled with poetic visions.  

This is the arrow Allan Watts shot into the air so very long ago.  
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“We apologize for the inconvenience, 

But this is a revolution.” 

  ~ Subcomandante Marcos 

 

 

 

 

Sing the song of death, oh sing it! 

For without the song of death, the song of life 

Becomes pointless and silly. 

~ D.H. Lawrence, “Song of Death” 

 

 

 

 

There’s a certain slant of light, 

On winter afternoons, 

That oppresses, like the weight 

Of cathedral tunes. 

  ~ Emily Dickinson 

 

 

 

 

I stood, and leaning o’er the garden wall 

Reviewed that Woman’s sufferings; and it seemed 

To comfort me while with a brother’s love 

I blessed her in the impotence of grief. 

  ~ William Wordsworth, The Excursion, I 

 

 

 

Welcome joy, and welcome sorrow, 

 Lethe’s weed and Hermes’ feather; 

Come to-day and come to-morrow, 

 I do love you both together! 

~ John Keats, from a letter, October 25th, 1818 

 

 

Miraculous power and marvelous activity – 

Drawing water and hewing wood.  
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~ Ch’uan Teng Lu 

 

 

When the train starts, and the passengers are settled 

To fruit, periodicals and business letters 

(And those who saw them off have left the platform) 

Their faces relax from grief into relief, 

To the sleepy rhythm of a hundred hours. 

Fare forward, travelers! not escaping from the past 

Into different lives, or into any future; 

You are not the same people who left that station 

Or who will arrive at any terminus 

~ T.S. Eliot, “The Dry Salvages” from The Four Quartets 

 

 

 

 He who bends himself to joy 

 Does the winged life destroy; 

 But he who kisses the joy as it flies 

 Lives in eternity’s sun rise. 

   ~ William Blake, “Eternity” 

 

  

 

 

He once asked Vasudeva, “Have you also learned that secret from the river; that 

there is no such thing as time?” 

  A bright smile spread over Vasudeva’s face.  

“Yes, Siddhartha,” he said. “Is this what you mean? That the river is everywhere 

at the same time, at the source and at the mouth, at the waterfall, at the ferry, at the 

current, in the ocean and in the mountains, everywhere, and that the present only exists 

for it, not the shadow of the past, nor the shadow of the future?” 

 ~ Herman Hess, Siddhartha 

 

 

 

 

Crimson and clover, over and over. 

Crimson and clover, over and over. 

Crimson and clover, over and over. 

Crimson and clover, over and over. 

  ~Tommy James and the Shondells 
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Since all that age doth teach, is ill, 

Why should I not love childhood still?... 

Dear, harmless age! the short, swift span, 

Where weeping virtue parts with man; 

Where love without lust dwells, and bends 

What way we please, without self-ends. 

~ Henry Vaughan, “Childhood”  

 

 

Children wake up. Hold your mistakes up 

Before they turn the summer into dust  

If the children don't grow up, our bodies get bigger but our hearts get torn up 

We're just a million little gods calling rain storms 

Turning every good thing to rust. I guess we’ll just have to adjust 

~ Arcade Fire, “Wake Up” 

 

 

This insight which expresses itself by what is called Imagination, is a very high sort of 

seeing, which does not come by study, but by the intellect being where and what it 

sees…”  

~Ralph Waldo Emerson, “The Poet”  

 

 

Shakedown 1979. Cool kids never have the time 

On a live wire right up off the street. You and I should meet 

June bug skipping like a stone 

~William Patrick Corgan, “1979” 

 

 

Only when you have no thing in your mind and no mind in things are you vacant and 

spiritual, empty and marvelous. 

   ~ Te Shan Hsuan Ch’ien 

 

 

We are such stuff  

 As dreams are made on, and our little life is rounded with a sleep. 

    ~ William Shakespeare, The Tempest 

 

 

 When I was small, and Christmas trees were tall, 

 we used to love while others used to play. 

 Don't ask me why, but time has passed us by, 

 some one else moved in from far away. 

    ~ Robin Gibb, Barry Gibb, Maurice Gibb, “The First of May” 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

WHAT IS THIS? 

 

BUT THOSE of us who live in this driven and over purposeful civilization need, more 

than anyone else, to lay aside some span of clock time for ignoring time, and for allowing 

the contents of consciousness to happen without interference.… one stops forcing 

experience with the conscious will and looking at things as if one were confronting them, 

or standing aside from them to manage them … it is better to try to be aware of one’s ego 

than to get rid of it. We can discover that the “knower” is no different from the sensation 

of the “known,” … instead of knowers and knowns there are simply knowings, and 

instead of doers and deeds simply doings… No one is more dangerously insane than one 

who is sane all the time: he is like a steel bridge without flexibility, and the order of his 

life is rigid and brittle. The manners and mores of Western civilization force this 

perpetual sanity upon us to an extreme degree, for there is no accepted corner in our 

lives for the art of pure nonsense. …There is no protected situation in which we can 

really let ourselves go. Day after day we must tick obediently like clocks, and “strange 

thoughts” frighten us so much that we rush to the nearest head-doctor. 

- Alan Watts, The Joyous Cosmology, (1962, p. 31-32). 
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Here we go. This will be blurry. There is a double vision to this. You might not be used 

to it. It depends on how you look at things. This is an improvisation, like you. The ideas put 

forward in this unhurried mental receptacle are fuzzy; fuzzy like a pussy willow is fuzzy; fuzzy 

like a little yellow duckling that goes, “Peep. Peep. Peep,” is fuzzy. And, like a peeping 

duckling, this is nature’s music without notation. The voice in this is as weak as a duckling’s 

song. 

As you can see, this is starting out weird, but rest assured, it’ll go strange in no time at 

all. That is by design. This is about stopping habitual thinking. In this first chapter, your personal 

reading disposition is of prime concern. A mental shift from practical to poetic is desired. A shift 

towards awareness of imagination and emotional expression is what we’re after. This is to shift 

from self-concern to feelings of sorrow for another’s misfortune. To let go of what you think you 

know and to relax into an open ended, disoriented state of mind is to be more realistic in how 

you stand in relation to the world at large.  

The poetic mindset is less grandiose and more self-aware. One must be silent to hear 

what others have to say. Similarly, one must silence thought so as to not think about anything 

other than thinking itself. In so doing you may feel more self-aware and empathetically 

connected to the world “out there.” If you can feel comfortable with feeling sorrowful without 

resistance, the more likely you are to feel the insight of existence and to exit habitual thinking 

stage right. Slam the habitual thinking door on your way out. Step into the sunshine of the 

freedom to feel. Be everything you see. Sing of love and march in the snow. You can be happy. 

Only thoughts that you’re not happy make it so. Habitual practical thinking disregards a 

duckling’s peeping. Rational “reasonable” thinking misses the point of nature’s peeping. Interior 

mental talking stops a person from being present in the world, as the world itself.  
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This will not be a journey, but a staying where you are. City or country - doesn’t matter, 

because wherever you go, there you are. With no destination enjoy the spaciousness of being in-

between not dead yet. Without a goal step through the veil of thinking that obscures the feeling 

of being. Forget what you think you know and go with the flow in streaming awareness. Forget 

work for a minute and forget the work of play for a time, and loll on a lawn, on the ground or 

floor or chair in the shade of a tree. Be useless for a while. Be lazy without compunction. Feel 

the humour of who you are. What a joke this is! Chuckle to yourself and see your own particular 

ridiculousness. Experience an extraordinary feeling of grace. Be content with the beauty of a 

flower reflected in your eye, a gentle breeze billowing, a dragonfly perching. Lie down in a field 

dressed in cotton and stare up at the sky unconcerned. Cross your arms behind your head to 

cradle it there and immerse yourself in what is. Without opinions, without analysis or criticisms, 

without sermonizing, moralizing or simonizing, without judgement of likes and dislikes: just 

gaze. Even if you don’t have eyes to gaze, gaze anyway. Gaze for days and days. Gaze without 

wanting, without a notion of clock time. Breathe in and breathe out like a bottle making music in 

the wind. Bathe in the world like a contented baby looking around, taking it in, amazed. Like a 

cow grazing, gaze at the vastness of space outside the Earth’s atmosphere – the above and 

beyond. Gaze in and around. Feel your existence and become everything at once. Feel openly 

aware without care. Consider what you have learned of molecular structures from scientists who 

foretold that nothing is solidly so. There is space within solids. Everything has, and is, fuzzy. 

Tap into your imagination. The world appears as you think it is. You are stuck in the middle. 

Imagine the patterning of the world as energy waves interconnecting. The separation you feel is 

the result of your mental confabulations. There is no separation between your body and the 

environment. Imagine: What if your fingers don’t actually end at their tips? What if they extend 
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into things like electrical currents? What if, when your hand touches a rock it is two fuzzinesses 

meeting: the rock and your own? Imagine that you are the universe as a whole. Go with this 

thought for a minute. Picture yourself as an organic candle burning energy from the sun. You are 

a recycling thing. Taking it in and letting it out. You think you are solid and temporary. Imagine 

that you are the universe looking at itself. Imagine the whispering visions of colours flying high 

above your head in clouds are as the beating of your own heart, pattering a rhythm of living. 

Heaven isn’t somewhere else after you die. It’s here and you don’t die. You just shift forms to 

another you because what you are is living. You are the spark. Imagine the respiration of your 

balloon lungs inhaling and exalting, understanding without knowing that your unintentional 

doings extend outward and do not end with your skin. You are in the nothingness of space all 

around and within you. Surrender without effort. It’s okay to be. Be a happy feeling. Let yourself 

happen as it will. Feel the perfection of, and in, the imperfections of what this universe is. It’s all 

too beautiful even when it isn’t. Observe the magic of people unfolding from a seat-warmed 

chair in a coffee-shop or bar. Each person feels as individual as any cookie would, but it’s a trick 

of the mind. Each person is the same one underneath. Linger in the mind releasing and 

manifesting euphoria of your imaginative power of apprehension. When you get it, your mind is 

blown. Without going anywhere, you go to Itchycoo Park and switch to a mode of knowing that 

transforms the everyday, boringly-ordinary and mundane into loving gaiety and joyous beingness 

and nowness where you are no longer a you-know-who (a ball of personality that you can hold in 

your hand like a snowball and throw at anyone who comes along) but a nobody in an everybody 

behind the eyes and a no-thing in everything. You are as musical refrain. You are a dancing 

movement. You are a peaceful thing doing no harm by living. And those who do harm to 

themselves or others are sadly confused. They don’t get it like you do. Sit, walk, observe. Feel 
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the glory of your body. Do this without being told how or why you should... just because... you 

can. Be a poem within a story of interconnected stories and poems. Extend yourself beyond 

knowing. In the incredible weirdness of mystified ecological awareness lose yourself like you 

would if you were dancing to the music found in the spheres, moving in slow motion to the 

music found in stones and clouds and the shimmying of leaves in the trees. Realize that the 

words, “Let go of yourself as a compact separate identity,” don’t mean anything. Words are gone 

in this. You are a zone of closeness, contentment and tranquility with what is. Float and sing like 

a choir to Strauss’s Blue Danube Waltz. This is not like a religious experience. This isn’t serious. 

It’s magestical. It’s a funny thing – a kind of unknowing: it is to be dumb but not stupid. Too 

often people are confused by a false sense of knowing. Look wide-eyed without fear at what this 

is. Realize that the universe, the above, the beyond, the in and around - is who you are: all of it, 

every bit of it. As it appears inside your head, so it is outside. In your zone of mystified 

ecological awareness you become yourself as an organism within an ecosystem of systems 

feeling and living and organizing in brilliance. You are the universe feeling a burning love for, 

and in, all things without labels of a positive or negative charge. Opposites go together. Ups and 

downs are one. With this oneness of feeling, you see evidence of intelligence in all things 

without question, without a source of control, without a personified boss sporting a white beard 

doling out cosmological justice or assembling parts into a whole, but as a growing outward all at 

once. Nature is a harmonious indifference, interconnected anarchy of profound doing without 

need. In all things nothing needs to be anything other than what it is. The wolf devours the fawn 

without sympathy or rancour. This is eating. The fawn dies so others might live. It’s a balancing 

thing. A woman feeds her children a chicken. Nature has its way of consuming energy from the 

sun. The world is an offering within you. From a curb or a ditch at the side of a road, you can 
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marvel at the illumination of life all around you. Close your eyes and open them again. You are a 

whirlwind whirl-winding for a time. You are a blinking strobe light of living and breathing. A 

pattern of energy that lives like an organic light bulb turned on and off and on and off, over and 

over like the lyrics to Crimson and Clover over and over. Death is the off before the on. It’s all 

one. 

Observe the comings and goings of human activity. Notice people struggling to survive. 

Feel bad for them when they suffer as they do. Life is perceived as a fight between light and 

dark. They take sides and think that one or the other must win. They hang on for dear life to a 

metaphorical pendulum swinging between good times and bad. They hang onto that roller 

coaster of ups and downs, sharp turns and disasters. And in this head trip nature gets scrutinized, 

marginalized, dissected and used for advantages as if nature were a separate thing, as if people 

could live without someplace to live. People fight to be happy and in so doing feel themselves 

isolated specks of aloneness. It’s a life of dog eat dog. Living is surviving. It’s not a matter of 

poeticising. People do what they think best to do both for themselves and those they love. People 

think that life is hard. They work hard. They play hard. They seek escape from a self-enforced 

hardness. People forget to dance and sing as they go along living the game of living and dying. 

They forget that it’s a game and it shouldn’t be taken too seriously. Win/lose, up/down - it’s all 

good when playing is the thing. To see the game, pendulum or ride for what it is - is what this is. 

This bit of writing is an annoying tap on the shoulder with a boney non-finger pointing. It is a 

reminder, an interruption, a direct and unabashed look in your eye from a dying friend to remind 

you to see the game for what it is: a playing. Go into the game sincerely but with a higher 

knowing that it’s all good. It’s a lark in wolf clothing. Cancer on a suffering lamb’s eye is a 

temporary state of affairs. Even when it’s bad, it’s good when you’re in the mood to say, “Bring 
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it on! I can take whatever you dish out!” because the universe is you, and, if you can become 

ecologically aware, you can feel it and love it not as you’d like it to be, but as it is. You can 

literally feel yourself as a living organism in relationship with all other living organisms, one to 

another, in physical surroundings without delineated partitions or mental machinations. With the 

release of cogitation, cognition and mental ruminations, you can realize without trying that who 

you think you are and what you think the world is about has been a dream. It’s all been your 

imagining. You’ve imagined yourself to be as you are. With this awareness you can tap into your 

imagination. Feel an eternal loving now experience of living and dying. Step in and out of the 

game with a sly and knowing smile. Your unknowing is the love you feel. You can see it for 

what it is - from all sides now. You are the seeing. Heaven is empty space and the earth is your 

spaceship. Death is nothing to fear. You feel unmoved by those who threaten you. You have 

nothing to lose. You cannot be killed because you are everything. You are even the far out 

person who feels so separate from you that he can kill. Such far out people live fragmented. To 

you death is but the unleaving of trees in the fall. Dying is as much a part of living as anything 

else. You can’t have life without death. It’s as simple as that. You don’t wish your life were 

other than it is. You can do what you can not what you can’t. You know that you can’t have 

positive without negative. You can’t have good without bad. One is recognized through the 

other. Mountains have peaks and valleys. A mountain mountains. It’s way beyond words. Waves 

go up and down. Everything is positive and negative – together – not in isolation. It’s a 

continuum. All opposites are one process realized one to the other. Evil is evil and yet, it is as 

nothing to you. Evil is the result of confused people who don’t know what they don’t know. See 

evil unafraid. You even feel sympathy for those people who get so mixed up in the game that 

they take themselves and the world as a matter of succeeding and personal gratification. They get 
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high on imbibing. They take without sharing. They use who they can. You might cajole them and 

tease them without malice like a rascal or a scamp because you understand that they think they 

are each just a narrow focus of conscious attention and you know otherwise. You know who they 

are. They are you and your are them. They are the world too. The only difference is that you are 

not drawn into believing what they believe to be true.  

In reading this, with eyes wide you can go, “What? Oh, I get it!” You can experience the 

perfection of yourself as a songbird in all that is and ever was. Not good and not bad as two 

separate extremes with an in-between. All one. Happiness, like the word, is found in 

unhappiness. Both occasions, be it happy or sad, call for tears of passion and grief. To feel it all – 

not one happy bit over another sad bit as better than the other, but both together in a bitter-sweet 

totality, a symphony – it is what this is. Tears of laughter or tears of grief is a tearing and a 

tearing apart– as in drops of clear saline fluid secreted by lacrimal glands for weeping and a 

separating of parts by force – tearing and tearing, one and the same. Both sides are feelings 

heartbreakingly profound in sadness and lovingly joyful in happiness like an amazingly 

interconnected cosmological package deal, such is you and so is this.  

Just so. 

This chapter about nothing is to have a good old-fashioned unthinging think. To weep 

and smile as you wander a grove or stumble around a grassland to a secret musical groove that 

only you can hear inside of yourself as if coming from rocks, wind, years and stars and a drone 

as hummed by the sun. This is the cold and the snow. This is lichen on rocks, crocuses in 

crevices and ravens receding into distances. This is the frost and the heat in your body. And you 

may wonder, “What does this mean? Does this mean anything?” And in response this says, “Yes. 

It does.” And, this says, “No. It doesn’t.”  
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This is the riddle of meaning. This is poetic vision. This is ecological awareness and the 

psychedelic experience. Put the word, “Mystified,” on your t-shirt and wear it as a reminder to 

live unknowingly. 

Does everything have to mean something other than what it is? Is not a cow a cow? And 

when a cow says, “Moo,” does she not mean what she says? What is the meaning of a cloud? Is a 

cloud just a precursor to rain? Is that what a cloud means? Is a cloud just identifiable as, say, 

cumulus nimbus - part of a hydrological cycle; is that what a cloud means? What is the meaning 

of a daisy? Does a daisy have meaning? Is it only the humble bumblebee who wishes to love up 

a daisy? What’s the meaning of a clod of dirt? It’s dirt. That is all. Are you indifferent to dirt? 

You can stand on it. You can plant living things into it. You can even bleed your life away into 

it. You can close your eyes and die on it and decompose into it even if you don’t want to. Is not 

dirt beautiful in its own dirty-dirt way? Dirt lives but it doesn’t mean anything, does it? Dirt as a 

word is a sign but dirt itself isn’t an abstract notion. Why do we fixate on meanings? What if in 

reading this there is no meaning? What if this is a big waste of time, the whole kit and caboodle? 

What then? What if words are just words - nothing more? What if time is for wasting and in 

living you are so doing? What if there is nothing to do and nothing to be that you aren’t already 

doing and being? Can you do nothing? Or, is all your doing a means to an end? Is doing done to 

be useful, for a purpose? Is doing always done for betterment and progress or could there be 

more to living than doing, dining, celebrating, pooping, breathing, striving and surviving? Why 

must we survive? This is not to say that we shouldn’t. It’s a wonderful thing to live (isn’t that the 

whole point of this?). But why survive? What is survival? What is living?  

Get right to it.  
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Suppose you survive for as long as you can and at a hundred and ten you find yourself 

looking out at the world from a nursing home window. What then? We already know how it will 

end, so... the issue is, how does one prioritize living? Definitive answers are not presented in 

here. It’s up to you how you should live, but it doesn’t hurt to take some time to listen to the 

music in the all-ness and isness of ecological awareness. It’s a fine thing to sway and march and 

play without purpose for Life with a capital L isn’t as serious as we presuppose. The trick to it is 

to play the game of living sincerely without sarcasm. Play the game without making winning and 

losing the be all and end all of who you are and what’s important. A flake of snow is incredibly 

important just before it hits the ground. A burning ember is important, just before it goes out. 

People are not just competitors for scarce resources. Nature’s way is abundance. Nature is 

dispassionate indifference. These are the rules we live by. Play for the sake of play without 

cruelty or deceit. Reading this is a time for you to enjoy yourself and put up your feet - literally 

and/or metaphorically (you may or may not have feet). This asks questions without definitive 

answers, like: Why must we do what we do? Do we do what we do to keep boredom at bay? 

What’s wrong with boredom anyway? Go into boredom and you might find that it isn’t all that 

bad; it makes time last a whole lot longer. This asks: How do you feel about ambiguity? Do you 

pity ambiguity? Can you live within uncertainty? Can you feel empathy? How’s your 

imagination? Go between yes-and-no and on-and-off and black-and-white and what do you get?  

It’s hard to say.  

This or that? This and that? What? Is smiling a good thing? Not always. A smile at 

another’s suffering is the face of cruelty. A smile of love is transcendent. It’s all too beautiful. 

Can you love nothing? Can you be here and not? Can you enjoy not doing? What if you 

were to put this book down – right now - and stare into space like a sheep or a cow? What then? 
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What would people think of you if you went into a zone of not knowing? Would people look at 

you as if there was something wrong with your head? Without a word in your brain, are you 

insane or are you dead? or are you more than alive. Can only those with head injuries stare into 

space with openly blank faces? Can you enjoy time wasting? And, if you went behind your eyes, 

what would you find there? Bone, blood and brains, but is that you? What if the problem is not 

with not thinking enough, but with thinking too much? What if wordiness is a mistake? Could it 

be that busy thinking and thinking of ourselves as intelligent beings, we remove ourselves from 

the natural equation and go into illusions where we play real life versions of video games?  

What if this is just another indefinite pronoun?  

The ideas presented in this are rickety like an old swinging bridge made of rotten planks 

and tattered ropes wiggling and wobbling in the breeze. The ideas presented herein are as old as 

the hills - as old as the universe, and just as big - and though the ideas in this are as old as they 

are, each time they’re seen they’re new again. This asks again and again, “Who are you?” and in 

response, you lie to yourself and say for no one to hear, “I don’t know,” or “I think I do.”  

The purpose of this opening chapter is to lead you away from your meddling intellect 

where setting up likes against dislikes is a disease of the mind. The ideas in this are elusive: 

elusive like a dear in the forest, elusive like a rainbow, elusive like a sunrise, elusive like a 

slippery-skinned frog in a marsh that you try to catch with boxing gloves on while a surly 

trumpet-boy wearing a tuxedo plays a Carnival of Venice standing in a canoe. 

This is like that.  

Exactly like that. 

This is shaky because the ideas in this aren’t fixed. Every eye will see this differently. 

This is shaky like a grizzled old man in a sailor’s cap without an ocean nearby ordering an egg 
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salad sandwich in a pizza parlour. Every eye is upon him. Everyone is wondering, “Who is that 

flabby Captain?”  

A fool will see this book-without-plot generically, as a book in keeping with a genre of 

literature marked as “Mystical” that is not marketable and not likely to make money. But in this, 

not making money is a measure of success. Money is overrated anyway. If you’ve got food on 

your plate and some place comfortable to sit with a friend; if you’ve got health and good cheer 

that’s pretty much all you need. Having more and more money is to buy into a banker’s dream of 

paradise. Money is not an answer. It’s not even a question. When money is all that matters, 

nothing matters.  

To the fool every tree is just another - made of wood, the colour green, all trees the same 

- each with a name, a price point, identified by science with characteristics designed by  

indifferent nature to serve indifferent people in indifferent cities and arbitrary nations where trees 

are cleared to make room for progress, automation and transportation. The fool will say, “Sure, 

I’ve seen trees, but if you’ve seen one, you’ve seen them all.” To the fool, all people are equal 

with only minor differences of a superficial nature meaningful only in terms of dollars and 

voting powers, but to the wise, each tree is as unique as the human. There is no comparison. 

Each and every human and each and every tree is itself incomparable. Each is a single. Each is 

itself and yet, each is not a separate part of a whole like a machine. Each is a whole in itself to 

the whole which isn’t a thing. To see the same and to compare them as such is not to see at all. 

The wise imagine without effort or reward and live with gusto a present outside buffeting time 

marked by arbitrary beginnings and endings. The wise pay attention. To the wise wealth and 

power is nothing. The imagination of the wise denotes the act of total mind. The total mind of the 

wise reveals the identity of subject and object, man and nature in the Sum or I Am to transcend a 
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fixed and dead conceptual world with limited notions of self. The wise see the common as 

uncommonly common. The wise keep it simple. There is no need for an explanation as to how it 

is done. What’s done is a doing. You are a doing. You are the fawn dying and the wolf chewing. 

The wise see the fool’s game of one-upmanship for what it is: a game of I’m better than you or 

my group is better than yours or I know and you don’t, or I’m worse than you. The wise happily 

play the game’s people play with sincerity as best they can, but they play without hang-ups or 

cares because they see the game for what it is – a kind of show. The ideas in this – this book 

which defies reasonable explanation as to why it exists – are irrationally rational, oddly 

comforting and most assuredly non-life threatening. This is like a Memory of Circus Renz in the 

rain. Every beginning portends an end that is joyously impractical. It’s a trapezing thing. This 

resides outside the domain of the corporate business agenda that sinks people ever more into a 

quagmire of acquiring at the expense of nature and a lack of love thereof. Nothing is ever really 

disposable for everything recycles eventually – even you. Perpetual growth is a joke. Moderation 

is beauty. Greed is silly. Selfishness is isolation. A well made wooden boat can last hundreds of 

years. With care and attention, a house of stone can last forever. 

As you read this, let the thoughts that you hear inside of your head be made of words that 

you’ve not heard. Even if you consider yourself to be a proficient reader and a relatively 

intelligent person all things considered with a good head on your shoulders not easily distracted 

by extraneous noise or run-on sentences, the ideas in this might present a conundrum for you. 

Not because you are required to believe in anything new - belief, like batteries for this toy book-

thingy, are not required – no; what is said in this is simple. It’s so simple. It’s easy to miss. It’s 

so obvious. When we see it slowly appearing, we’re surprised by our obliviousness. This is the 
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whole thing. In a nutshell, this is the mystery of existence as it is experienced in ecological 

awareness.  

You may want clarification, automation or revelation, but that is not forthcoming. You 

may find yourself saying, “I don’t get it! Tell me what this means!” And as you read the word 

“this” over and over in this, you just might find yourself feeling frustrated, but if you can observe 

that the “you” is an ego-you opinion –as in, “This is wasting my valuable time,” and let go of that 

ego notion, you could be as one and get it. You could be a you that doesn’t exist partitioned from 

reality like a disembodied entity. If you can know the you that wasn’t born, you’ll get the point to 

living this life because you’ll know that there is no dying. You can be as one with everything. 

You can exist not as an ego, but as the world of the child or the animal where there is no 

separation. Where air breathes itself and hills lift you up. Without the arrogance of an adult who 

knows and is known, you can be free like a child, like a baby no less - as if you’ve been taken 

back to a time before you learned the meaning of words - before you could read and label the 

world as outside your body. Your regular mental stance can get side stepped and temporarily 

silenced. If you go with it like a happy little idiot without feeling like you shouldn’t because you 

think you’re important, and, if you can have fun with it for no other reason than to play sincerely 

in this game, you might feel surprised relief in so doing. Feeling released from the you identity to 

whom you think you’ve known can be a freeing experience, like feeling you are a Hawaiian 

morning after a night’s rain or a country lane in England before the war.  

If you are wearing relaxed-fit pants or a skirt without leg bias, the ideas in this could take 

you back to a time before you knew the meaning of language, back to a free-flowing, carefree 

time when everything was new and you could point at something freely and say without reserve, 

“ta!” or “da!” as if you were trying to say the word for “that,” but couldn’t quite do it. 
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Everything you saw back then as a child was ta or da and with the motion of pointing a chubby 

little slobbery finger, you’d say “ta” or “da” or maybe “dis” for this. At such times you were 

“ta-da-ing” the world. It was magic. You didn’t know it at the time, but as a pre-linguistic child 

you were learning to differentiate yourself from things. You were a fuzzy innocent animal with a 

big brain that was beginning to thing the world, starting a process that continues day after day as 

you grew older, upward, and inward. You were doing what everybody does. You started the 

process of separating your body from the external world and because you thought there was an 

outside outside the inside you, you created an inside partitioned by thoughts, symbols and word 

representations. It was all well and good; quite natural really, but without the guidance of nature 

or someone wise on the outside the world gets impersonalized. The world gets perceived as 

outside your body. You think you can do whatever you want at any expense. The universe 

becomes something hostile, something that is out to get you and make you fail or something you 

can exploit for your own ends. The world becomes something to be conquered and controlled 

and if you can’t, or don’t succeed, you are a failure. Living becomes a matter of voluntary action 

and you think that you are the choices you make. Chance is not fate. People become automatons 

in a hostile world without the wisdom of nature or a wise artist capable of convincing you that 

thinking perceptions are illusions. People live like ghosts in each other’s memories. As a person 

gets older and is made to assume (or neglect) responsibilities, hearts and minds get broken and 

torn apart - all manner of addictions, fears and fetishes result. Enough is never enough. People 

join a mob mentality. They feel alone, unaware and unworthy. They actively engage in building 

and destroying anything and everything that gets in the way of their personal goals or in-group 

gains. As a youngster pointing, you learned to tell the difference between your hand and not-

your-hand. Before this differentiation you would have looked at your hands and toes in 
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astonishment and as part of the world. It is to this early non-separation that we return in this. 

Now that you’ve thinged the world, now is the time to unthing it again.  

In the beginning of life you probably couldn’t tell where you started and the world began. 

It is to this state we return. We return to this world where self and the world were together in a 

natural state, before critical thinking, opinions, and responsibilities took you, as an individual, 

out of the picture of nature and into your head; before the time of “now” became “then” and a 

future tense; before worry, fear and grief took its toll on you; before you hardened your heart and 

head through self-driven concerns; before childlike became childish and absurd; before maturity 

meant self-preservation at all costs; before you scrunched up your pretty little face and tightened 

your intestinal muscles to meet the demands of people who snapped at you: “What’s wrong with 

you? Pay attention! Try harder!” How exactly you were to do that, the demanders didn’t say. 

You tried to do it physically, but that didn’t work. You learned how to feel the stress in living 

and pleasing others who were obviously not you. You learned how to worry about worrying, 

how to feel guilt in feeling guilt and how to feel shame in shame. Life became a problem to 

solve. People let uncomplicated things get complicated as they age. You may have been told by 

mother, caregiver or partner, “If you loved me, you would have done better,” or “If you loved 

me, you wouldn’t have done ______ (you fill in the blank).” Here you had thought you loved 

mother, caregiver or partner but you must have been wrong. You let those you thought you loved 

down again and again. After a lifetime of experiencing confusing confusions, you began to not 

understand love. You felt isolation. You were yourself natural, at least, in the beginning, but as 

time rolled heavily over you, day after day, in the game of succeeding and failing you were told, 

“Do what I want you to do and if you do that, I will love you.” The you who you imagined 

yourself to be was, more often than not, simply not, and never was, good enough or the you who 
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you thought became inflated by praise. You began to feel self-important and superior to others 

who you thought of as not you. You – your identity, your image - became a matter of opinion - 

yours and everyone else’s and love became a matter for discussion, but love isn’t a thing that you 

think. Love is an energy that is hard to explain. Love isn’t a word. Love is an imaginative vision 

of sympathetic empathy which takes you out of yourself into other “things” in the world. The 

love that you felt as you disengaged from the world may have felt fragmented as it faded away. 

For many, love becomes something earned or expected like a commodity of praise.  

As a child growing, the image you held of yourself changed. You were sometimes left 

feeling alone and confused as the process of separation of self from other continued into 

adulthood. Life was a battlefield of giving and receiving in a competition of taking and owning 

and winning and losing and aside from occasional moments of oneness experienced as you grew 

up, you became an other to yourself like every other other is an other to you. Naturalness faded 

during this process of separation. You may have loved your mother or significant other, but you 

were (and are) a disappointment to yourself sometimes. You were told that you acted contrary to 

the love that you felt. Those who are sensitive can get caught in double binds and confused by 

mixed messages such as, “If you loved me, you would not have done such-and-such,” or “If you 

want to be my friend or a part of the group, you better stop being what you’re being and stop 

doing what you’re doing.” Relationships feel fragile. Gossip flourishes. Trust diminishes. 

Disappoint or anger someone and the relationship is done. People are easily soured one to 

another when opinions and judgments get involved. You may have felt a tension between being 

yourself and having to please others. Love became something you earned with good behaviour. 

Love becomes a matter of reciprocation. People put forward an effort to win love from others 

and weep when they do not get it or do not have it, but love does not come by doing things for it. 
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This is not a matter of supply and demand. Love is a force like water in a garden hose. It goes 

wherever it’s directed. It flows when there isn’t a pinch. You cannot cry out for love and have it 

returned. It does not come from without. It comes from within. You get love by loving. You 

become love by loving. 

 

As a baby you probably couldn’t tell the difference between here and there. Your depth 

of field just wasn’t there. As a child, unless there was abuse or neglect by those who were 

themselves abused or neglected, there was a wholeness to existence. There was a “Holy Cow!” to 

that which is all. As a baby there was a oneness to everything which isn’t to say that everything 

was the same or made of one thing, but everything just went together perfectly. You could take 

your finger and reach out to touch the moon and expect that you could, but then reality surprised 

you with its distances and in this - as you read this silly little book-thingy so randomly found on 

the ground in the forest’s lost and found - your inner idiot will flourish again - not that children 

are idiots, but you know what that means.  

Within these pages, you can lose yourself and take what comes without an interlocutor 

second guessing, without a lexicon lexiconning or a waffler waffling. You are invited to read 

without an eye for faults. There are many, but no matter, there’s wholeness to this like a child’s 
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drawing made with sincerity. If you accept flaws with jolly indifference, you might get this 

without trying and in so doing feel tranquil. Peace can be had because it is the default position 

when mental manipulations are silenced. If you don’t think too much about this, you can enjoy 

instances of a rare oceanic oneness and a peaceful feeling of un-criticism. You can hear a bird 

singing inside your mind and know that it’s your doing. Not that you are the bird birding, but the 

bird is your doing because this – all of this - is one stuff processing through you. You are a 

processing. Everything you see is a pattern of seeing. The bird you hear is heard inside you and 

you are seen inside the bird seeing you. You can think and unthink at the same time. To be free - 

to be what you are instead of what you think you should be - is what this is about. Not that there 

is anything wrong with who you think you are, it’s just a narrowed vision. It’s an image. It’s an 

illusion - a trick of the light. Your personality - as with all personalities - is a wonderful mask 

that you wear to communicate yourself to yourself and a world perceived as outside your body. 

Personalities are uniquely beautiful and terrible in their individualized way depending upon the 

situation and the perception of that situation by the image of that person. It’s a lovely game we 

play. People think their self-images are real. They take their image seriously. You should never 

mock participants who think they know who they are. They can’t help it. It’s what they know. 

They live in common sense. You can play the Me-game too. After all, when we fall in love, it is 

towards the personality we fall. The personality, your me or ego in the psychological sense as it 

appears on the psychoanalyst’s couch, is the outward face you wear. A personality is a feature 

used for the sake of socialization, communication and career aspirations. It is a precious painting, 

a story of our self that you tell yourself. Without it you couldn’t order ice cream. You - as with 

most people (even the so-called rotten apples in the so-called rotten apple barrel) - are amazingly 

intricate and interconnected. In this book-thingy we take off our masks and put them down for a 
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minute or two in order to feel as one with the Self. Within each one of us is a self. That self 

beyond ego concerns is the living spark within all of us at once. It’s is like an electrical current 

that we’re plugged into but we don’t know it because we think we’re individuals. The spark of 

life within is the power of the universe. We step into the light of morning as the light of morning. 

We become the eyes of the trees. We let go of the complications and obfuscations hidden by our 

personalities when we make contact with the self within.  

Brain power fuels emotion and doings, like a wonderfully intricate dream imagined we 

think. In this imagining dream that we each feel our self to be in, is the person we think we are 

inside our heads and yet from within the bubble of brain chatter we can step outside. You may 

need reminding that who you are is not the dreamer or the dream and neither is anyone else. You 

are not solid like plastic. You are not mechanical. You are not technological or electronic. You 

are not thick like concrete. You are organic. You are like a leaf on a tree in a lifetime that is 

seasonal. You are all natural like a cow munching grass in a meadow living within a present that 

doesn’t come from a past, where cause and effect are one instance.  

We are all of us as a honey bee doing what has always been done by honey bee doings. 

Progress is a myth we believe. Whatever is new becomes old again, cycling, spiralling, around 

and around we go. Like the honey bee we live outside history in a perpetual present where all 

things are no things interconnecting with nothing and everything is in a finite infinity. Like the 

word finite is found inside infinite so the I that is in reference to each one of us separately is in 

fact, the same I. We are like a wet field of hay surrounded by clumps of snow smelling of damp 

flowers rising. And you, you of all people, are not apart from nature. You are nature. Nature - 

like the grain in wood, like clouds in the sky, like flowers in a meadow - is never a mess and 

neither are you. Like the bee in a field, you buzz a musical palpitation. You are a rhythm going. 
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You are a chemical process, like an organic candle flame burning as human. The organic flame 

of your molecular structure is not solid. Sunshine goes into you in the form of food and cycles 

out as part of an incredibly intricate system of on and offs, cause and effects and laws dictated by 

nature. As you read this, you might find judgements within you welling up and flip-flopping 

between liking and disliking. Resist not the temptation to judge. Notice the opinions that float 

into your mind unbidden and every now and then remember to say to yourself something like, “I 

don’t know.” What if the philosopher’s expression of know thyself was a mistake? For in 

knowing thyself, who is it that is doing the knowing? What if there is no thyself – no you as you 

know it to be? What if thyself as you know yourself is a superficial representation of a mask or 

an image? The you to whom you think yourself to be is narrowly prescribed. It is limited to the 

little thinking bit at the top. What if to know thyself, one must know the other? What if empathic 

imagination is as important or more important than self-knowledge because self-knowledge is a 

false sense of knowing. If you truly know thyself, you would be able to step out of yourself and 

know what you really are. Through empathic power you would be able to be anyone and 

anything. What if the philosopher’s dictum “I think therefore I am” is a trick of the mind? What 

if in self-awareness there is no such you? You are a personality you made up. In awareness one 

is unaware and aware of the self at the same time. What if in seeing, it is not just little old you 

seeing (the little bit of focused attention at the top in a skull), it is seeing itself - in the broader 

sense of everything seeing? The hills have eyes. It’s you. If there are gophers in those hills, the 

eyes of those gophers are you too. You are the hills in another form. You are the sound of music. 

You are imagination walking. What you think about yourself and about other people is in your 

imagination.  
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One minute this seems to be a reasonable, coherent and tangible and then, the next, a 

blanket statement like the one just made is made and it isn’t and it doesn’t. That’s because this is, 

and isn’t, reasonable. It’s beyond reason. It’s like life itself. This is a-reasonable. This is about 

breaking the spell of mechanical cognition and the fantasy of you are as you think are. In all of 

this thinking, the opinions that you have in your head are but thoughts amongst thinkings. The 

ideas presented in this alternate between peculiar and irreverent and your knee-jerk reaction 

might be to reject them without question. Do you want to be told what this is about? Well... this 

won’t do that. You want control. That is understandable. You want to kick at this out of sense of 

frustration and exasperation, but then after you kick and you balk, after you whine and complain 

in your mind, you could just as easily be intrigued and continue to read. You might wonder why 

you do it. Why would you take an interest in this? Nothing has really been said thus far. Very 

little has been pinned down or squared away. It could be that you press on because you expect 

something to happen, but in that expectation you are mistaken. This says, “Have no expectations. 

Be not optimistic. Hope not. Be.” As much as you might want a central core of information that 

you can appropriate and apply in a practical way to your life, such a demand will go unfulfilled 

in this. In many ways, practicality can rob a person of the unity that passes comprehension. This 
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isn’t practical. The universe isn’t practical. The answers are hidden in plain sight so you don’t 

see them. You can’t be told what’s in here. It’s up to you to find out for yourself. It’s up to you 

to find the answers you’re after. You keep hoping for something to happen. You’re looking for 

something to use, but in this there is no you and no using. What that something is that you’re 

looking for isn’t exactly clear, but you look for it anyway because you have this nagging feeling 

that you’re missing out on something – something Big. What that something is, you’re not sure. 

You’ve probably seen and heard people who are eager to tell you how they found what you’re 

looking for, but how do they know? They want you to jump in their ferry boat. You look at self-

aggrandized people and want to get what they say they got and they are eager to tell you what 

you want to hear. They will want you to do what they do because they like the way that you 

think they’re special too. They want you to join them in their specialization. They might even 

want to radicalize you to do hurtful things or, at the very least, to do impossible things. They will 

want your money. They are quick to say, “Believe me when I say!” but don’t be fooled by them. 

Deep down you don’t buy what they’re selling. You are sceptical of the motivations of such 

people. You think they’re nice. They want you to think that way and maybe they are, but more 

often than not, they’re just as mean and confused as anyone else and their motivation is financial. 

They will tell you to think this and to think that, but you don’t have to. You might think that the 

thinking they espouse will help you. In this you are reminded that thinking won’t help. Thinking 

gets in the way of feeling the mystical way. You don’t know what you want. You get lost in your 

thoughts, questions and complications. You make connections from assumptions and float like a 

lead balloon. You might think that life is a bore and you might want to have more. You may 

think life mundane and you want magic again - like you did as a kid (if you did). You might 

crave purpose so you go out there and do it. Constantly striving, you get busier than ever, but the 
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faster you go the further away you get. Time rolls over you in loss and regret. You feel that you 

need a destiny and you want to feel special like the people who look special do, so you do this 

and you do that to achieve something of which you’re not quite sure. You look to religion or you 

look to science for the answers to your question and there you find answers in words galore. You 

look for revelation and logic. You want to believe in something. So you say to yourself that you 

do, but in your heart, you’re not really sure. You live in doubt, but you want to believe. You 

want to believe in belief. You crave certainty and will pay whatever the price to get it. You may 

want to feel spiritual, but you’re not sure what that means. The word spiritual might be to you as 

nebulous as the meaning of the word nebulous is. The word spiritual has been worn thin like an 

old pair of shorts. Threadbare spirituality may appear to you vague and unclear with its unfailing 

certainly. Spirituality has as much invisible baggage as a carousel from a cancelled Trans 

Atlantic flight, but you’ve heard people tell convincing stories of the love that they feel with an 

omniscient being as they weave in and out of traffic with their hand on the horn and a swear on 

their lips. You may want to be enlightened. You really do. The pressure is on! You put it there 

yourself. You want something spooky. You want something super in your natural. You 

desperately want something extraordinary to happen to you. Regular life is just so humdrum and 

the world that you live in is a terrible mess. A lot of people live like they’re dead in their bodies 

as they run on their invisible hamster wheels. There are people who live like automatons driving 

from within their car bodies. People use drugs and booze and titillations and a million other 

distractions and concoctions to relieve the tedium of the day to day grind that wears them all 

down to a nub, but such relief as is found is fleeting - here and gone, here and gone - for nothing 

lasts; not in the long run, all is change changing constantly. People seek excitement or 

contentment from one day to the next. They return again and again to what Peggy Lee wondered 
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in song: “Is that all there is?” Millions of people want to see magic. They crave revelations. They 

believe in progress. They don’t see the magic in day-to-day living so they seek escape through 

various means because the modern world since industrialization has been systematically 

stripping magic away. Dull, dull, dull – the world feels so dull! Adventure, fantasy and computer 

magic feed a craving for action. For some, as a result of tedium and frustration, people gravitate 

towards telling people they know a secret which is popular. They say they know something 

special in the hopes that they will get what they want. They think that the secret they have will 

make all their wishes come true. They think they can use this secret and through the power of 

their mind and by sheer force of will use the secret of will-power and prayer for personal gain 

and universal benefit to all. They think they can control the world that’s roaring away like a 

runaway train. Like the little train that could, they say to themselves inside their collective 

brains, “I think I can. I think I can. I think I can.” They whisper it to themselves all the way up 

the line until the day they die. On the rails of a mountain, they wish and they climb. Sometimes 

they reach the top but, more often not: they don’t. They rarely get where they’re going. They 

rarely get what they want. As a result of all this thinking, wishing and wanting, there are vast 

numbers of people left living in wont. Wanting and yearning is epidemic as people look and look 

for the purported magic as proffered by popular culture. People want something deeper than a 

shallow grave in a foreseeable future. They want to dig something deeply. They crave 

significance and so might you. Why else would you be here reading this bit of fluff floating like 

a red sponge rubber ball bobbing around in a stream? Through this, you may want to gain a 

power that you think you can use to manipulate people and the world into doing what you want 

them, and it, to do. At the very least, you may want to get more out of living than simply 

digesting, working and pro-creating. You want answers to the questions that you have, like: 
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“What happens when I die? Why do people do the crazy things that they do? There is all manner 

of violence on the News. Why? Why? Why? Why is the world such a mess? It doesn’t have to be 

that way, does it? Why can’t I be happy?” For answers you might read one book and then 

another, go to this and that lecture, watch videos of those who have all the answers - always 

searching, always questing and in this searching and questing you may have happened upon this 

odd little book which appears as total nonsense, but then, you hear music and think, “What’s 

that? At last! Something magic! I hear music!” It must be a sign! And then you realize that the 

music you hear is coming from outside somewhere. Some person who is, as usual, being rude 

and selfish, is blasting his taste in music to the world and you do not approve. “How dare he?” 

you think, “I’m trying to read!” (which is funny because you’re not trying to read – you’re 

reading). You say you can’t concentrate because of the distraction. You get mad. You feel 

disappointed, at least, at first, but then you continue to read and think, “Surely there must be 

something to this, otherwise, why does it exist? Why did I pick this up? What was that music 

about? Why did I hear it? Surely this means something?” You look for a meaning in this 

coincidence and in the dream you had last night. You find what you want. You look for meaning 

and connections, but there aren’t any to be found that you haven’t created yourself. No answers 

appear thus far in this text so you might start to second guess and look for patterns to cling and 

then you think, “This is strange.” And you wonder to your self, “If this flimsy little text is so 

strange, why am I reading it? Do I read simply because it’s here? Am I reading for the sake of 

reading? What about me? Who’s thinking about me? I have needs! Is this just about killing time 

slowly and painfully until I die? So far this has been about nothing. Is that what this is about? 

Wasting my valuable time? Wasting my precious - my finite time?” And yet... (pregnant pause) Is 

that a bird or a phone that you hear? And then you think to yourself, “Obviously the publishers 
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thought this text worthy or it wouldn’t be on the shelf and in my hand. Publishers wouldn’t make 

this just for the money, would they? There must be something to this nonsense? Surely there is? 

There must be something I can hang onto and learn?” Which begs the question: What do you 

want? What exactly do you want? What are you looking for? Why are you reading the following 

words: “Why are you reading the following words?”  

That’s what this is about.  

It is assumed that thoughts and ideas presented in this will make sense and answers will 

be given, but they won’t – not really. They will... but they won’t. Not definitively. Any answers 

will not come from thinking you know. Any answers that you find in this will be found by 

reading between the lines where you never thought to look and where only you can go. You 

cannot be told what this is about. This is an experience. Your experience. This isn’t information. 

You must experience this yourself. You may insist that answers be provided clearly and 

unadulterated and in a manner of speaking, they are – in a funny round-about kind of way. This 

roundabout approach may not be what you’re used to, but press on. Press on!  

Begin circling. Enjoy the fog and the mist of a far away goose in front of your face.  

This little book that defies generalization does not present a rational cogent argument 

with evidence supporting a particular contention or opinion. This is a questioning. There is no 

authority in here but you. This is not well-researched. There are no footnotes. There are only 

invisible footprints in the sand or snow of this hot and cold meandering world we’re in. This is a 

walk in the park or a zoned-out stroll down a busy or empty street flowing with you. This is a 

trip of the not falling-on-your-face kind.  

In reading this gobbledygook right now Zing! Zap! Poof! this very instant is itself a 

mystification. Be Mystified ! put that on your t-shirt and wear it. Let go of letting go. Don’t try to 
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try. Smell what you smell. See from the periphery of being yourself. Imagine you are 

enlightened. Believe it or not, if you’ve stopped the train of habitual thoughts that you’ve been 

thinking for years and years, as you read this right here, right now, as you see the world out of 

the corner of your eyes off the edge of this page from the periphery of your vision and as you 

smell what there is to smell right now - you’ve walked away from yourself into a forest of 

sensing at the side of the track that you’ve been thinking and, where are you? You are here. Your 

butt is the X that marks the spot. Right Now. Right here. Present! What do you hear? Right 

where you are this exact second, if you feel the world as your body – no separation - you are 

ecologically aware. You are the world seeing. Even if you think this is impossible, even if you’re 

in a city or a suburb – it doesn’t matter - you are mystified and ecologically aware when the train 

of your brain is sidetracked by the mystery of existence and you just are what you are without 

thinking you are. Can you dig it? It’s a groove. It’s a trans. It’s the circling centre of a 

circumference and you’re it? Can you hear it? If not, can you feel it? It’s a song whispering 

behind your mind within your body behind your eyes. It’s your doing of yourself. Doing yourself 

as the world is what this is about. This is what it is to be mystified. It is to see and feel incredible 

in the ordinary. It is to see people as acting themselves out as players in this situation we call 

living. It is to recognize non-separation. You are not separate from your environment. If you 

breathe in the air of the Earth, you are of the bubble. Those that are really into it – those who 

don’t know or question that they are playing a role they think to be themselves – they are 

unaware of what they do or of what they are. They think they know but they don’t.  

To not know is the thing that you know.  

Most people are players assumed within roles. They are oblivious to the grand scheme of 

things. This is fine of course. It’s all well and good - part of the game really. It is natural for 
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people to get bamboozled by their thinking. People think of themselves and each other as 

cartoons. People are caricatures one to another. As a result of not knowing (but thinking they 

do), people get into a fever of activity - doing what they do without a broader awareness of what 

this is about.  

This little bit of a book right here in front of you is about noticing. That’s it. It is in 

noticing that if there are elephants, it’s really, really interesting. If there is a rhinoceros among 

us, however preposterous it is, it’s real! A rhino is the Earth in a form with legs and a horn. You 

are the Earth walking on two feet and if you can’t walk, you’re the Earth rolling. You are the 

Earth walking an’ rolling! In noticing the Earth as yourself you can’t help but be totally amazed 

and yet, too many people take it all for granted. People destroy what they can because they don’t 

see the Earth and everything and everyone of it as themselves. The world just becomes so much 

common sense – a kind of negation of amazingness. The universe is what it is and to most 

people, it isn’t a big deal. The Earth is just something we look down upon out a tiny window as 

we are flying over it to stay the night in a veneer hotel by the airport. It - this world as it is above 

and beyond what we think it is - is miraculous. It’s beyond words. The Earth and stars and 

planets could not be better imagined. They all go together. There is no separation. Living is a 

verb experienced as amazingly perfect even when it isn’t. Living is living when it is not taken for 

granted. When arbitrary dividing lines between good and bad are seen as unnecessary for each to 

exist, that is when you are one with what is both at once. The old man is implied in the boy and 

yet each is as separate as ash is from fire. The seed is a future tree. Everything is in an in-

between. Believe it or not, you are here and not in your head. It is in noticing the existence of all 

that is and in so doing having your breath taken away again and again with each and every 

exhalation: that is what this is. This is to experience the poetry of living. It is in imagining and 
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being all things. The sense being made herein is of a different sort. It is a romantic and a spiritual 

sense that isn’t spooky or remote or unbelievable. It is reality. Reality is real. This might not 

make common sense to a brain divided and acclimatised by the malaise of modernity where 

machine-minds live machine-lives. To your average pragmatic person concerned as she or he is 

with practical concerns like achievement, the making of money and the paying of bills, eating 

and drinking and cleaning toilets, surfing the net, smart phones, Breaking Bad TV marathons and 

video games, going to the gym, looking for a mate, plucking hairs, bathing and hygiene, hanging 

shelves, buying cars... to those involved in these seemingly never-ending doings in day-to-day 

affairs, the sense presented here is nonsensical. This is dumb; nevertheless, from the nonsensical 

comes a perfect sense that isn’t common. Common sense is an illusion we tell ourselves. What’s 

common is culturally, personally and socially construed. Nothing is common. To the practical 

person who is so used to taking action the approach taken, poignant mystification is ridiculous 

because no action is required. There is nothing to do or not do. There is nothing to be or not be. 

There is no program to follow for the achievement of an end. There is no beginning or end. 

There’s no regiment to follow and nothing to be taken on faith.  

The ideas in this are simple. They’re so simple they get completely overlooked because 

of their obvious simplicity. It is in not looking that you see what is there. You can’t force eyes to 

see. If eyes are functioning, eyes see – there is seeing. This is how a dandy lion seed floats on the 

air. In awareness, go without opinion. Feel without analyzing. Be feeling. Become aware without 

effort that there’s Bach in the Air. There’s Handel in the Water. Right now, look out your 

window. If you’re not blind, what do you see? Do you see beauty without using an adjective to 

describe it? Even if you think the view is ugly, without that criticism, there could be beauty. 

Could it be that you’re just too unaware to see what is there? A busy brain could just be 
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chugging along wearing blinders on the narrow rails of common sense. The stars above might 

not mean anything to you, but look up. Look out! Heads up! Someone with a closed mind might 

say, “I’ve seen stars before. Big deal. What’s for dinner? I have poop to do.” But... butt, when 

you really look without thought, when you really perceive reality in the bones of your being, in 

your arm hair and fingernails and eyelashes - if you really, really, really see those stars with eyes 

wide open and that moon matches your facial expression, it’s a fireworks display every night of 

the year. Consider: What is all this living and dying about? It’s not about progress, is it? It isn’t 

about evolving into something you’re not, is it? Living is the thing, isn’t it? It is good to be alive 

while you are and then when you’re not, what’s wrong with that? What’s it about? You will be 

dead, there is no doubt. That’s what this about. It’s about crying and laughing and hugging and 

kissing. It’s art. It’s music. It’s breathing. It’s love. It’s kindness. It’s mystified awareness. It’s 

that tightness you feel when there’s a lump in throat, not from cancer, but from emotion. Love is 

strangling you with its penetrating bliss. You are all things. You are all beings. You are love – 

not in a namby-pamby self-interested sense, but in a sense of absolute appreciation of what is – 

as it is. That’s why you live. You are a loving being. People seem to miss the point as they get 

damaged by hate. A good person is as good as he or she treats another. Cruelty is as cruelty does. 

You see the error of that way because you are that other. There is no other. This isn’t about 

survival of the fittest. If it is, why bother? What’s the point of living? Is the point to live longer? 

Why survive? Does not being alive have a poor prognosis? You already know how it will end, do 

you not? If you don’t want to live just to survive, go out there and have fun. That’s what this is 

about. Jump up and down and embarrass yourself. You can’t be told to have fun in so doing. Fun 

happens if and when it happens. The only thing you can do is be receptive to what is, but then, 

how do you do that? This says, “You don’t.” This says, “You can’t try to be receptive. Effort 
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kills the inclination.” Simon says, “Go into it this living thing you are doing without much ado.” 

Be open to it – whatever it is. Open yourself to the possibility and impossibility of having fun 

without effort. Could it be that this universe is highly intelligent as it is? Look around. It’s 

incredible. Open yourself to possibilities like you would if you were a convenience store that’s 

open without closing. You won’t get anything out of this otherwise and yet, there is nothing to 

get in the getting of this. This doesn’t make sense! But in this - in not making sense - sense is 

made. Ease into this like water tossed on your head. Splash! Do the reality splash! Expect 

anything to happen without expectation. It’s all quite exciting even when it isn’t. You can’t tell 

yourself to have fun and expect it to happen. It’s like being told, “You must play!” Where is the 

fun in that? Forced fun isn’t fun. It’s the opposite. To be told to go and play and have fun while 

you’re doing it is not to play. To play is to play. Go play! You can’t be told to find something 

funny. Tickling takes unspoken willingness. You’ll find something funny or you won’t. It’s as 

simple as that. If you don’t find something funny, that’s fine; and if you do find it funny, that’s 

fine too. As long as nobody gets hurt in the funning, it’s a good time for the all in all. You can’t 

make someone have a good time. Only you can be you. You can’t make someone have a sense of 

humour. You can’t make someone fall in love. Falling is the thing. Let go of the railing! Throw 

away that walking cane. Let love hit you like a ton of bricks. To fall you must let go. Love is an 

individual experience. You either love and have fun or you don’t. It’s an on and off situation. 

Love and fun are naturally occurring like sweat from the sun or Vitamin C in an orange. 

Enjoyment is based on mood and inclination. It’s all good. You can’t tell someone, “You must 

love me!” and expect it to happen. It doesn’t work that way. The someone who is told to love 

will surely balk at such a demand. Love that is forced is not love. People are not things. A person 

is a process of the Earth living. Love must be freely given. It can’t be made to happen. That is its 
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mystery and intangibility. Love can’t be described so that it’s felt. Love can only be experienced 

and alluded to or shown with a willingness to receive. When your self is transcended, love is 

there. In the other (which isn’t a not-you like you think) one finds one’s self in love unaware. It’s 

been there all along. Love is a doing thing. Love and fun and play happen when you don’t try to 

make it happen. This is not a matter of discipline and skill. This (whatever this is) happens when 

you just are. Open for giving. Love and fun happen when you don’t try. It’s impossible to make 

some things happen just like that with the snap of your fingers. It’s hard to dance when you don’t 

want to move your body. It’s hard to laugh when you’re crying. It’s hard to live when you’re 

dying. It’s hard to see when your eyes are closed. There is no ON switch or mouse-click to get 

you going so you may as well forget about it and get on with it. Get out of your way. Forget 

there is a you and be the universe as it is in all things which are not really things thinging. This is 

just like that. It’s a lark’s song sung for no reason. It’s the splash of a wave on a beach on a date 

at a specific time a thousand years ago that went unrecorded. It’s that goose in the park that 

never got famous and died last winter without regret. Ecological awareness happens. It’s a 

mystification that can’t be forced. It’s a happy feeling you feel when everything is perfect even 

when it isn’t. If it happens, it happens. If it doesn’t, it doesn’t. You can’t even want it to happen. 

Wanting gets in the way like fun does to play or love does by need and demand. It’s like, say, 

compare waking up in the morning and stretching for the purposes of gaining health benefits to 

stretching for the purpose of just because. In the latter - stretch just because – it is done because 

it feels good to do it. You can either stretch just because or for an ulterior motive like better 

health or in preparation for a race. In one instance you stretch for a reason and in the other you 

stretch for no reason, the latter being that you stretch because you stretch, that’s it. It’s what you 

do. Like birds that can fly, fly because they can - they do. They hop up and flap and let the air do 
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the rest. A pigeon doesn’t question its ability to fly. It just does it. It feels good to do. Flying is 

what birds do. Stretching is its own reward. Both are good reasons to stretch – health benefit and 

feels good to do it - but stretching just because it feels good is probably more natural than 

stretching because you think you should. Forcing a stretch can cause a pull. Doing something for 

fun and pure enjoyment is probably better than making yourself do something you don’t have to 

do. Let’s say you are offered a cement floor to sit on or a soft comfy chair that pops out at you 

with beauty. The soft comfy chair is dark brown and it just so happens that you are fond of dark 

brown so the chair says to you, “Sit on me. Why not do it?” It’s a no brainer as far as you’re 

concerned. You sit on it without a second thought. No thinking is required. The cement floor 

looked a bit hard. Most people would choose the soft comfy chair with its popping dark brown 

beauty, wouldn’t they? It feels natural to select such a thing. If you are a cement floor sitting 

person, that might be your preference, but either way, it’s not really a matter of choosing. If you 

are natural, you just do. It’s like the decision is made for you without needing to know why. Who 

is it that’s doing the deciding? Is it you? Are you the decider? Just as a person is more likely to 

stretch if it feels good, a person is more likely to sit on something pleasant and comfy than on 

something unpleasant and hard. This premise holds true for mystification and ecological 

awareness too. It’s a natural inclination, a no brainer, really. It’s not about being pushed or 

pulled, about thinking or not thinking, about expecting or reciprocating. It’s about relaxation. It’s 

about revelling without effort in extraordinarily ordinary ordinariness. It’s about being 

completely natural with what is, as in being free to be like a tree that grows upward because 

that’s what it does. It’s gravity. It’s the flow of water. You are as water. Resist not gravity. Do 

you believe in love? Do you believe in walking? It’s going with the flow of time and not 

resisting change and ability in any way. It is in letting what is be that way. It’s the Can Can 
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music in the rain. Splash. Splash. Splash. A tree doesn’t decide to grow upward. A tree does 

what it does and, in like manner, you do what you do whatever it is that you do. You don’t 

interfere. You wear a hat when you want to. It’s as simple as that. If hat wearing is a problem, 

you don’t do it. This is like slowly easing into a nice warm hot spring of unknowing. This is 

slowly snapping out of the hypnotic representation of yourself and the world and the universe in 

thought and words because contrary to what you might think, the world and the universe is not a 

thought and nor are you. You don’t have to be lugubrious and practical. You can dance if you 

want to. You can sing. You can laugh. You can cry. You can love until it hurts and like it when it 

does. It’s a good kind of hurt because it feels like death, but it isn’t. Life isn’t the business of 

survival as usual. It’s a game where winning and losing are secondary to living the musical way 

in a refrain. Win or lose it’s fun either way. The only priority is that there is no priority. Playing 

for the sake of play is the thing. Living is a monumental tranquil twinkling star-shine show. You 

may not have noticed but in noticing the universe, you will know it is beautiful even when you 

think it isn’t. It has a happy-tragic beauty. Living is bitter sweet. It’s a life-death thing. You 

know one through the other. It makes sense even when it doesn’t. Appreciating it has nothing to 

do with belief. The world is beyond belief. It’s good and bad all at once. It is consuming and 

being consumed. You can know what you think you know and not know what you think you 

know not. You don’t have to believe that the sky is colourful, if you have eyes to see that it is. 

You don’t need to take a colourful sky on faith to believe. It’s a matter of awareness. You can 

know it. It can be experienced. You can look at the sky and if you have eyes, you can see it for 

yourself. It is that it is. It doesn’t matter what you think about it. A rose smells good. Beyond 

your narrow focus of conscious attention there is more and less going on than what you think 

there is and isn’t. Just imagine.  
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Such is: mystification. 

The average person may think that she or he is concerned with the real world, but 

invariably she or he isn’t really concerned with the real world because the real world that she or 

he thinks that she or he is concerned with is but a thought amongst thinking. Words used to 

describe some aspect of the real world take a person further out of the real world into symbolic 

territory where nothing is really what it is; only what one thinks it is or describes it as. Not that 

describing isn’t a good thing. It can be beautiful – such is the attraction of literature - but the real 

world as it is described in words is not the real world. Mental descriptions of the way things are 

can get in the way of an awareness of what is. Therefore, it’s nice to have a few moments of 

mental silence in which to minimize the confusion between symbols and what they represent. 

We can break the bonds and patterns of habitual opinionating by not clinging. It’s an addiction to 

thought that we have. That’s what this bit of a book is about, but it’s a hard thing for a book to 

break the linguistic spell of representation and of word-world hypnosis. It is hypocritical for a 

book that is representational to slam the idea that representation is a problem. The bottom line - 

which is a figure of speech - in this, is that, real reality is not made of words. A bottom line 

doesn’t really exist. Lines of latitude are not really there. Lines of measurement are abstractions. 

Money is an abstraction. The word abstraction is an abstraction. Real reality just is.  

Go outside and sit under a tree. That is reality. Reality isn’t imagined. Reality can only be 

described. Real reality is not made of words nor is it electronic or virtual. Real reality isn’t the 

word reality. The word reality is a concept and reality isn’t a concept. It isn’t objective, 

subjective or spiritual – those are concepts. Reality is beyond conceptualization. The problem 

with trying to use language to get across something that must be experienced - without a critical 

mind - is what this is. This is to unthink while thinking because you can’t stop thinking. So... let 
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us pause. Set this down on some moss or lackadaisically toss it aside and let it land where it will. 

Let us not ponder or wonder. We’ll just wander nowhere for a while. Realize that what you see 

outside your eyes appears inside your brain. Can you see that what you see is inside of you? See 

that you can’t see your own eyes. If you hear a sound, like music from a rude neighbour, like a 

humming bird or a ubiquitous car engine, notice how the sound enters your head. The sound goes 

from outside to inside you. The rude neighbour doesn’t know he is rude and if he does, he still 

doesn’t know that his rudeness is ineffectual to you. You just listen and let opinions happen 

without grasping or not grasping. The outside goes inside. The outside world goes inside through 

the sensual experience of being alive and you - whatever you are - are somewhere in the middle. 

Watch your thinking come and go. Is it you thinking or is thinking thinking you? Notice how you 

can’t stop your brain from thinking any more than you can stop your heart from beating or your 

ears from hearing. Let your body do what it will. Don’t make an effort to control a thing. Look at 

things as if you’re not the looker. Look at the world as if there is no looker. There is only 

looking. Where did you go? Stare into space like a sheep or crow. Breathe in and out, in and out 

like an Offenbach’s Barcarolle waltz and know that what you’re doing is breathing, but ask 

yourself, “Am I making myself breathe?” Do you make yourself breathe or do you just breathe? 

Breathing happens, doesn’t it? Watch. Look. Smell – you can’t help it. Touch. Listen! with an 

explanation. In breathing you can become aware of it All, but breathing is not something that you 

as a rule actively control. You don’t accidentally stop breathing and die. It happens of itself. You 

don’t consciously control anything in your body. If someone were to interrupt you as you are 

pausing like this to ask you a question or to ask you to do something, notice how you might feel 

quick annoyance or total acceptance. Who is it that is annoyed? Why are you annoyed? Who is it 

that is not annoyed? Who is it that is accepting? Who are you? Notice how sound comes out of 
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silence and goes back again. Contemplate awareness which is tricky, but do it anyway. Ask: 

What is this? Don’t be embarrassed if you don’t know the answer. Step out of your regular 

patterns of thinking. Step away from looping and worry in and around the problems of life that 

you perceive. Don’t ponder the questions that you have. Why is there a problem to ponder? What 

is the problem? Imagine questions without answers. You don’t know. Say to yourself, “I don’t 

know,” and be content in ignorance and stupidity. Imagine yourself to be the entire world. 

Imagine that you are the universe going into infinity. Imagine that you are the big bang 

proceeding. Imagine that there is no boundary between you and things which aren’t really things. 

It’s all one massive thing that isn’t a thing at all. It’s just a pulsing energy like a candle. Imagine 

you’re it – all of it; right out to the furthest star. Imagine without thinking that you are imagining 

that you are and have always been the entire universe. Imagine that you are everything all at once 

in all time. Take a break from making sense. Hear that Gypsy guitar! You are the tuba playing 

morning has broken. You are everything and everything is you. You are the accordion playing in 

a French cafe. If you’re like most people, what you hear or read in a book such as this gets 

filtered through your brain and your brain might habitually employ what’s called “instrumental 

reason.” People tend to rationalize and calculate maximum efficiency and best cost output ratios. 

At least, some people do, but at this moment, you don’t.  

People are busy living personal dramas observed like a movie within their heads and this 

is about dumbing-down the drama. There is nothing to gain by trying to gain what you think you 

need to gain. The point to all this is that there is no point. Seek without seeking which is 

impossible but do it by not doing it. Become aware of how you rationalize, use reason, seek 

efficiencies, mechanize and digitize your mindset and realize that this is useful at times - if you 

want that kind of thing - but notice how, without all that logical hyperbole and symbolic 
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business, you can look around with heightened awareness as if you’ve just come to the surface 

for air. You can be here. Totally here. This awareness of what is is brought about by being open 

to what’s going on without judgement or opinion. With mental stillness a person can tip-toe into 

experiencing the actual world the way it is and not the world as one thinks it to be or wants it as. 

A forest is especially nice for this kind of experiencing and noticing, but even a slum can be 

beautiful if it is viewed without opinionated judgement. If you can do that, you can join the 

world as one of its organisms and not behave as one out of accord with its environment. You can 

appreciate the fragile beauty of the universe not as an outside observer but as an aspect or feature 

thereof – like a tree, a squirrel, a rat, a chicken, a turkey, a sparrow, a bat, a beaver, a 

dragonfly.... You can see that what you do to the outside world is what you do to yourself on the 

inside. As is the outside, so is the inside. They are the same.  

The point which is pointless is to silent the mind and evade the desire to control. To get at 

what it is we’re trying to get at, we must try not to try to get it at all, because the more we try to 

get at it, the more we won’t be able to. It is the feeling of wholeness and non-separation with all 

that is that we are trying not to try to get and we won’t get that feeling if we try or try not to try 

to do it. It’s already done. We won when we were born. We’re one. It’s done. We’re one with all 

that is. We are an aperture of the world seeing. We are a moving tree, but we don’t know it. We 

think we’re superior to the natural world but superiority and inferiority is without merit. Nothing 

is better than anything else. It’s all of interconnected continuum in process. You may think that 

you are separate from it – the universe and all that appears as out there - but you are a living 

aspect of the universe and as such, you can see the stars and plants and things for who you are. 

You are like the flame of that candle mentioned. A candle flame is and isn’t really a thing. A 

candle flame is a pattern of burning. You are a pattern of burning in a manner of speaking. The 
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fuel that you consume comes from the sun and becomes part of you for a time. It comes in the 

form of food going in and out of you. You are the energy of the sun consuming itself. It is the 

bliss of realizing your own presence as an aspect of the universe seeing itself that you desire. It’s 

a game, but you can’t see who is doing the hiding or the seeking. You only see a reflection of 

your body as an isolated individual human being, but really, what’s actually looking is the entire 

thing. It’s you. There is no who or what. Your personality, although beautiful in its unique way, 

capable of love and beauty, can get in the way of knowing if you let it. Everything is 

interconnected. Everything is a pattern of energy. It is in knowing that the sun shining is your 

doing because you are an aspect of the sun seeing that brings an incredible feeling of expansion. 

You are a probe of the universe. It is in knowing in your heart (which is the real place of 

knowing) that you and a tree and a bush and an animal, or a rock and an insect climbing there on, 

are not alien creatures or compartmentalized organisms scientifically filed, organized, 

disconnected and separate. You are all these things because you are all of the same stuff (which 

isn’t stuff) and that which appears solid and removed from you is anything but. Your narrow 

focus of attention is a wonderful thing, but it is not the be all and end all. You are like a flower 

and your personality is its fragrance. It is unique, but like all flowers, you are not a thing. You 

are a flowering. You are an action of living. There is no meaning to a flower, that’s a word you 

just think. There is no meaning to you, that’s just a word or two too. The meaning of a flower is 

flowering. It is to be beautiful like a daffodil. The meaning of you is to you. It is to be you living. 

Take a daffodil out of the soil and away from water and sunshine and it shrivels up and dies. You 

must keep a daffodil in soil, sunshine and water. It only lives to live and the same holds true for 

you. Life is a musical thing. It’s a dance of energetic forms. Words have meanings, but you 

don’t. Life doesn’t have a meaning; it isn’t something other than what it is. Everything is 
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interconnected and transient. You are as much the world as anything else. Everything that you 

make and do comes from this world. The trouble with civilization is that it is a form of mob rule. 

It does what it does without thinking it completely through. It tries to control and govern 

everything but there are too many interconnected variables affected by one to another. The idea 

of control is inappropriate. Living with – without undue control - would be better. By way of 

example, consider how the people in the nineteenth century killed most of the beavers in North 

America to make hats. The hat wearing peoples back then were not aware of what they were 

doing. They did not anticipate what would happen to future ecosystems which depended upon 

beavers to do their beavering. Humans at that time didn’t understand the interconnections. The 

beaver is not a separate creature from its environment. It is one and the same. It could be 

considered as a single organism within its ecosystem. The same holds true for humans. All the 

chickens in a horrific slaughterhouse are you too. A chicken is you in another form. If we use 

pesticides which inadvertently kill bees, the lack of bee activity will affect flowers because bees 

and flowers are a single organism. You are to the bee as the bee is to the flower as the flower is 

to you. Where there are flowers there are bees and where there are bees, there are flowers and 

where there are bees and flowers, there are yous. If people damn a river to form a lake, what 

happens then? If people build roads everywhere, what happens then? If people drill, strip, make, 

build, construct, dig, and burn whatever it is that people want to drill, strip, build, dig, or make to 

control the world so as to make it convenient and comfortable for themselves at the expense of 

everything and anything else that gets in their way, there are unforeseen complications. There are 

always interconnections. Anything that people do or don’t do has consequences. People cannot 

anticipate every result. People are like Midas. We touch things to make gold for ourselves, but is 

gold all there is? Are we the only creatures that exist? It is a question of doing and not doing. If 
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we can do it, it does not mean that it should be done. Just because we can doesn’t mean we 

should, but of course none of this really matters to you in your day to day life. That’s big picture 

stuff. The picture is too big and you are too small. Identifying problems doesn’t do any good. It 

feels overwhelming and complicated. It’s too much to handle. It’s discouraging. This isn’t about 

bemoaning humanity and the state of worldly affairs. That does no good for the world or for you. 

To criticise and find fault with what people do is to see people as separate from you. It’s all your 

doing. It is a pointless criticize. To get angry about the extinction of a species or the loss of a 

habitat is to take a side in a zero-sum game. The species that goes extinct is an aspect of 

ourselves except we don’t realize this. To get into picking a side in such a world is to find fault 

upon fault and with every fault we cross we further alienate ourselves from what is. The trick 

isn’t to view the world as somehow outside ourselves. To see people as others and to think we 

can control anything or everything is misguided. We are all one self and the world is one self too. 

Sit and accept or walk and accept. Whatever you do, there is peace to be had. The real trick in 

this tricky little book is to step inside the outside and know that there isn’t a difference. You are 

all that is and all the so-called other ‘you’s’ is you too. It’s a You-ni-verse. It’s a poem. It - you, 

the world, the universe - doesn’t make perfect sense in a logical straight line, cause and effect 

sort of way. That is all part of its nonsensical beauty. It’s a wobbling world. It’s all an ephemeral 

dream, here and gone, here and gone. You are a here and gone, here and gone. You often hear 

the advice to make the most of the time you’re in, but how do you do that? You can’t know that a 

million years is now, but in awareness of all that’s been said thus far, you can slowly widen your 

narrow focus of conscious attention to get into the big picture of intricate interconnected 

wholeness. This is the holiness. Just imagine! It’s all of a whole, including you. It is to accept 

what you see as part of a you and a me and a we and then to take it an incremental step further to 
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know that you and me and we are not each a one to the other. We go together like up and down, 

like trees and sun, like clouds and rain, like mountains and water - it’s all one. 

It’s all too beautiful. 

The real experience of transcendence or mystification is not to transcend what is, but to 

become what is. It is to get beyond words. To experience the happiness of non-separateness that 

is what this is. It’s a word game. A lot of personalities live a life hidden inside of their minds and 

some of those personalities seek that special something that they’ve heard about through books, 

preachers, mystics and gurus. People will seek something elusive. They will seek a special 

something that has been called various things like union with God or the divine, Satori, Nirvana, 

Samadhi, the mystical experience... whatever it’s called - but this thing that is so difficult to 

describe in words is something that most people want but can’t imagine. Seekers seek something, 

but they don’t know what it is that they’re seeking. They don’t know what they want, but some 

people think they have found it and they want others to find what they think they have found. 

This something that they think they have found makes them feel special and different from 

everybody else. It’s a bit of a game. Some people are so hidden in their own particular dramas 

that they don’t know that they’re hiding – which is fine - and some people who are seeking for 

that special something don’t find it because they’re not even sure what they’re looking for – also 

fine - but the trick is that there is no trick. It’s right there in front of everybody all of the time. 

The trick to getting this non-tricky trick is to become aware of all this. The Earth and the stars 

and everything in it is - to use a most inadequate word - Amazing. Even when it’s bad it’s good. 

It’s sublime. It – everything – is filled with awe. It’s too incredible for words. It is to see it all as 

if from above. It is to accept the horror of not knowing and to go with playing that hurdy gurdy. 

It is not to think yourself better than another, not to feel yourself in the know and another as not. 
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That is just a head trip of thinking “I am better than you” or “you are better than me.” There is no 

better than in this. There is no comparison. You can’t think the world better than it is. The world 

is not a thought and it couldn’t be better no matter what you think. Knowing has nothing to do 

with it. It is in not knowing that you know. There is only an expanded awareness of time and 

place which, when experienced, changes your perception from alienation to one of not-

understanding understanding all that is. To complain about the state of the environment is to 

become just so much noise, but to get out there and listen to trees and feel the grass - that is what 

it’s about. In knowing deep within your heart that you don’t know what you think you know and 

in having a moment of silence to get so in touch with what this is so that your eyes and ears go 

wide and the movement of the spheres gives you a giddy feeling of total awareness in the midst 

of which you secretly proclaim in a whisper to no one nowhere, “Thank you! Thank you!” To 

open up your horizon, to take off your thinking blinders, that is to get it - to really get it without 

getting it at all because there was nothing to get and nowhere to go.  

Such is this mystification.  

When you get right down to it, there is only getting and there is no it-ing at all. Such 

words are referents to something other than themselves. They are meaningless. You can get 

beyond meanings and this book might help because of its silly non-serious nature. With this 

knowing not knowing and getting not getting, you can get outside symbols and concepts because 

words are just sort of weird little things created for social convenience. We become confused by 

the little voices we think to be ourselves. These little voices are ourselves and not ourselves. 

Forget words for a minute. Forget about it. Forget about minutes. Forget that you’re reading. 

Forget concepts. Don’t complain. Don’t be afraid. You can come back to yourself again. For 

now, get out of a critical headspace. Be open to what is - which is of course impossible - but do it 
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anyway. You can’t make yourself accept or let go or whatever you want to call it because the you 

that is trying to make the accepting-ness or the letting go-ness happen is the same you who is 

trying to accept and let go. It can’t be done. You can’t love on demand. That’s just meaningless 

nonsense. To tell yourself, “Let go! Relax!” is to engage in yet another head trip so just forget it. 

Who is telling you to let go? You, of course: it’s You! And who are you? Are there two of you or 

are there more? 

So... the goal which is goal-less in this is to step outside of your head because it is 

unwittingly keeping you detached and separate from what the real world is. The thing to do is to 

first step out of words. Get out of language and find your inner ignoramus. Words get in the way. 

Words muddle-up what it is we want to say without speaking. There is nothing to say. There is 

nothing to do. There is no convincing your rational mind of anything at all because your rational 

mind rationalizes all the time. The focused attention of your brain naturalizes rationalizing. Your 

brain is always trying to draw straight lines. Words look important but words are just silly little 

things that confuse you into abstracting yourself into thought bubble heads hypnotised by a 

common sense which isn’t real. Our use of language creates confusion between the symbol of 

words and what they represent. We get hypnotised by representations and electronic technologies 

where we text one another and further remove ourselves from the real world - which isn’t the 

word word with an l between an r and d. The virtual gets a preferred treatment over the real 

because the real - the natural environment - is thought of as messy, unpredictable and stinky. The 

natural world is unsettled. It has odours. People have a false sense of control mentality. People 

don’t like to think that they stink too. In the natural world, it’s either too hot or too cold, too 

windy or too calm, too wet or too dry. The natural world is always too something. Our language 

is filled with opinions. We live in an individualized alien-nation. The natural world is unsteady. 
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It vacillates. It’s variable, volatile and wavering. We crave control and do all that we can to bend 

the world to our will and so, within a climate controlled world of our own creation contained 

within buildings and vehicles we get comfortable but in so doing we lose touch with the natural 

world of growing plants and living things. We see it – nature – as out there, something for 

scientific study. Few people love it or need it. Vast numbers of people live inside space capsule 

minds. A few brave souls wearing camouflage go out into what wilderness remains to terrorize 

natural things with their well-equipped non-sportsmen-like activities and sometimes they die in 

the doing and the grizzly’s breathe a sigh of relief. Most people look out at the world from 

windows called eyeballs. We let technologies become ourselves. Half machine, half human. 

Artificial intelligence replaces natural intelligence. Experts think they know more than they do. 

We become hybrid machine creatures out of touch with our creature-ness, but then, it does no 

good to protest or complain. What good would that do? The chatter box within our collective 

brains will protest against us. We use words to rationalize what we do because we think what we 

do is what we want. It’s progress. But then, look at the fractured lives of so many people and it’s 

obvious. People don’t know what they want or, if they do, they don’t know how to get it. Love, 

comfort, health, friendship – the same things our ancestors wanted thousands of years ago. And 

yet, fighting and suffering continue. Why is that? One explanation is that words have a way of 

getting in the way of our being able to see and understand what’s really going on. Words may be 

useful for purposes of communication, but they can get in the way of experience. Words become 

the chatter and extraneous noise in our brains that inflate us out of reality. Brains take over our 

hearts. A mental chatter box tricks us into thinking that it is what matters but it doesn’t even 

exist. It is an image. We take symbols to be more important and real than the real real thing.  
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So, first, let’s see if we can’t break the spell of mass hallucination with this ridiculous 

little book one person at a time starting with you. Say any word you like four times to see how it 

becomes a funny noise without meaning. See words for what they are. Words are symbols of 

things and not the things themselves. Have fun with this experiment. Extract yourself from the 

blundering serious mindset that is populated by an endless stream of babbling-babble. Go ahead, 

play with words. Repeat them over and over and they become meaningless blather. Words lose 

their referent and become little funny sounds that humans make. Say, for example, the words: 

coffee table. “Coffee table...coffee table, coffee table, coffee table.” Notice how after a few 

repetitions it begins to sound a bit like you’re saying, “biddy tangle, biddy babble, biddy 

bubble.” Say “pudding, pudding, pudding, pudding.” Can you hear the ding after the pud? 

Pudding, pudding, pudding. Say “toddler, toddler, toddler, toddler, piano, piano, piano, piano… 

blanket, blanket, blanket.” Say whatever words you want and they start to sound as meaningless 

as “Boing! Boing! Boing!” Words lose their meaning and become musical soundings and 

articulations like a cat’s meow or a cow’s moo or a dog’s bark. You might even chuckle to 

yourself as you notice the silly sounds of words. Lighten up. Step outside of serious thinking for 

a minute and let the words become funny things. After a while, you’ll notice how sentences start 

to look weird too. In English, for example, to be grammatically correct, a sentence must have a 

subject and a predicate. There must be a doer and a doing. This rule of the English language has 

on odd effect on the way people perceive reality. Reality becomes a word like any other. Reality 

becomes a concept and the language in our head begins to shape our thinking. Grammar 

separates the two aspects of actor (subject) from action (predicate). In the real world there is no 

such division. A mature tree doesn’t grow. A tree trees. The actor and the action are one and the 

same but we tease out ourselves out of the picture as separate entities. In a sentence like, “I am 
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walking in the meadow,” or “I am touching a wisp of hay.” The individual “I” within the I am 

phrase is somehow outside the meadow and outside the wisp of hay when in reality, it isn’t really 

that way. It is beyond our comprehension to think that a person is meadowing and the wisp of 

hay is as your own hair that you may touch and have touched. We get a thought that is articulated 

in our mind by language and we remove ourselves from the equation. We move outside reality 

and become observers. People begin to think that there is us and then, there is everything else. 

People think that we are separate from their environment. People tend to either think A) that the 

world is the world and we are lonely little organisms in a vast unfeeling cosmos or B) people 

think that we are God’s children and an all knowing man or entity is taking care of us. Either 

way, people think they don’t control anything even they do everything they can control all they 

can. Most people think that they are just so much extraneous stuff – a fluke. But then, in the 

sentence, “It is raining,” pray tell, what is it that is raining? Is it the day? Is it the sky? Is it an 

indefinite pronoun representing the out of doors? Exactly what is raining? Is it not the rain itself 

that is raingin? And yet, if you saw what was going on and were to look at the sky and say 

simply, “Rain” or “Raining,” people would look at you oddly and question your ability to be an 

effective communicator. They might even call you Tarzan. “Tarzan speak!” 

As you can see, Tarzan, you will need to be patient as you read this little book. The key 

in this is not to hurry. Take the time to step out of time. Step out of habitual thinking to think 

beyond thinking. It will take some time to side step the analytical mind. We’re awfully used to it. 

Opinions are us. We are as toys in our minds. The ideas presented here might even blur your 

sense of reality. You might be reading this in search of a point or something resembling a point 

and the little voice in your head that does the inner brain commentary will articulate the 

following words that are entering into your mind from the mind of a writer and you will think, 
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“What is this? Who is speaking to me in my brain? Was there caffeine in that coffee? I ordered 

decaffeinated. Now I won’t be able to sleep.” You’ll pause, look up from this book and see 

something odd like a man looking at a tree for no reason that you can see other than he sees a 

tree and you think, “For God’s sake. It’s just a tree! Haven’t you seen one before?” and then the 

man in the faded old coat will aimlessly wander away and you will follow him with your eyes 

and continue to try to read but then you’ll have a problem. The words are now overwhelming 

you. Too many words! It’s as if you’ve been reading without your reading glasses on and you 

need your reading glasses to read or, conversely, it’s as if you are wearing reading glasses, but 

you don’t even need them. Either way, things are getting blurry. You are, as it were, overseeing 

this reading and your level of magnification is either too strong or too weak and, as a result, 

everything is looking a little strange or it could be that you just have tears in your eyes because 

you are sad. You just realized that, “Gee. I think I might die.”  

In any event, when it comes to the ideas presented in here, you are either overseeing the 

information in this book or you are over thinking the ideas in this book because you look at 

them, try to find correlations in something you’ve seen before, but they don’t compute because 

the ideas in here are so laden with nonsense that it is the equivalent of you seeing an idea sprout 

wings and fly away like a little white cabbage butterfly and you think, “Bye bye little white 

cabbage butterfly! Bye, bye. Why are you white? Is it from too much cabbage? Does cabbage 

make you white?” but you are intrigued by the little white cabbage butterfly, not because you 

have a thing for butterflies - they are, after all, just another form of freakishly odd insect like all 

the other freakishly odd insects that you’ve seen in this alien freakishly odd world full of 

disgusting bugs - but in this case, upon closer inspection, you notice that the little white cabbage 

butterfly isn’t white after all. It has changed colour and the image of human eyes now appear on 
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its wings and you are momentarily confused. Is that a face or a butterfly with eyes on its wings? 

You say to yourself, “Am I looking at a butterfly on a tree or is that tree looking at me?” There’s 

some kind of obfuscation going on. It’s as if you are hearing Pachelbel’s Canon in D over and 

over for the very first time and someone told you that you would be hearing Taco Bell’s Cannon 

which of course sounds ridiculous and all the while you are listening to Pachelbel’s Canon in D, 

you expect to hear a cannon’s explosive “BOOM,” but you don’t. What you are hearing isn’t a 

cannon in the explosive sense of the word. What you are hearing has nothing to do with tacos. 

You are hearing violins playing a canon which is a polyphonic device in which several voices 

play the same music and enter in sequence. In one sense, that is what this book is. It is music 

without any sound with many voices entering in sequence in the form of a round. It is a playing 

and a blurring of words and absurds. It is as life. Its meaning is that it is. It is like you are having 

a non-serious gloriously mystical religiously nonreligious experience. That is, if you knew what 

that was you’d know that this is not that. Not that the text presented on these page isn’t printed 

correctly, it’s just that the ideas are fuzzy. Like a bunny is fuzzy. Like you are fuzzy. The only 

explanation might be that the ideas presented here in this book look blurry because they 

confound your sense of reality and common sense. Because as far as you’re concerned, reality 

isn’t a concept and common sense is just that, sense that is common. And yet, and yet, and yet... 

you can’t help but get the feeling that the ideas presented here are purposely blurry so as to 

mystify the part of you who craves information which makes perfect coherent sense without 

incongruities or fuzzy poetic speech that doesn’t say what you think it should. The focus of this 

is on the numinous experience common to the child, sometimes felt by the poet but rarely by the 

mature adult because adults live under the reality principle and they think they know better. The 

meddling intellect of the adult lives in a brain like a tape in a tape recorder. The brain must take 
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apart, divide, fragment, kill and dissect to understand, but in this luminous numinousity soft as a 

bed of leaves there isn’t a sharp separation between joy and sorrow. They are one. Our waking 

life fuses with dreams and sleep.  

The ideas presented here cannot be focused upon completely. They cannot be solidified 

into something making unequivocal, perfect sense. It is purposely a blurring, but to the rational 

person without imagination, the wobbliness presented is unsettling. Reliance on words to mean 

what they say precludes drifting away to a place that isn’t a place, to the feeling of a cloud. In 

this, words won’t enhance your understanding. The reason for this peculiarity is that this steps 

outside the brain’s intense desire for reason and clarity. If this book were a brain it would be 

right-hemisphere oriented, but a society with left-hemispheric leanings will get flummoxed by 

the things said in this because what is said in this does not make perfect linear sense. Particles 

and stars run farther away with each fancy instrument we invent. As we get closer to the stars, 

they go farther away like a black balloon with white dots that we blow up. Sometimes people 

can’t appreciate ambiguity and complexity. People prefer symmetry. People like things that can 

be nicely grouped and organized and yet, the physical world, the natural world, the universe and 

all the galaxies and stars are not like that. The physical world is a pattern. Solid things are not 

even solid at a molecular level but people can’t see that with the naked eye. We are made up of 

particles that look like balls with a lot of space between and nothing is holding them together as 

far as can be seen. Nature is irregular, higgledy- piggledy and wiggly. There are very few if any 

perfectly straight natural lines in the natural world. There’s a whole lot of fractaling going on. 

The world is diaphones. Nothing is permanent. Ideas in this book reflect the natural environment. 

Neat little lines of organization are not drawn. This is a doodling and a noodling about. This is 

not a step by step manual outlining a program that culminates in spiritual enlightenment. This is 
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not presented in clearly defined sections with an argument illustrating cause and effects. This is 

not an analysis or dissection. This isn’t serious. The ideas purposely proposed here are for the 

purposes of posterity and for the purposes of pondering the present where, contrary to what one 

may think, everything is loosy-goosy except for your shirt. This, whatever this is, is an 

exploration and an experimentation. It is not a manual of do this and do that to get what you 

want. That just does not happen in this. The answer is found on the ground and in the wind. The 

answer might very well be forty-two or the smell of burnt almonds, but in this it isn’t. In this the 

answer is the question. You just have to listen. In this there is nothing you have to do because 

you’re already it and there is nowhere you need to go because you’re already there.  

This is that.  

The ideas in this book situate themselves in a double vision of sorts, between, on one side 

of the opposite, the quest for progress in a dehumanized, digital, and artificial world marked by 

reason, logic, straight lines, technology and spiritual sterility, and on the other, by the wiggly 

natural environment and spiritual world which must be felt, sensed and experienced to be 

realized without realizing. To preach or argue on behalf of one side over the other would be to 

contribute to a clash of values. It would be to add yet another divisive voice to the cacophony of 

human blundering. This book does not take a side. It is holistic. It takes the path of least 

resistance in the middle. Ideas presented here go with the flow of a stream. This is a whirlpooling 

where nothing is solid, not even your conception of yourself.  

This book does not rationalize or criticise (except for what’s already been said). It steps 

aside and grapevine side-steps inside your being. It is gentle. It asks us to take a breather and 

stare at the whole picture as if from above and by seeing the whole without focussing on the 
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parts we might be able to see how opposites have a way of revealing one another, like love 

reveals hate, freedom reveals slavery, up reveals down, life reveals death and so on and so on. 

One could even say that opposites are implied in one another. In the same way that the 

background in and around a thing reveals the figure or a pine tree is implied in its seed. If we 

shift our perspective from choosing a side we can see all sides at once.  

This book asks us to take a breather. To let the wind blow as it will without need to 

control or harness is what this is. In the consideration of such opposites as artificial and natural, 

there is a pushing and a pulling. Opposites are polarities in a process that is singular. When two 

opposites are at odds in a game, there are winners and losers. There are haves and have nots. In 

either scenario it’s a delineation of one process. It’s like the classic tale of man vs. nature except 

in this contest, if man wins he loses.  

The purpose of this is purposeless. Its point is pointless. Each chapter can stand on its 

own without any feet. All arguments are unreasonable and incoherent bits of nonsense. It is a 

mystifying enterprise from beginning to end. There is nothing that you will learn from this book. 

You won’t be able to improve yourself because according to this book the you that would do the 

improving is the same you that is to be improved. This book will not improve the world. What’s 

to improve? It would be like trying to improve the wings of a robin or the nose of a wolf. The 

world is perfect as it is without human interference. The more that reasonable people try to fix 

the troubles of the world that they themselves have probably created, the more new troubles are 

incurred. It might even be argued that civilization was a big mistake. Is the world better because 

of humans? Maybe yes. Maybe no. Depends upon who you ask. A human might argue that 

humans have done some great stuff - look at the great cities of the world, there are some amazing 

buildings and bridges - but, if the natural environment had a voice, it might not agree. The 
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animals and the forests and the rivers and mountains and the lakes and oceans, the meadows and 

marshes were probably better before humans started mucking about. Let’s face it; humans have 

had a way of muddling things up in the natural environment from a very long time. The natural 

environment probably would have been fine without human activity. Nevertheless, it is what it 

is. Humans are there. They do what humans do just as beavers do what beavers do and bees and 

ants or rats do what they do. It’s all been a happening. There’s no going back. Here we are. The 

world is perfectly imperfect and so are we. Ecological awareness is what this book is about. If 

we are aware, we might experience something beautiful and not do what we do to mess up the 

world and ourselves. 

This book is like a poem scribbled on a scrap of paper and tossed to the wind. It’s like a 

photograph of a thing that goes unnoticed. It doesn’t mean a thing. It’s a book that looks without 

eyes. It is a meeting of minds. As a reader of this book, it is to be frustrated, vexed and 

flummoxed in direct proportion to being thoroughly confused, and clarified by gradually sudden 

realizations. Self-help books and save the world books are pipe dreams perfect for pipe dreamers. 

This isn’t that. There is nothing that you have to do that hasn’t been done. There is nothing you 

have to be other than what you already are. You are as you are. You just might not be aware of 

what you are or aware of what you do. With awareness, comes change and with change, comes 

life. There’s nothing to do. There’s nothing to believe. There’s no place you have to go because 

you’re already there. The premise of this is that you – yes, you - are already there or here, 

depending on where you are. Wherever you go, there you are. You are here. Now. You have 

yourself. You are this world. This is the beatific vision. You are in the midst of a love dream. 

Even if you imagined that you could have everything you could possibly want, you would still 

find yourself right here, right now reading this.  
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It’s like that school-yard game of tag you may have played with friends. Someone runs 

up to you and says, “You’re it!” and you are. As a child, being it may have been a 

disappointment because when you’re it, everyone runs away from you. When you are it, you are 

alone. You have to chase everyone as they try to escape your grasp, but now, with adult 

awareness of the beauty of the game, being it isn’t so bad. Being it means you have to reach out 

to touch others. In your heart, with the awareness of what it means to be it, you are glad for it. 

You are happy to play the eternal game where there are no winners or losers, only the 

continuation of play. You are what you are and that’s all there is to it. There isn’t any more. 

Everyone is it eventually. The only thing to do now is play the game. In being it you can become 

aware that you are as you are. You can whisper in your heart, “I am.” You can stop the madness 

of separation and isolation and get in touch with what you are which isn’t what you think. This 

little book cannot say what cannot be said. That is a mystification. You are all you see. You are 

the environment. You’re not in it, you are it. This book is a circling around in the sky like a duck 

looking for a place to land on a pond. It’s the circling of a cat going around and around on its bed 

to get it just so for an afternoon nap. What this book has to say without voice is obvious. It’s 

more obvious than obvious. It’s an idea that’s as old as the hills. So-called primitive people saw 

it before there were microscopes and telescopes. Before computers were invented all this was 

known by a select few who were not afraid to be one with all that is. It’s been said for thousands 

of years in a thousand different of ways. It’s been said straight out and in myths and parables. In 

a nutshell, the thesis is this: A) you are not separate from the natural environment; B) you are an 

aspect or feature presentation of the natural environment to yourself; C) your particular feature 

presentation is unique but when it ends it begins again. You won’t know it because the you you 

now know will be gone. You’ll be you again. You are the eternal you in all things. It’s all one 
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never ending feature presentation; D) you are not who you think are because who you think you 

are is an image or abstraction that your mind has of itself based on individualized thinking, 

feeling and culture; E) you are that you are and so is everything else. You could just as easily be 

you as you could be anybody or anything – we’re all one and the same thing which isn’t a thing 

at all; F) There is no difference between what you do and what happens to you. These aspects are 

part of a feature presentation which is all one and the same thing that is never ending. As an 

analogy, all feature presentations are on one never ending film. There is no other because the 

other is you. It’s not to say that you’re personality isn’t special - it is incredibly special, it’s a 

unique work of art - it’s just that deep down, beneath the personalities that you think you have - 

there is a connection to all that is and was. Without thinking who we think we are, within the 

feeling of being alive and aware, we are the same. Not just the same as in performance or in 

appearance but in actual being. We are the same thing seeing and feeling. There is no difference 

between the way you feel in being alive inside your body and the way someone else feels inside 

his or her body. All animals are people too. You and everyone else is an expression of the 

universe and all that is. The way you feel alive inside the body you think you are is the same 

expression of the universe and all that is. We are the world seeing itself. Remove the drama of 

individual lives and there you are – outside the game – but we enjoy the game because we take it 

to be who we are, but we could just as well swap bodies and have the same experience of being 

alive. We are each other. We are the environment. We kid ourselves into thinking we’re not. We 

are fish swimming in water unaware that there is water. We are birds flying unaware of 

aerodynamics and air. We make of the world and of each other adversaries and competitors 

unnecessarily. We do it for the fun of it because there’s nothing quite like having a great enemy 

to fight and beat or lose to. We are hypnotized by ourselves. We agree to the rules and get 
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sucked into the plot of our little mini-feature presentation movie lives in our seemingly separate 

minds. We think we’re outside the world and that we can control the world. We think we’re 

aliens who have some how come into this world from outside, but it’s a trick in the way we see 

and say things. We are all a you looking at a me which is another you. We are all godheads 

figuratively speaking - no need for crucifixions or asylums. Everyone and everything that we 

take to be things are godheads. It’s all a personification of the energies of the universe. It’s 

improvisational. It’s anthropomorphic. It’s an elaborate game of play acting. We are all the 

players at once. We’re actors unaware we’re acting. There are no winners and no losers in a play. 

We can’t know what we don’t know. It’s the kind of game we play for the fun of playing. We 

think we know, but we don’t and not knowing is part of it. In this endless game there’s nothing 

to believe, but there is something to experience. That experience is mystification. In this 

experience we can know non-separation. Mystification happens with ecological awareness. It’s a 

shift to holistic thinking. This is the holiness of old. This is the ancient wisdom to see it all for 

what it is. The universe is universing. You are you-niversing. You are a yo-yo on a string. The 

gist of this is that there is no gist. This is that. There is no difference between what you do and 

what happens to you. It’s all you. It’s all your doing. Even an illusion is real if you think it is. It’s 

a real illusion. Who you think you are is precious because that is you - even if you don’t know 

that there’s more to it than that. The ideas presented here are just that: ideas - nothing more. 

There is nothing to fear. You’ll only get it when you don’t, so don’t even try. Enjoy. This is a 

book about a whole lot of nothing. It’s a go-with-it kind of book. It’s a float-your-boat-book. 

Hurt no one. Be kind because we’re all in this together. This is non-judgemental. It’s loving. It’s 

a blathering good-time enterprise. It’s a show about nothing. It’s a lark. It’s yesterday and 

yesterday and yesterday. All you need to do, if you are so inclined, is to sit back, let the words go 
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in and out as they will, relax and enjoy the trip. Let your preconceived notions float by like 

clouds in the sky. Open yourself to some silly notions that’ll wash over you like smoke. Don’t do 

anything. None of it matters. No effort is required. There is no need to understand what can’t be 

fully understood. The ideas presented here mean you no harm. You won’t go crazy. You won’t 

get an inflated head. Just because you’re everything doesn’t mean you’re nothing. And besides, 

ideas don’t exist. Ideas are as spirits. Ideas are ghosts. Ideas are forms. Ideas are as ethereal as 

any other nothing is. Ideas are as empty as the space between, and in, all non-things. Ideas are 

like a garden that you picture in your mind. Maybe it’s an Eden and it’s been here all the time.  

This is the Blue Danube flowing nicely along. This is as music. This is as is. Imagine you 

hear a hundred violins playing the strings of love from everywhere at once. What a glorious 

feeling. In this imaginary garden of a book, you might begin to think a certain way that will 

make you feel better than you do and if you do, that’s good and if you don’t know why, that’s 

OK too. And if you happen to align yourself more with the natural environment, so much the 

better, for you and the natural environment are one and the same. Nature is your family. You 

should be friends. And if you align yourself with the presence of mind to appreciate the beauty of 

an ugly parking lot beside a highway laden with harried people in cars and trucks heading home 

and hither and yon in rush hour traffic, that is great and if not, that’s great too. This is all about 

the freedom to experience what is without judgement.  

Imagine this book as a present received at Christmas or on your birthday or on some 

other occasion and you open it and say, “What’s this?” but whoever gave it to you says, “Read it 

and find out.” And then later, you start to read, put it away and then read some more until you 

get to the word “hear” and you know that’s a typo because it should be here not hear. There is a 

difference between hearing and hereing. One isn’t even a word and then you read more because 
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this is crazy and the more you read the more you still don’t know what this so-called book is 

supposed to be about because so far it isn’t about anything and yet, as you read your mind will 

wander to a place that isn’t a place and you’ll stare at the world like a sheep or a crow because 

you don’t know if you are coming or going and you will feel great without knowing why because 

there is no reason for feeling happy. You feel happiness because you have a book that doesn’t 

answer a thing and yet, in the reading you feel like you can walk two feet off the ground. Why is 

that? Are you made of helium? Probably not. Nevertheless, you can feel light hearted because 

you do what you do and the rest happens by itself through you. Nothing to fear (not even fear 

itself). No anxiety. Just love. This is about love. Connect the dots of your existence from the 

beginning. To feel okay in a mechanized world is to understand that it is what it is. You yourself 

are not mechanical. You are not a cog in a machine. You are a living organism. The home of a 

human is no more artificial than a bird’s nest or a wasp’s nest. You are more like a tree or a 

squirrel than you are a car. You were not made. You were grown. You can go with what is. You 

can appreciate all religions and all philosophies. You can see that what is behind the eyes of an 

other person is another you looking at an other you. It’s you looking at you looking at you. You 

can see the poetry in money. You can value the dramas inherent in a life. You can appreciate 

human drives. People may be deathly afraid of death, but they need not be. A body dies and is 

burned. It is destroyed. The consciousness which animated the life, however, does not die. It was 

never born. It is not a disembodied entity with a memory. It is an energy. It is not singular. It is 

multiple. It is an eternal absolute that is present in multiple forms. It is as the space between 

particles. Death is the end of a unique living organism. It is the loss of a precious work of art. All 

is change but the energy which animates a life form does not die. Life is a beginning that ends 

and begins again and again and yet, beginning is not quite the right word. A living organism that 
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is born is animated by an eternal life force that is the absolute self. This is the same self that has 

been in all people throughout all time. It is as water. Water may dry up but we do not say that the 

water has died. Water is a form. Water circulates. It moves. A human is an animated form of 

water with a consciousness which is similar to electricity. It is a charge that is connected to the 

Earth, to the Sun and to the Stars. A human is an energy that is like radiation which is present in 

most everything. At the end of the day, when all is said and done, on that deathbed you will find, 

if you have the awareness and the presence of mind to know that death is not an end, it is a 

beginning. You can smile to yourself in the knowledge that you won’t die. The you that you 

think you are is gone and has been removed many times. The essential you that is in the eyes of 

all things, it won’t go. Sure your personality is toast. That is as it should be. Life is seasonal. 

Temporary. The work of art which is your personality and your memory will be thrown to the 

wind and that is sad on one level. Life is bitter sweet. But the you, the essential you, deep, deep 

down, way back in, that you won’t be gone because the essential you is all the other you’s 

combined at the same time. You are the life force behind the eyes of all life forms. You literally 

are the face of the trees and the stars. On that field of battle, in that bed, on the ground wherever 

you die, you can smile without moving a muscle in your face and with your wide open or shut, 

you can breathe that last breath peacefully out without a trace of fear for you are safe in the 

knowledge that in the end you don’t know what you don’t know and you never will. You never 

could. You never can. You can accept everything for what it is and be glad it is what it is and it 

was what it was for you. You can go over that waterfall of death and not die because you were 

never just one. You were never odd. You are even. You are multiple. It’s all you looking at you 

and you get it all when you don’t get it at all. Forget about it. You think too much. You can be 

mystified and open to what is – the whole picture! the feeling! The Self. Aware. And then, when 
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you are completely confused and resigned to what is you can let out a breath and experience the 

experiencing. You can feel the delight in the air you are because as of the now that never ends, 

you are launched into here which is always and has always been there all along.  

Walk on my friend. Walk on. 
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Up! up! my Friend, and quit your books; 

Or surely you’ll grow double: 

Up! Up! my Friend, and clear your looks 

Why all this toil and trouble?... 

 

Books! ‘tis a dull and endless strife: 

Come, hear the woodland linnet, 

How sweet his music! On my life, 

There’s more of wisdom in it. … 

 

Enough of Science and of Art; 

Close up those barren leaves; 

Come forth, and bring with you a heart 

That watches and receives. 

~ William Wordsworth (1798), “The Tables Turned”  

 

What might have been and what has been 

Point to one end, which is always present. 

Footfalls echo in the memory 

Down the passage which we did not take 

Towards the door we never opened 

Into the rose-garden. My words echo 

Thus, in your mind. 

~ T.S. Eliot (1945), “Burnt Norton” from The Four Quartets 

 

Wherein lies happiness? In that which becks 

Our ready minds to fellowship divine, 

A fellowship with essence; till we shine, 

Full of alchemized, and free of space… 

~John Keats (1818), “A thing of beauty is a joy forever,” Endymion 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

WHO AM I? 

 

 

 

“THE CAT has already been let out of the bag. The inside information is that yourself as 

"just little me" who "came into this world" and lives temporarily in a bag of skin is a 

hoax and a fake. The fact is that because no one thing or feature of this universe is 

separable from the whole, the only real You, or Self, is the whole.”  

- Alan Watts, The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are, (1966, p. 42). 

 

Who am I? Have you ever asked yourself this question? “Who… am…I…?” How do you 

answer such a question? Invariably you say your name, something about where you live, 
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something about your job and your family, what hobbies, pastimes, and interests you have or 

had, maybe something about your likes and dislikes, a list of your personality traits, like, 

introvert, extrovert… psychopath, maybe you tell a story about yourself to illustrate a character 

trait. You describe yourself, but is this you? 

A lifetime is spent creating the person to whom you think you are. The person who you 

think you are is a mask of masks. You are probably more than one person. You act a certain way 

depending upon who you’re with and the situation you’re in. Other people tell you who they 

think you are, either to your face or behind your back, and people know you in a certain way by 

the way you look and act. You, to some extent, come to see yourself as others see you. If you do 

something out of character, they might say, “That’s not you,” or “You wouldn’t do that!” But 

how do they know what you would and wouldn’t do? Do they know you on the inside? People 

just see the outside of you. They don’t know what’s going on inside your mind. You could be a 

sad clown on the inside, smiling on the outside but crying on the inside. You could be a kind 

faced backstabber, filled with a secret rage and ready to pounce on anyone who gets in your way. 

You could be a gentle puppy dog inside, but appear as a massive giant with battle scars. People 

don’t know who you really are. They base opinions upon what they see you do, upon the way 

you appear to them and upon what they think you’ve done. Parents, family, friends and people 

on the street say things about the way you look and act, and you take that information into 

yourself. You believe them or you doubt them. Either way, their ideas get implanted in your 

brain. Are you what they say you are? Are you the fashions you adopt? Are you your name? Are 

you your job? Are you your education? Are you the trips you took or the clothes you wear? Is 

this who you think you are? Think about the identity you forge.  

It’s like an obituary.  
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What do you want your obituary to say about you? Take any obituary and have a look. In 

an ordinary obituary a flattering photograph of the departed is usually presented, then a name, 

dates of birth and death, family relations – mother, father, brother, sister, marital relations - 

career information and generalized positive attributes are listed beneath that photograph. The 

sum of this information and photo is taken to be who the dead person was in life. It’s a pencil 

sketch, but if you think of your own future obituary, it’s not who you think of as yourself on the 

inside, is it? It’s an outline. It’s a connect-the-dot chain of events of the past. It’s so superficial. 

Have you ever noticed how obituaries stick to the good stuff? Nobody ever really tells the truth 

in an obituary – nor could they - there’s too much to tell and it costs so much per line. An 

obituary is cursory. Predictable. Safe. It’s the public face we put on. Everybody is a good person 

in an obituary. Nobody is a selfish jerk with violent tendencies – not usually. Depraved appetites 

are rarely revealed. People take their secrets with them. People will invariably be sadly missed 

and this is, for the most part, essentially true, but, an obituary description really does lack 

something. It isn’t adequate. Would a three volume biography do a better job? Probably not. A 

film documentary showing the person in life would do a better job. In some respects we expect 

too much from an obituary. An obituary is like saying a tree is just wood. It makes a few salient 

points about what you did and how you acted, but it doesn’t express the significance of your 

existence as you felt it to be on the inside of your body. That can’t be articulated with words in a 

newspaper. An obituary is like an estate sale where all your treasures are thrown to the wind. 

Obituary descriptions stick to facts. They’re based on actions. They are the stories we tell 

ourselves about ourselves and the stories others tell about us. These stories become the legend of 

ourselves, a mythologicalization of a Me that was a You. And if a poem of some sort is added to 
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express an emotion, it often feels forced, trite and lame. Only someone who loves the person 

who has died could appreciate a sappy verse.  

After reading an obituary or, after going through a process of describing yourself in such 

terms to another person - state your name, date of birth, job(s), hobbies, likes and dislikes, 

personality traits and so on, you can’t help but think that surely there’s more to you than that, or, 

conversely, there’s less to you than you or people think. You either sound self-inflated or you 

sound pathetic. You feel, “Yeah, sure. That’s me. Basically. In a nutshell. But I’m more than my 

stuff, aren’t I? Look at me. I’m real. I’m not an idea. Am I?” The difficulty is in the words 

themselves. We expect too much from them. Words can never say what they are. Descriptions 

are never what they literally are. Descriptions are descriptions. They paint a picture. The words 

“the sound of a bell” are not, in fact, the sound of a bell. Words always refer to something other 

than themselves. Words are signs. You’re not a sign. Are you?  

It’s like a profile on a dating website. We state the obvious. We tell prospective mates 

what we think they want to hear. We want to appear attractive, funny, good-looking, rich, 

interesting, smart… worthwhile. We may even want some kind of negative attention or infamy in 

which case we take pride in living outside the mainstream of society. We use shock value of 

some kind to make ourselves noticeable above the crowd. And yet, whether positive or negative, 

it doesn’t matter. Most people want attention. We want to connect, but more often than not, we 

feel ourselves separated from each other. We’re isolated in our bags of skin with this little bubble 

or bowling ball on top. We want to leave an imprint upon the world and we want others to know 

we existed, but it’s all past tense stuff. We are invariably what we were. We are what we’ve 

done. It’s hard not to be a ghost while we’re alive. And yet… and yet… as Peggy Lee sang it so 

well, “Is that all there is? Is that all there is to a fire?” Is that all there is to you? A few lines of 
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insignificant text - is that you? Are you just a memory of this and that? Are you the same as all 

the other people who you think you’re not? Are you just another grain of sand on a celestial 

shore? Are you a bit of flotsam floating on an ocean of time?  

Let’s state the obvious: Each one of us is the result of our parents. We’re the result of a 

fertilized egg. We’re biological. Our mothers gave birth to us and we grew up to be who we 

think we are. Aside from our physicality; however, each one of us is more or less based in a head 

office inside our head. We think in terms of psychology, sociology and anthropology. We think 

that who we are is located within the confined walls of our headspace. Those who get hit in the 

head really hard or repeatedly hard may be altered psychologically or even removed from the 

picture entirely. We have an image of ourselves that we cultivate and that image is based on a lot 

of things housed within a cranium. We think of ourselves in a certain way. We compare 

ourselves to others and say, “That’s like me,” or “that’s not like me. I’m this way and not that 

way. I’m good at this and not that.” We have ideas of who we are. We’ve been influenced along 

the way by our culture, by our family, by our school, by our gender, our race, our appearance, 

our physical and mental attributes, our sexuality, our financial status, our society and a myriad of 

other influences big and small. In short, we have filed away in our minds an intricate web of 

experience as recorded in memories that affect the impression of who we think we are. We hear 

what others say about us. We belong to certain groups and not others and we come to know 

ourselves by what we’re not. We have dispositions, distortions, delusions, inclinations and 

interests. We are shown (or not shown, as the case may be) how to behave by people around us. 

We are an idea to ourselves and each other. We have a body image and a personality that 

becomes who we are, but all that is a front. Your personality is a façade. We act. We are actors. 

We play a part or parts in the roles of our lives. From day one our character develops as we go 
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along living each day. With each successive year we become more concretized to ourselves and, 

with adulthood, in some ways, some of us become more guarded towards other people. We 

change. That is the nature of all things. To live is to change. Our bodies change as we age and 

our ideas about ourselves change along with our bodies. It is worth remembering that ideas are 

just that: ideas. An idea may be a feature but it is not a real thing. Your idea of yourself is an 

image. The word idea is an idea. We come to think of ourselves in certain ways but those 

thoughts are not really who we are when those traits are removed. Take away your personality 

and what do you have? Can you imagine yourself without your personality? In some ways, a 

personality is an elaborate ruse – a trick of thinking. It’s a game of hide and seek that we play 

with the environment. We hide in ourselves and seek outside ourselves for ourselves. We seek 

answers to the question “Who am I?” outside and we get in our own way by thinking we know 

the answer. The answers we have are representative of a deeper truth. The answer is too obvious 

for us to see it clearly. Our ideas are abstractions of the feelings we get when we look out of 

ourselves at a world we consider out there. We think of ourselves as inside a body and brain and 

of the world as outside our being. Our character is like a self-creating work of art. It’s a 

wonderful thing and very real to ourselves. It is a precious thing to those we love, but we must 

know that there is something more to us than what meets the eye. We dress one way one year 

and another way the next. We change our image like we change our clothes and hairstyle. We 

change interests and tastes from year to year. We follow paths that change course as we go along 

living and experiencing. We begin as babies exploring, learning, and feeling and then, we grow 

to become toddlers - more years pass and we become big children then teenagers. We get older 

and after childhood, we grow into adults and then, and then, if we survive all this, at the end, we 

get old and die and become corpses. But, could there be more to this chain of events that we take 
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to be the continuity of our lifetime? After all, eyes can be deceived. Have you ever looked at a 

turning barber’s pole? It spins and the swirls appear to go upward, but the lines on the candy 

cane like pole don’t really swirl upward. It’s an illusion. The swirls just go around and around. 

Throw a stone into a pond. It looks like the concentric circles or rings move outward from the 

centre, but it’s really just the water going up and down in the form of a wave. It only looks like 

concentric rings moving outward. Another example of how we are tricked by our senses is a 

Shepard tone which is like a sonic barer’s pole. It’s an auditory illusion made by overlapping 

notes that play at the same time exactly one octave up. Each scale fades in and out so hearing the 

beginning or end of any scale is impossible. The tone continually ascends or descends in pitch 

and yet never seems to get higher or lower. We’ve grown up in a natural world of fractals that 

form tiny patterns like seashells to spiraling galaxies in which are very complex shapes repeat 

over and over. You can zoom into a fractal and find the same pattern deeper and deeper forever. 

In a similar fashion as these and other illusions, our senses and thoughts are easily tricked. Do 

you think that you are the same person that you were when you were born? The person that you 

were born is not the same person you will be when you die and yet, we think each phase of our 

life becomes the next like a process of phases, stages or seasons. We think spring becomes the 

summer and that the summer becomes the fall and that fall becomes the winter, but that too is an 

illusion. Does spring become summer or are they separate? It’s a gradual process that we identify 

with characteristic markings. There is spring and then there is summer. In like manner, if there is 

wood in a fire pit and that wood is set on fire, the wood does not become ash. There is wood and 

there is ash. The wood does not become the ash. Underneath it all, despite all the changes which 

occur to us over time both physically and mentally as individual people, we feel ourselves to be 

essentially the same person deep down, but that is an illusion. We think there is something inside 
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of us which remains the same throughout the passage of time but it is a memory. The child you 

were is a ghost in your mind. We have an idea of connectivity within our minds. Our physical 

appearance will change many times over and our cellular structure will change as cells die and 

are replaced by new cells. We appear and act differently as we age and yet we feel ourselves to 

be the same person. We are tricked by ourselves like we are by that barber’s pole or that rippling 

wave ring, that Shepard’s tone or that fractal zoom. Our senses and our thinking are fooled into 

believing that we are separate from the world. We are as goldfish swimming in water not 

knowing it is in water. If we are old and look in the mirror, we may not recognize the person 

reflected there, but inside our minds, when we look in that mirror, we see our eyes and we 

remember and know that the person behind those eyes (assuming you, dear reader, have eyes and 

can remember) is the same person who has been there all along since babyhood. We feel a 

connection to that baby we feel that we once were. We feel a progression as if one thought is 

connected to the next and the next thought connected to the next. We think thoughts are 

connected one to another like one day connects to the next, like one month to the next, one 

season to the next and one year to the next, and so it goes, year to year until our expiry date 

comes due. We think that one day is connected to another day, but really, each day is a self-

contained unit of time that’s been artificially measured by humans who constantly organize and 

make mental straight lines in and around the world which we name. Time is to us as the water is 

to that goldfish. We are in time. We swim in it. Time is all around us and in us. Humans like to 

label things as this thing and that thing, as if the label and the organization of these things into 

categories is the key to understanding. We like to think we know. It’s all in an effort to control 

the world which we call our world as if we owned it and were separated from it by our amazing 

heads which gift us with dominion over everything on Earth. With these thought processes we 
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eventually disconnect from reality. We live in ways and do things to other people that might 

seem reasonable and rational in our thinking minds at the time that we think them, but which are 

fragmented and insane when we realize that what we’ve been doing and thinking is a mental 

game. We live in a kind of self-isolation within our brain. Our environment is out there. We live 

in stories we tell ourselves. We take things for granted and don’t see the reality of the intricate 

interconnections that zoom in and in ad infinitum.  

We’re too busy thinking to be wise. 

A day may be said to be the last day of summer or the first day of spring but is that not a 

human convention? Changing seasons and the aging of a human being are gradual processes. 

Each month is a unit of time that humans mark off one after another but spring does not become 

or turn into summer any more than January becomes or turns into February. There is January and 

then, there is February. Months are labels created for the convenience of communication. These 

are all ideas that we’ve named and conceptualized which we take to be real. We do the same 

thing with our thoughts. We think that one thought leads to, or is connected to, another. We 

create chains of thoughts. We think that these chains of thoughts are ourselves. We become the 

memories we keep. We chain ourselves to the past. Each thought links to another as we forge 

chains of thoughts about ourselves and our world. We take these chains of thought to be real. We 

think that the chain of thought from the first, as a child, to the last, on our deathbed, is who we 

are. But what happens if we consider the possibility that there is no chain? What if there is no 

connectivity in the same way that there is no connectivity between one day and the next? There 

is Monday and there is Tuesday. They are units of measure that begin and end arbitrarily. 

Monday does not turn into Tuesday. First there is Monday and then there is Tuesday. First there 

is spring and then there is summer. First there is you as a child then there is you as a senior 
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citizen, then there is you in the ground. They are a progression like the changing seasons but it is 

a gradual process without clear-cut delineations. Thought one is not thought two. They may feel 

like they lead to one another but they are not the same. Delineations or divisions are human 

abstractions. It’s the way we think and talk. It’s the way we describe ourselves in words. Each 

thought is a thought. It is complete. It is like a bubble in a pond that rises to the surface and pops 

at the top. Each thought is here and gone. The neural network in our brain makes connections in 

a split second, but these connections could not be said to be who we are. Are you the thought you 

had two years ago about a red rubber ball? Everything is so gradual that we don’t take in the 

significance of being in reality. We filter. It would be too much for us. Only the poets who are 

outside the mainstream can see people swimming and swimming inside their brains. The actions 

of people show what they’re thinking. Each thought is a separate bubble and our brains are 

bubbling all the time. Thoughts come and go. They are ethereal. When thoughts in your mind 

that you perceive as a voice of running commentary inside your head - the inner dialogue which 

talks to you and your multiple ‘yous’ - when that chatter is still, then what? What happens when 

there is silence? Do you become a vegetable? Do you lose the ability to control bowel control? 

Do you drool? No. Not if your brain is functioning normally. Your brain continues to do what it 

does and has been doing without your knowledge all along. Your narrow focus of conscious 

attention may be attenuated as thoughts go silent, but your body and your brain keeps clicking 

along. You are in fact, a happening. Like music that plays by itself. Digestion, respiration, blood 

circulation, these things happen and you may not think that you are doing it yourself, but you are. 

And not only that, you feel separate from the world because of your busy thoughts. Busy 

thoughts occupy you continually. You are like a glass of champagne with little bubbles of 

focused attention rising to the top constantly. The thoughts that you think are like sunglasses you 
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put on. And so, what does this mean? Does this mean anything? Not really. But. But! When you 

open the lens of your conscious attention to include the world that you take to be outside 

yourself, when you let the mental chatter go this way and that as it will, you can relax into it all. 

You can feel yourself as the world and not as a mental bubble bubbling. You can be the natural 

world in its entirety; to do so is to move into a zone of unknowing that is beyond words and 

conceptions. You can’t control you because the you as you think yourself to be does not exist. 

You are a lovely fiction and so is everybody else. That can feel like a horror or as an absolute 

truth of incredible beauty and understanding that leads you to a total feeling for compassion. It is 

from this change in consciousness, if accepted without fear of isolation, that one feels a oneness 

with being. The you that you think you are is a work of art. It’s a story. It’s an image. It’s a 

movie. If it’s a boring moving, so be it – that’s your doing. You’re personality is a figment of 

your imagination which isn’t to say that it’s not worthwhile or should be dismissed – it is 

beautiful - it is just that this image that you think detracts you from a connection to all that is. 

Without the mental commentary there is… reality. Be with it totally. The real world is not the 

words, “the real world is.” Reality is not a concept of reality. Reality is not the world as you 

think it to be.  

At this point, if you’ve lasted this long, you may be puzzled. That is good. This is a 

puzzling, that’s why it’s called mystification. To mystify is to confuse someone completely. 

From this confusion one attains a realization of ecological awareness which is simply a total 

feeling of connection with all that is without separation such that you can look at the sun and 

know that’s you shining. You can look at the ground and know that’s you grounding. We feel 

separate from that goldfish in water because we confuse the chatter in our heads to be ourselves. 

When we let the chatter drift without clinging to it, that is when we enter a simple self (an elf 
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with an s: a s-elf). A self without all the thoughts that you take to be you is what you are. Your 

self is the animating feature or life force in the creature that you are and every other self-creature 

on this planet is the same self. Not same as in sameness like one bottle of water is the same as 

another, but same as in the same identical self that’s in an ocean of water - no difference – no 

separation: One. Each one of us is the same doing. This so called simple self is the same simple 

self that is the life giving energy in everybody. This self is the spark and your personality is the 

flame. When the spark in this life form that you’re in goes out, another spark is you – it does not 

become you. You are the spark. Everything is the one spark. A burning bush is all of us. All the 

other people out there all around you who you think yourself not to be are in fact, the same. Talk 

about empathy! Every other you is you too! The simple self is an identical feature for us all. 

Each one of us is an I and all these multiple I’s go together as one. Replace the pronoun of I – the 

same I that we all share and self identify with - with eye. We are all multiple eyes like the eyes 

on a fly or the eyes on all flies. Behind your eyes, a cat’s eyes, and the eyes of a neighbor on the 

other side of the world is the same eyes. The same eye that has been there all along, all through 

what we call history, is the same eye that types and reads this.  

It’s all right there in the language we use. Imagine: you are looking at another person. 

That person is looking at you thinking, “I am looking at you,” and you are thinking the same 

thing, “I am looking at you.” There is a you looking at a you thinking, “If I am looking at you 

and you look back at me, I think, “I see you” and so do you.” It’s a mess of pronouns. If we are 

looking at each other, we are eyeing one another. The pronoun tells the story. Consider the word 

“I” in relation to the word “eye”. Instead of eyeing one another, we are “I-ing” one another. It’s 

one I to another I. We are the same. We are I. You say, “I am a self,” just as another you says, “I 

am a self.” We are a self. The personality within and individual body is the flowering of that self 
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just as a person who is singing is singing the same song but with another voice. You are not just 

an image, you refer to yourself as a me and another person says, “I’m me too.” It is you who 

rises to the surface of life like cream rises to the top. When we look at one another without 

opinions, we are surfacing. When we feel empathy, we are each one to another. 

Return to what you were when you were a baby – without the diaper. Return to the you 

that was before you learned the meaning of words and language. You were a centre of awareness 

without a differentiation between yourself and the rest of the world. In such instances of baby 

headedness that can be experienced as an adult, people have said they feel peaceful and happy 

and innocent again. They enter a zone or a point of awareness where there is no separateness 

between their self and other or between their self and the environment. At this point of awareness 

comes the knowledge that, “I may be me but I could just as well be you because your self and my 

self are precisely the same self!” We’re even. We’re not odd to each other. Each one of us is 

playing the game whereby we each think, “I am unique.” We think, “I’m more unique than you! 

When I open my eyes as a baby and continue on my way, when I close them on that last day the 

next baby that’s born is another baby that sees as an I.” We’re all saying the same thing, “I am! I 

am.” The earth is a me-ing all the time. Wherever there is human intelligence, there is an I-am-

ing. The universe I ams. You are an I image. You are an I imagining your world. 

When a person is in the moment without thought of time in the sense of a clock, that 

person is free to experience an expansion. When the mind is able to understand beyond thinking, 

that is when eyes see, ears hear, nose hairs undulate the fragrance of living and reality opens up 

without judgment or comment. At such times, another you realizes that that you, is not quite 

what it thought. It is an extraordinary experience to realize your sense of yourself in its entirely 

and that includes the entire environment. This is when you have a total in-body experience. Your 
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body is the universe. And, if this happens to you, you might wonder, “When did I have my first 

thought of myself as me?” And you wonder to yourself, “When did I first think, is this me? 

When did I become totally aware and think I am?” Some people never do. They never know their 

“I-ness.” And at such a time as you throw your individuality into question and you become 

absorbed in the notion that you are in fact inseparable from your environment - that you are a 

manifestation of the Earth which in turn is a manifestation of the stars, you become aware of who 

you really are as opposed to who you think you are in the context of civilization over the course 

of a lifetime. Who you are is not your inner dialogue, commentary and mental chatter. You think 

you are born and you think you die but really, that happened but it didn’t. You are the awareness 

of reality itself. You are reality - not as a concept, not as a word, but as it is as the real world. 

Take away the mental chatter and you are not going to be a vegetable. The thoughts which shape 

your personality is the art of you. Take away the thoughts of your personality, take away the 

memories and the real you as the simple self is there. It’s been there all along. You’re it. You are 

in fact a self which is one and the same with everything. If you have a brain injury and your 

memories and personality traits for which you are known are wiped clean, people will say, “She 

is gone” or “he is gone”. The person we knew and loved (or hated) is gone. That is because the 

person we know is an act we love. We say that there’s just a vegetable in us without our 

chattering busy thoughts. Without our personality we become a pod, we become a brainless 

feeding tube. We therefore consider our personality to be who we are. We think that if we take 

away the personality, a vegetable remains but what happens when the mental chatter is stilled 

and you find yourself continuing to function? What then? How do you feel? Without the mental 

chatter people throughout the ages have said they can do amazing things that are far beyond the 

ability of the average vegetable. Without mental chatter people have said they can go into a zone 
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of awareness that is a heightened connecting with the body and the body with its environment as 

if there were no separation. In such a zone, one does not just look at a mountain. One is the 

mountain and when walking, one is moving a mountain. Just as the head is part of the body, the 

body is part of the environment, but then, part isn’t quite right. A part implies a machine, like the 

part on a car. A better word might be feature. You are a feature of nature like a leaf on a tree. 

Without mental chatter one becomes aware of reality as it is. Reality shifts from being what we 

think it is to what it is but you cannot make the mental chatter stop any more than you can make 

the sun shine. You can’t make anything happen. It’s a natural process. Awareness without 

insistence is the key. It’s a happening. You are a happening which means, you are a doing. Right 

now your heart is beating, you are breathing, blood is flowing and all of this is happening so that 

you are alive. You do it, but you don’t know you’re doing it because the you that you think you 

are is a narrow perspective. Like a child riding in a car. Another intelligence that you’re not 

aware of is doing it but this intelligence is not something external. It’s intelligence on the inside 

of everything as everything. It’s an interconnected intelligence with a centre that is everywhere. 

It’s all an intelligence which isn’t singular or plural. It’s like that plop point of a pebble thrown 

in a puddle. The rings of concentric circles appear to be moving outward. We see this motion but 

that is not what is happening beneath the surface and inside the wave. The water is not moving 

laterally, it is moving up and down. All of what happens is a process whereby one aspect cannot 

be considered in isolation. It’s like up and down. You cannot have up without down. You cannot 

have the peak of a wave without a wave valley. They go together. Without space around an 

object you cannot have an object and an object is mostly made of space so what does that mean? 

Space is not nothing. Space is something – it’s a whole lot of nothing holding everything 
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together without holding it together. If you can get your head around that, you realize that you 

can’t get your head around it and when that happens, you are mystified.  

Mystification happens when you get it without getting it. You get that it doesn’t make 

any sense, it doesn’t have to. You are released from trying to control what cannot be controlled. 

You cannot stop the mental meandering in your head, any more that a fox can stop from wanting 

to eat an egg. You don’t have to stop the mental chatter, even if you could. You are in effect a 

fox or wolverine in a hen house. As the fox or wolverine, it is you trying to stop you. You cannot 

want to stop wanting to stop because that’s just another wanting. It’s impossible. It’s circular. 

You go round and round. When you push you pull and when you pull you push. You can’t do 

anything because you are not what you think you are. It’s a game. It’s play. This isn’t serious. 

Breathe into this. Inhale yourself living. When you see that it’s a game, you can appreciate how 

far out it is. You look at others differently. You look at animals and birds and fish differently. 

You look at plants differently. You look at the sky and the stars differently. You think of death 

differently. Each birth is another you birthing. It’s all you. There is no lack of time - quite the 

opposite. You don’t need to do anything to have what you want because you already have it. 

You’ve always had it - all along. The trouble is that you – your personality - gets in your way by 

trying to do what can’t be done and doesn’t need to be done. When you close your eyes for the 

last time, you will dissolve but when did you first know that your eyes were open? When a kitten 

opens its eyes, does it know when that first look happens? And when a cat closes its eyes for the 

last time, what then? It is nothing. But, what is nothing? What is something? It is an opening and 

a closing. It is an on and off, on and off, on and off. Now you see it, now you don’t. My self is no 

different from your self. We’re all a self. We all say, “I did such and such.” Who is this I? Is it a 

point of awareness? 
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Let’s go deeper into this feeling of a point of awareness. Consider: When you look at the 

outside world with your eyes or you hear the external world with your ears or when you touch 

something with your hands, you invariably think, “That is the outside world.” It’s common 

sense. Isn’t it? It is beyond question. You feel yourself to be inside your body and you think, 

“I’m in here, behind the eyes. That out there is the outside world I see in front of me.” You 

probably feel like you are located inside your head and not in a tree. If you were located in a tree 

as the tree, how would you know? You feel like you live in a control tower at the top of your 

body. It’s like there’s a little man with binoculars and headphones looking out a window and at a 

radar screen. You think you’re that little person within – the one with binoculars. You look 

outside with your eyes and, if your eyes are functioning as they should, you see an external 

world out there – outside your body. There is you - inside your body - and there’s everything 

else - outside your body. You point at yourself and say Tarzan-like, “Me! Me! Aargh!” and you 

point randomly around at other things and say, “Not me. Not me. Aargh!”  

To summarize: there is a feeling within your mind that there’s “me” (which is you) and 

there is “not me” which is everything else (not you). Everything outside your body is not you. 

Obvious, isn’t it? Totally. You see, hear, smell and touch an external world, but then, what’s 

behind your eyes? Are you behind your eyes like the little person within? Where exactly are 

you? Do you think that you are your thoughts? What’s behind your eyes? You turn around to see 

and you only see things that are behind you. You hear something far away and where does it go, 

into your brain? So, then, it is your brain that is behind your eyes. It’s a neurological thing. When 

you look at the outside world, it comes inside of you in a reduced form as an image that is 

processed. It’s a transaction. The outside world is there outside your skin. You see it and it goes 

into you. Without you, the world would not be realized. You are the world to yourself. Sights 
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and sounds, tactile feelings, tastes and smells go through your senses from your eyes, ears, 

hands, mouth and nose into your head. These senses are like inputs into a computer. You feel 

like you are the processor at the top. That’s where you are. Isn’t it? You’re inside your brain 

which is inside your skull which is inside your body which is inside the world. You can’t see 

your head, but you know it’s there because when you look down and can see your body parts. 

You see your legs, your feet, your hands, your arms and your belly. If you close one eye, you 

might even see the side of your nose. You know there’s a head on top of your neck, like a cherry 

on top of an ice cream sundae but that’s about it. You’ve seen your head in a mirror and in 

pictures and on video, so you know your head is there and more than likely, you’ve seen your 

eyes and you know what colour they are. It says so on your driver’s license. But, you, as the 

looker cannot see who is looking. What you see, hear, smell and touch in the external world 

becomes something neurological inside your mind. But then, what is this? The external world is 

taken inside of you. What’s outside goes inside, but then, your head which is attached to your 

body is also in the outside world. What’s inside is outside and what’s outside is inside because 

you know you’re in an environment and what’s outside your eyes appears to you inside your 

head. It could be said that this is a form of exchange. It’s an exchange of one thing for another 

like one person who makes shoes exchanges those shoes to another person for potatoes. The 

world is exchanging its shoes – reality – for your appreciation and contribution to bring it into 

existence. These things go together. You could not experience reality if there wasn’t you and a 

reality. You cannot see something unless there are eyes and something to see. A rainbow 

requires sunlight, water vapour (to reflect sunlight) and eyes to see the colours refracted by that 

sunlight at the precise angle of where you are. A rainbow is formed by illuminated droplets 

centred on a line from the sun and an observer’s eye. A rainbow isn’t a rainbow without this triad 
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configuration. A person cannot hear the sound of footfalls crunching on dried leaves or snow 

without there being: a) leaves and/or snow, and b) feet to step on those leaves and that snow. For 

something to be heard there must be a sound and a hearer. For something to be seen there must 

be a seer of an outside world to be seen. The world is perceived by you for you and so it is for all 

the other you’s who are just like you. They perceive their you-worlds too and you perceive 

others perceiving their worlds possibly with you in it. 

Imagine there is a mirror in front of you and a mirror behind you. What happens when 

you look into the mirror in front? You see yourself seeing yourself seeing yourself into ever 

smaller and smaller versions (like a fractal of a familiar face). A similar thing happens when an 

other person looks at you, and you, in turn, look at that person. The person sees you seeing the 

person and you see the person seeing you. In your brain there is an image of the outside world 

and that other person’s face is in it. To you, the other person is inside an outside world and when 

you look at that other person, the other person understands that his or her image is inside you. 

Similarly, when the other person looks at you, you are in the outside world and to that other 

person you are inside that outside world. The other person thinks that he or she is a me and you 

think you’re a me too. We’re all me’s and you’s to each other. The other person says, “I’m seeing 

you,” and you say, “I’m seeing you,” too, but who is I and who is you?  Both of you are. You 

two are interchangeable. It’s that exchange idea again. Now, imagine that another person is you 

and you’re that other person. You’ve entered some kind of science fiction movie where you’ve 

swapped brains except, in this case, it isn’t science fiction. It’s reality. At such instances when 

you can empathically feel yourself as another you have momentarily dropped the game of 

personality. What you see is the same thing except, in reverse. If another person’s  mind were 

momentarily stilled, that other person’s feeling of existence would be exactly the same as your 
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own. Your bodies are totally different, but each of you will have the exact same feeling of being 

alive. You and everybody else and all the other living creatures are, in effect, one consciousness. 

You can know that what you feel in the sense of being aware of being alive is the same as it is 

for all the other living creatures. If it’s two people who are without damage, both of you will 

have eyes. Both of you are the eyes of the world just as the squirrels and the owls are the eyes of 

the forest. We’re all expressions of the universe seeing itself. You could reverse positions with 

the owls and squirrels and have the exact same experience. Your feeling of conscious awareness 

is precisely the same as another creature. If two people cross paths in a forest, from above on a 

branch a squirrel will sit at the two people. He sees two people seeing each other. His feeling of 

existence, of being alive - never mind the size of his brain or his ability to have a personality that 

is different from our own- that squirrel is also a point of awareness that is precisely the same as 

our own. The vision of two people down below enters the squirrel’s eyes, into his squirrel mind, 

and the point of awareness - the point of squirrel awareness that thinks “I am” a squirrel without 

naming it as such - is the same as you and another. Take away opinions and the ideas we have 

about ourselves and there you have it: the it for which this book is about; the famous it as found 

in the sentence, “It is snowing,” or “It feels good.” What is this it? It is that. It is whatever it is. 

What there is is what it is. Deep down, behind personalities and behind who we think we are, we 

are everything. We are everything in existence everythinging existence itself for ourselves. We 

are kindred spirits except, in all of this, beyond rational conceptions of what is important, there 

are differentiations of expectations. If one removes expectations and opinions and is receptive to 

what is, one can experience non-separation. With the feeling of non-separation and non-

expectation and acceptance, comes a mystification without verbalization or articulation and with 

mystification comes love of what is. And with love for what is itself comes appreciation and with 
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appreciation comes enjoyment and with enjoyment for what is comes a good life that is even 

good when it’s bad. With the bad, comes the knowledge that you can’t have one without the 

other. Everything you thought you knew gets obfuscated by what you think you know or knew. 

Without analytical and mechanical thought comes awareness of reality in its fullest and with 

awareness of reality as it is comes the recognition that breathing and sun shining occurs of itself. 

Some might refer to this as a spiritual experience. The word spirit comes from the Latin word 

spiritus which means “breath.” Spirit is breath. Breath is spirit. Spirit is ethereal in contrast with 

material. Spirit can be associated with consciousness or one’s personality which is like a ghost in 

your brain. Everyone you know is a ghost in your brain. The spirit of a thing relates to its 

qualities. You may feel yourself to be in good spirits or in low spirits. Your spirit may be in the 

middle somewhere or your spirit may be of a melancholy nature. Whatever spirit or mood you’re 

spirit or mood is in, if your spirit or mood is content with the way it is without need for 

betterment, without want for anything at all, then your spirit is as one with what is, breathing in 

and breathing out. Your spirit is the cloud of being in a cloud of knowing. With this comes bliss. 

No worries. No fears. All is beauty as it is. You can die knowing you don’t – not really. We are 

each and every one of us as individualized selves an other to each other. When one other ends, 

another other begins. We are in a compact or a contract. We are a oneness with each other and 

what is for you a self is an other to an other. Self and other go together. Self and other go 

together like light and dark. With only light, there is only white. With only white there is no 

differentiation. Without differentiation shapes cannot be realized – forms are formless without 

shadows. If a face is completely white against a white background, the face cannot be seen. And 

with only dark there is only black and with only black there is nothing – only dark. To 

experience anything at all there must be a mixture of both light and dark to have vision. It is in 
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the contract of seeing. Without a you in the mixture there is nothing, but then, why care? What 

does any of this light and dark spirit and breathing have to do with mystification? 

As a form of explanation for illumination, try the following. Wherever you are, walk (or 

ride) forward down a hall, down the road, down a path, across a room (wherever) and as you 

move forward (or backwardk if you prefer) look out at the world from the sides of your eyes. Try 

to see from your periphery. Soften your focus of attention from the centre to the outer perimeter. 

Are you coming towards the world or is the world coming towards you? If you see someone, 

imagine you are him or you are her seeing you. If no one is around, imagine watching this as a 

film of yourself walking (or riding). Breathe without breathing. Let your heart beat on its own. 

Inhale the air without trying and you will find that the world and you are a happening together. 

Where you are is who you are and who you are is where you are and where you are is here in the 

universe that is not broken into ever smaller and smaller bits with walls between, or ever larger 

and larger bits. The universe is comprehensive. It comes and it goes out of silence. It comes and 

goes out of form. You are as a candle burning. You are as the universe universing. With 

awareness the candle that you are is blown out – snuffed out, as it were – and yet, the universe 

that you are burns brightly on.   
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But when the melancholy fit shall fall 

Sudden from heaven like a weeping cloud, 

That fosters the droop-headed flowers all, 

And hides the green hill in an April shroud; 

Then glut thy sorrow on a morning rose, 

Or on the rainbow of the salt sand-wave, 

Or on the wealth of globed peonies; 

Or if thy mistress some rich anger shows, 

Emprison her soft hand, and let her rave, 

And feed deep, deep upon her peerless eyes. 

~ John Keats, “Ode to Melancholy” 

 

As to the poetical Character itself it is not itself – it has no self – it is every thing and 

nothing – It has no character – it enjoys light and shade; it lives in gusto, be it foul or fair, 

high or low, rich or poor, mean or elevated…. 

  ~ John Keats letter to Richard Woodhouse dated October 27th, 1818 

 

 

Histories of ages past 

Hung in light and shadows cast 

Down through all eternity 

The crying of humanity 

  ~ Donovan, “Hurdy Gurdy Man (The Spectre’s Song)” 

 

 

I believe a leaf of grass is no less the journey-work of the stars, 

 And the pismire is equally perfect, and a grain of sand, and the egg of the wren, 

 And the tree-toad is a chef-d’oeuvre for the highest, 

 And the running blackberry would adorn the parlors of heaven,  

 And the narrowest hinge in my hand puts to scorn all machinery, 

 And the cow crunching with depressed head surpasses any statue, 

 And a mouse is miracle enough to stagger sextillions of infidels, 

   ~ Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass 

 

 

Sometimes I sits and thinks, and sometimes I just sits… 

~ A.A. Milne 

 

Rows and flows of angel hair  

And ice cream castles in the air 

And feather canyons everywhere,  

I've looked at clouds that way. 

  ~ Joni Mitchell, “Both Sides Now” 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

WHERE AM I? 

 

 

“As a result of having a false sense of identity, we act in a way that is inappropriate to 

our natural environment and when that inappropriate way of action is magnified by a 

very powerful technology we swiftly begin to see the results of a profound discord 

between man and nature... we have the strong sensation that our own being inside our 

skin is extremely different from the world outside our skin, that, while there may be 

intelligence inside human skins and while there may be values and loving feelings, 

outside the skin is a world of mechanical process which does not give a damn about any 

individual and which is basically unintelligent…. It should be obvious that the human 
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being goes with the rest of the universe even though we say in popular speech I came into 

this world. Now it is not true that you came into this world. You came out of it in the same 

way that a flower comes out of a plant or a fruit comes out of a tree and as an apple tree 

apples. The solar system in which we live and therefore the galaxy in which we live and 

therefore the system of galaxies in which we live, that system peoples and therefore 

people are an expression of its energy and of its nature.”  

- Alan Watts, Not What Should Be, But What Is! (1971). 

 

So, if you are not who you think you are – at least deep down behind your personality to 

where the baby in you is - what does that mean in terms of where you are. Ask yourself, “Where 

am I?” Invariably you will provide an answer of a location and say, “I am here.” This location is 

on the planet somewhere. You are located in a place. You take up space. And yet, you could be 

anywhere. The idea of a country and a continent is convenient for purposes of identification and 

organization but that’s about it. Ask any rabbit where it is and, if the rabbit can talk, it will say in 

its rabbity way, “I am here.” Where is your here? Is the rabbit being purposely evasive or is it 

just another stupid rabbit without much of a brain. Here could be anywhere on the planet. Of 

course the difference is that, to most people, here is a geopolitical location on a map but to a 

rabbit, here is a landscape – grassland, forest, suburban neighbourhood. Here to the rabbit is 

wherever it is in relation to its natural environment. The rabbit is close to the ground. The rabbit 

is not able to differential between one country and another, yet the rabbit knows where it lives. It 

knows where to eat clover. It knows where to hide and where to seek shelter in inclement 

weather. The rabbit knows where to play with rabbity friends. The rabbit knows without words a 

deeper truth which the majority of humans are oblivious towards. The rabbit is a living organism 
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in an environment. It is the eyes and ears of the hills if you will. It can’t really be separated from 

where it is. One could even say it is rabbit/forest or rabbit/field. It is a feature of the 

environment. It belongs there. A field rabbits where rabbits live. As such, the rabbit needs to be 

where living organisms with its particular way of living can live. It is its environment. Its body is 

attuned to its way of life like a heart is attuned to the interior of the body. A rabbit is attuned to 

its habitat like a bat or a rat is attuned to its respective habitats. These creatures live to live. One 

can assume they want to live and enjoy their lives while they’re alive.  

The question, “Where am I?” is an important one. It is important not for geopolitical 

reasons, but for reasons of life. Where we live impacts how we live. The Earth is our home and 

even more than that, the Earth is us. We are the Earth. All of us, every single living organism 

that’s alive right now is an Earthling. The Earth is all there is to us. We need it. If we were to live 

on another planet or in outer space somewhere, we would need to have attributes of the Earth 

with us at all times if we were to survive, but even more than that, the pertinent questions we 

should ask ourselves are: Why do we need to survive? Why must we live? What’s it all about? 

Why does anything need to survive at all? What’s the point? Is the point of life to survive?  

The Earth is comprised of an intricate web of life which keeps everything going of itself. 

It is organized anarchy. There is no boss. There is no government. There are basic rules but those 

are not written down. Everything is spontaneous. As for humans, every time human activity 

tampers with the intricate perfection of the Earth, they do so at their own peril. Perhaps the idea 

of how precious the Earth is doesn’t resonate with most people. We take it for granted. It is for 

us to use and abuse like any other creature, but humans with their technologies, can do more to 

alter a landscape than any other creature. Often these alterations lead to unforeseen 

consequences. There are too many variables and ramifications for humans not to do what they do 
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without impact. Humans do what they do with the mindset of, “It seemed like a good idea at the 

time.” People are so busy identifying the parts in a mechanized view of the world that they are 

unaware of the bigger picture. In the day to day life of an ordinary person, there’s too much 

going on. In the individualized dramas of our lives we fail to notice what’s going on holistically. 

We are forever seeing more of what we know about what we know. We are all pretty much self 

absorbed little entities behaving as billiard balls on a table. From our narrowed point of vision 

we don’t notice the state of things and if we do, we take it in stride as the way things are and try 

to deal with it by doing this and that to make it better for ourselves and for others. In so doing we 

flatten the world. We pave it over. We make it in our own image. We concretize the world. We 

destroy what’s alive for convenience and comfort with little concern for all the living organisms 

even those other living organisms such as ourselves. Who you are and where you are is not 

connected like a chain is connected. Who you are and where you are is the same thing. You are 

where you are – not geographically, not geopolitically, not culturally, not economically, but in a 

living, breathing, way. We are not separate from where we are. We are not drivers in the cabin 

heads of our body cars.  

Ask yourself, “Where am I? Don’t just think of it in an ordinary sense. Really ask it. 

Scrunch up your face, tighten your muscles and get right into it: Where… am…I? Are you here? 

Are you there? Are you present? Do you know where you are? Have you ever really looked 

around? If not here, where would you rather be? Why? Why not here? What do you want? 

What’s wrong with here? What do you love about where you are? Do you love where you are? 

Do you see a relationship between whom you are and where you are? Do you hate where you 

are? What do you hate about it? Consider yourself in relation to the natural environment. Are 

you in alignment? Are you in accord with the world? Are you aware of where and what you are?  
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Picture yourself in a backyard garden. It would be better if you were in a real garden but 

an imagined one will have to do. Picture a humble place of plants and such. Picture an ordinary 

place to welcome you. There are trees, plants, insects, birds, and animals - all that natural 

environmental jazz. It’s an ecosystem with you involved. Maybe there’s a human settlement - a 

house, perhaps, as natural as you please; as natural as any house that’s suitable for bees. Maybe 

there’s an old shed for a squirrel to call home. Picture a modest place that isn’t the least bit 

pretentious. It could be any type of garden that you happen to fancy – a botanical garden, a 

vegetable garden, a garden with grass, trees, flowers… bushes, foliage…; it could be a tropical 

garden or a temperate one, something formal or informal or something in-between - whatever 

you like. Think of the most wonderful garden that you’ve ever been in, or, think of the most 

wonderful garden that you would like to be in and be in that. Put yourself there, in a chair or on a 

bench or swinging gently in a hammock, looking out at plants and maybe some animals if 

they’re present. Let your imagination go. Maybe there’s a goat, a donkey a chicken for some 

inexplicable reason. It’s your own particular imaginary garden that you’re in. It might not be 

suitable for the rich and famous. Those quick to find fault might not appreciate it but you do. It’s 

a simple place. It could be the type of garden a humble grandmother or great-great grandmother 

would appreciate for all the fruit and vegetables you could eat. Imagine how you would feel and 

feel that way. It’s a lovely day. You are alone in this garden. It’s not clear why you’re here, but 

you don’t care. It’s nice. You are here for no other reason than you’re not somewhere else. There 

is a purposelessness to this. Like the purposelessness of going for a walk and picking up a stick 

and hitting a stump. You walk and hit stumps for no other reason than it’s fun to do. This is like 

that. You may as well relax. Maybe you’re waiting for someone – a friend? a lover? an enemy? 
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Doesn’t matter. Even if you arrived here to meet someone and you sat in wait, at this point it 

doesn’t matter. You’re just here because you’re here.  

And you can hear music coming from somewhere and you think, “I love this music!” or 

you think, “What is that music? I love it!” A person might say it’s lovely or beautiful or some 

such adjective used to describe the indescribable. It doesn’t matter what the music is. It could be 

anything. This is your imagining. Whatever you love is what you hear. Whatever the music is, 

it’s the kind of music that makes you think of words like “heartfeel” or “heartfull” which is kind 

of funny because these aren’t really words. Sometimes you don’t make any sense to yourself. 

Maybe you’ve heard this music before or maybe not. Maybe this is the first time or maybe you 

know the music by heart. Whatever the case might be, you sit in love with nothing in particular. 

You love the music and you go into it without thinking much about it. What’s to think? When 

you hear music like this, like the kind you find yourself loving, you go into it without question, 

without analysis – no opinion, no criticism. It’s a gift. It’s beautiful. You sink into it like a warm 

stream flowing gently from a hot spring. It doesn’t make sense. Why you’re here and what you 

hear. You don’t listen for self improvement. You have nothing to gain by hearing it or being 

here. You’re not trying to learn anything by listening. There is no self improvement involved. 

There is nothing to learn. It’s just for fun. There is no ulterior motive to this. There is nothing to 

be gained in this garden. There is no purpose for you to be here. There is no purpose to you. You 

are not here for reasons of survival. This is beyond all that. Awareness that the beauty of 

existence is what you feel. You are on the same level as all the other living things that are here. 

You are on the same level as the plants living their plant lives. It’s a dance of being. Dappled 

sunshine filtered by leaves and misty water vapour is in the air. Little rainbows you create by 

seeing are manifested by you. Humidity. Oh, the humidity! You listen to the bugs buzzing and 
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sparkling in the late evening sunshine like tiny little spots of zipping light - insect angels who 

mean you no harm. You hear what you hear because your ears are open. There is no meaning to 

the music or the bugs’ buzzing songs. The music and the sounds are not like words which mean 

something other than what they are. It’s like the moo of a cow. It’s all an onomatopoeia 

experience. It’s a whooshing. It’s an ahhing. It’s an oooing. The music and sounds coming from 

silence mean nothing to you. The texture of a leaf has no meaning other than its feel to your lips. 

You too have no meaning. This is not something other than what it is. The garden doesn’t mean 

anything to anybody. It never will. It never did. It’s a garden. Plane and simple. It’s a living 

place. You are you a living. You are an aspect of this place. You are in it like a figure in a 

painting. What you’re not shows what you are. You cannot be removed without destroying the 

effect. You are gardening simply by being in the garden. This is a living, breathing, heart beating 

place. It’s a greening. It isn’t serious. It’s jolly. It’s a roly poly place. It’s abundance. It’s 

effervescent.  

And you hear a dog barking in the distance, but it isn’t annoying - far from it. To feel 

annoyed by such a dog sound would be to be judgemental and you are not feeling as such or 

thinking that way. You are anything but opinionated. Opinions be damned. You are as accepting 

as your ears are to hear, as your eyes are to see, as your nose is to smell and your skin is to touch. 

You hear some children playing somewhere far away. It’s happy sound. A summer sound. The 

children are not playing for a reason. There is no reason to play other than to play. Like living, it 

passes the time away. The children you hear are playing and having fun in the doing. Their 

voices are as natural as birdsong. You hear a push mower push-mowing somewhere. You hear 

birds chirping and singing their gurglings and tweets. They give voice to the trees, grass and 

skies. Why do the birds sound as they do? Do they chirp to attract a mate? Is the chirping serious 
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business related to survival or do they chirp because it is fun for them? Do birds have fun? It 

looks like fun flitting from tree to tree dancing in the trees and the summer breeze as they do to 

you. These late summer sounds of everyday life cheer you as you look around and take the 

garden into your senses.  

Before you sat your imaginary bum down into this imaginary garden, you had been 

feeling worried. You were worried about something, but now, the worries have disappeared. You 

have forgotten to be concerned. The anxiety which you felt a few moments ago has vanished like 

the coo of a Mourning Dove. Anxiety, fear and worry have disappeared. You can barely imagine 

what they are. You are a glowing ember of life. You only notice that the anxious thoughts that 

you had are quiet because the chattering has stopped. It is tranquility made manifest. It’s like 

becoming aware of a noisy leaf blower when it’s been turned off. You’d grown so used to the 

noisy leaf blower in your head you didn’t know it was there. The this that seemed to matter a lot 

a minute ago and the that that nattered in your brain’s dialogue has stopped. Not that it’s 

completely quiet, you appreciate that you think but it is sweet relief to not grab hold of the 

worries you had. It’s nice. Now that you don’t feel anxious, you can’t quite remember why you 

felt this way in the first place. It had something to do with money. What was it? Work? Debt? 

Bills? That new toy you wanted? That person in accounting you like? The plumbing that leaks 

drip, drip, drip; the argument with your friend, the lie you told, the lost hat, the canker sore, the 

blistered foot… the way your partner frowned from hearing something you said… the way you 

feel alone… that problems at work (or the problems without work)… your cluttered heart. The 

loves you’ve known and lost. Something has been perpetually nagging you and wearing you into 

a little nub… but then – Now - as you sit and drift like stream accepting what is, your thoughts 

about little yellowed rodent teeth and nagging dreams you had subside. You unclench your 
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hands. You relax your muscles and look around. You dismiss what seemed so important a 

moment ago as something inconsequential. You whisper for no one to hear, “Who cares?” You 

don’t need anything – not at the moment anyway. You had been busy letting the worries get the 

better of you. Anxiety about some unknown terrible future thing had gotten in the way of your 

simple enjoyment in being alive for a time. You had been letting your mental problems that don’t 

exist rob you of a physical reality that is incomprehensibly beautiful in its ordinariness.  

You had been busy playing the game. You know the game. Don’t you? You were so busy 

playing the game that you hadn’t noticed that you were playing anything. It all seemed so serious 

a minute ago. It’s the survival game you have been playing as long as you can remember. The 

game which has been built into you pretty much from day one, but then, over time it became ever 

more pronounced – like the air that you breathed. Distortions occurred. Survival became 

intertwined with achieving what you thought you needed and what others told you what it is that 

you needed. You took it all in, this game of winning and losing - this game of black and white - 

like you took in the air that was there for you to breathe. You always thought that you got to 

fight to survive. You thought that freedom came with sacrifice. You saw the natural world as a 

murdering – a dangerous place. You thought that you got to make yourself better and better and 

if you don’t, you got to fight to justify the disaster that you are. You got to escape from losing by 

losing more and more or you’ve got to win by winning more and more. You’ve been struggling 

to win your whole life long. There have been a few moments of freedom and peace but they were 

few and far between. The nice house, good food, entertainment, good times… disappointment, 

loss, grief… now you see they’re two sides of the same coin. It’s been an up and down trip and 

you realize: That’s it! As you sit here imagining a garden without anything on your mind, 

problems subsided and you see the trip for what it is: a roller coaster ride, a twisty turning road. 
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The ups and downs, are and were, all a part of it. You’ve been trying so hard to just have ups 

without downs you’d flattened it out and that can’t be done. If you only had winning, it wouldn’t 

be much of a game. To win all the time is to lose the point of it all. The game is the thing. Black 

and white reveal one through the other. Each is implied in the other. Yourself and other people 

reveal to you who you are.  You can’t know yourself without an other. You struggled so hard to 

be on the whiter side of white that when it went black you thought, “What’s the point?” But why 

did you think that? That is the point! Why did you see the downs as problems to be solved? It’s 

the contract of life. It’s a trip the whole way through. It’s a bitter sweetness, so do what you can 

and feel content with that. Wash one dish at a time. Sing and dance when you have the chance.  

With gradual awareness, you begin to feel poetical and think to yourself, “This garden is 

like the misty fragrance of beauty made manifest in reality.” Is that not an impractical sentiment? 

Such is love. Is it ridiculous to become aware of the stupendous in the innocuous? And you look 

upon the clouds aloft like floating dreams of heaven. They are not organized like anything a 

human might do. There are no cubes and yet, they are never a mess. Like the grain in wood or 

the texture of stone, such patterns so random never have an artistic flaw. Nature’s designs are 

amazingly and perfectly imperfect. It’s impossible to imagine anything better. The flowers raise 

their faces to meet your gaze. This is paradise. In child-like awareness magic returns. The trick is 

that there is no trick. You only think that you’re separated from the world by a skull and a skin. 

It’s better here in this unimagined heaven. This is today. This is a book reality but real reality is 

outside your mind. This is everyday life. Heaven is the Earth. It’s black and what. Being capable 

of enjoyment requires you to open yourself to all that is as it is. That’s what this is about. It is in 

the exclamation of wonder in a question, “What is this about?” that you get it without getting an 

answer because there is no answer. The question is the answer. That is the magic. You are a 
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wondering not an answering. Without the pressures you put on yourself to be something you are 

not or the pressure you put on for the world for the world to be something other that what it is, 

there is tranquility. All the world has to do – all the universe is – is a doing. The universe doesn’t 

have to be anything other than what it is. The universe is itself and you are the universe doing its 

thing. The ups and downs of life are not separate things of cause and effect. The ups and downs, 

the causes and effects are one and the same. The birds sing to sing. The worms worm to worm. 

The feeling of being an intruder in this place dissipates completely with the awareness that all 

this is interconnected. There is no space between you and the world because empty space is not 

nothing. Without the space between your ears and what you hear, there would be no hearing. 

You are the universe hearing itself hearing. It’s okay to breathe. You do it without doing it. 

There is no shame in living, but you are more than a mere feeding tube. Survival is not the be all 

and end all because survival is guaranteed in the myriad of forms and patterns all around. You 

are a pattern in a patterning. For a pristine moment of perfection as you contemplate a garden in 

your mind (or better yet, a real garden outside that goes inside as you become one with it), you 

have the overwhelming impression that you have emerged from a cloud of fog as the cloud of 

fog. You are the fogging. You are the clouding over. You are a fogging between all that is. You 

know all at once that you are yourself. You can love yourself for the life that you’ve lived and 

and when it’s over it is (and it isn’t). There is nothing that you could have done to be other than 

what you are. There is nothing that you could have been. You are. You are as you say you are, “I 

am.” You are you. You are a seeing being. It’s a presence of knowing that this being thing 

you’ve been is all there is and has ever been. Everything is a self-organizing. You come into 

your body and into this place without worry. Your body is this place. Your body extends into 

space. Previously you existed, but everything heretofore was removed from you somehow. The 
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world had merely been happening to you. Now you happen to yourself which is all that is. You 

now know that now is not a period of time between two ends. Now is a continuum. There is no 

between. And everybody else – all that is - is not an other because what is between is you too. 

There is no between between you and an other. Each other also says of itself, “I am” too and if 

you find yourself talking to a bush and people look at you in their questioning way, it’s okay. 

Tell them I am sent you. And then smile to yourself in the knowledge that it’s all your doing – 

you are the burning. You are all the doing even though you’re not doing anything but being.  

And as you step through the mist into yourself, you watch a dandelion seed floating by as 

one with the wind across your field of vision; your eye, the wind, the seed, the earth, the sun, the 

galaxies here and beyond – all is here right now in this happening. Not that you are making 

anything happen as in the making of a thing like a chair or a shoe or as in making some past 

event; there is no making in this – nothing is made to happen. There is no separation between 

maker and making. And as you watch the seed float by on the breeze, the world goes into slow 

motion of a kind. Every little thing is significant and part of a stupendously large picture that 

goes from eternity at its smallest – ever and ever smaller and smaller - to its largest 

incomprehensibility. It’s a totality. Nothing can be removed. It’s a fantastic focussing of 

intensity. It’s all a fantastical anarchy that is not without evidence of intelligence, not from a boss 

sitting on a chair but from the real that is right there interconnecting everything in front of you as 

you stare. This is a happening of itself. You realize with sudden clarity that this is not, and never 

will be, clear. It is not a thought that you want to verbalize foolishly. It’s an experience. The seed 

you saw was not made to take advantage of the wind. It is not a kind of reciprocation. The wind 

and the seed are not separated. They are one togetherness. It is only in thinking of ulterior 

motives that seeds are thought to be randomly designed to use the wind for their own ends. The 
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seed with wing hairs and the wind as circulations of air from water and sun are one spectacularly 

interconnected organism like your hand is to your arm. Like your cheek is to your face, to your 

nose, to your ears… like fingernails to itching. You are as the seed to the wind, as the 

ecosystems that self regulate for eons. There’s more to this than feeding walking stomachs and 

putting stuff in one end so it comes out the other. It isn’t simply a matter of survival. That is not 

a means to an end. Survival is not what it’s about. That’s only a tiny bit of it. There’s something 

intangible. To live is not to survive. To live is to get into the game but then, every now and then, 

you can step out for a while and see it for what it is. Like in this imagined garden, step outside 

yourself into the world and see the great show that’s going on all around all the time. The 

implied life of a seed flutters and floats with the life force of the breeze. The trees dance in 

tandem with whispering silence. Everything is implied in everything else. Self and other, black 

and white, up and down, left and right, back and front – each singularity is necessary for the 

whole. You would not be you without this world that’s all around going around and around.  

And you see birds flitting here and flitter there on the ground and in the air and you watch 

a mouse doing mousy things and butterflies doing butterflyings and flowers their flowerings. In 

this imagined reality that you’re in, nothing is digital. It isn’t virtual. It is not analog. It’s real. To 

be outside hearing a bell’s ding is the thing. This imagined garden is not reality. Only reality is 

reality. Reality is the glory of what is.  

And you take this opportunity to sit back looking, not doing. You do nothing. You do 

nothing for the sake of not doing. People struggle and in the struggle they become as such. No 

longer are they people. They become a struggling. People are a struggling as ants are anting as 

bees are being, but then, every now and then, a human can become aware and even in suffering 

appreciate what is there. It’s the not the doing that is hard. It is the undoing. It is the unleaving. 
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When there is no trying to survive or to improve the world by messing about, there is the 

knowing without knowing. There are words without words. For you, in this garden of your 

imagining, it is difficult not to be doing something. You are accustomed to doing the business of 

life, playing the game of winning and losing and the thought of not doing business or anything of 

import is torture – at least at first. To not be doing is like dieing. At first you felt the need to run 

away, to grab a computer, to grab something and do something: anything! You felt the need to be 

purposeful. You are so used to being busy that not being busy is considered a waste of time, but 

what is time? Not being busy is alien to you. This is an impromptu vacation from busyness. It’s 

not quite laziness. Most of the time survival has been a pain: eating, defecating, cleaning, 

exercising, acquiring, meeting demands, impressing others - to what end? Why bother? What’s it 

about? Why does it matter if you live or die? Maybe death isn’t so bad. When you’re dead, there 

are no worries and yet, is it possible to live without worries? And you have an inner dialogue like 

this with yourself as if you were two or more people instead of one. You say to yourself, “Why 

must I be dead to be carefree? Can’t I be alive and carefree? What’s wrong with caring? Isn’t 

caring a good thing? When does caring become a problem? When does caring become worry? 

Are caring and worry the same thing? Shouldn’t I care that I care? I should care about 

something, shouldn’t I? What is caring anyway? Why do I want to be carefree?  Why would I 

care to be carefree? If I care that I’m not carefree, does that mean I’m not carefree because I care 

that I’m not carefree?” And then, as you ponder this inner nonsense you notice how you stop 

noticing the birds and the trees. It’s a trap! You suddenly have the feeling that you’d been sucked 

in by yourself to yourself. You’d tricked yourself into a web of intricate thinking which turned 

into worrying as you got older and older right from the beginning. It’s never been about 

surviving. It’s never been about living longer. It’s been about living the living as you go along. 
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You’d unknowingly tricked yourself into a game of survival that ultimately didn’t matter. Why 

does it matter if anything survives? What’s the point to all this? Look around, it looks pretty 

great, but why is there something instead of nothing? And then you think about how you had 

fooled yourself into believing that all of the things you took and take to be incredibly important 

were and are misguided. You’d made living into a chore. The fun you’d had as a child turned 

into an incredibly important matter of survival and not just survival. You had turned yourself into 

a constant pressurizing betterment enterprize. You saw the world as made of winners and losers 

and you desperately wanted to be the former and not the latter. If surviving is such a pain, why 

bother? It isn’t worth it. Not that you don’t want to live – far from it. At this moment, with such 

clarity, with birds and flowers and clouds and music, you know what matters. You don’t want to 

live in your head like you were. The creatures around you are surviving just the same but they 

toil not. The life forms all around are your doing their living. This is living. This is what it’s 

about. This is more than surviving. This is loving. There is a silence and a cheerfulness to all 

this. This Undoing was difficult at first, but then, as worries wane, awareness of what is bubbles 

up unbidden like an aquifer of appreciation for the life you’re living. Even when it’s bad, it’s 

good and when it’s over, you close your eyes and open them again and see as the whole again.  

Sitting here just sort of happened. It wasn’t planned or premeditated. You normally 

would have thought that this being in  backyard garden – you don’t know why, you don’t know 

where - and not doing anything (not even vegetable gardening for the sake of produce) is a 

monumental waste of your precious bit of finite time, but then, a light went on and you had a 

strange thought. You dismissed this strange thought at first as just so much nonsense, but the 

thought persisted. It shifted. You realized without realizing that it wasn’t even a thought. It was 

more of a confirmation or an affirmation, as of something obvious became clear without 
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question. Whatever this sitting in this garden is, it is not a waste of time because time does not 

exist as you imagine it. You sit in timelessness. The you that you are now was never born and the 

you that you are now will never die because this you that you are now will not be the same you 

when you die because you are not a single ego identity. You are in fact all that you see. And yet 

if you were pressed to express any of this in words to a questioner, you couldn’t do it. You feel it 

in silence. You feel it in your bones without feeling the need to articulate these thoughts in an 

inner dialogue. These thoughts come to you as none thoughts. You just are, like the trees and 

rocks just are. This just is. You don’t need to control anything and as you sit in the garden 

outside your mind you do not try to control a thing. You just sit, metaphorically speaking, you 

bang the gong and you are there.  

You’re not busy. You’re just sitting - not bored, not expecting, not worrying. You’re like 

a big baby who hasn’t learned how to talk. You’re pure ignorance. You’ve not learned how to 

use words. There’s nothing you’re supposed to do and nothing you’d rather be doing. Thoughts 

come and go as they will. You can’t stop them and you wouldn’t want to even if you could. You 

don’t even try. Thoughts are like an interior noise in your brain, like the dog barking far away or 

the bird singing its song up on that branch over there. Thoughts flutter, just sort of there, but 

without intrusion. You can’t stop thinking. It’s natural. Over and above the fluttering thoughts 

you feel aware and you don’t try to be aware, you just are.  

You listen to the music without intention. It’s pure enjoyment. It’s frivolous. You are as 

you are and you sit content because there’s really nothing quite like a good sitting. You melt like 

ice cream into the old creaky chair or hammock you’re in. You’re not a doer. You’re the whole 

thing looking at itself. You even feel yourself to be the sky. There’s no separation between you 

and everything else. If you didn’t know you were awake, you would probably think you were 
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dreaming. It’s like you just noticed the beauty of the world. It’s a vision and you’re in it not as 

part but as it. How could you have not noticed all this before? You, the knower, has evaporated 

into knowing. You breathe in the green and feel the oxygen that you are. You are quiet. You’re 

not worried about saving the world or yourself, because even if you could, you wouldn’t know 

how. You take one step at a time. That is all. You respect the far out people who live as they do 

because they don’t know any different. They seek power and use the land and others for their 

own ends. They don’t know any better and you’re not better because you do. Just different. 

You’ve entered a deeper wisdom which isn’t fragmented by personal thoughts and desires. You 

see the game for what it is. It’s in the game that people should play this way. It’s in the game that 

you should know what you do. You’ve had the courage to step out of yourself. You are free 

because you are the world. What could be more free than that. What people do to you doesn’t 

matter. What they do to you they do to themselves only they don’t know it. The unknowing that 

you feel helps you to float above the ground, to live in the dream that is reality and to see the fun 

all around and in and through. The world is perfect the way it is. It’s a perfect mess. Always was. 

Always will be. Love it. The world could not be better even if it was. It’s your planet. Your 

galaxy. Your universe. Not that you own it.  

You are it. 

Sitting in this garden as you are – content, tranquil, serene – breathing and loving it all is 

not done for self-improvement. It is done for the sheer joy of it. It is done for the beauty of being. 

It is done by not doing or expecting. Reading this is for fun. It was written by itself. This is to be 

drunk on words and stoned on the beauty of a world that shows an intelligence that is simple and 

yet, simply beyond comprehension. It’s hard to believe what you see, but belief and faith is not 

required. It’s just a matter of looking around.  
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And then, as you are taking in a complet immersion of your being in the world as 

magnificent as it is, you have an incomplete effervescent thought: “What if?” What if this is it? 

This is the peace you’ve always wanted but is this peace real or just another fantasy? Such peace 

as you imagine it now you thought to be unattainable and impossible. The incredible sadness that 

you feel is overwhelming. You are a warrior poet. You are free to enjoy the pain of loving 

without holding back. To see a child receding into the distance and to know that this keenly felt 

moment will pass unnoticed and never come again. To feel with profound awareness that 

everything is fleeting. You will die and there is only now to make the most of your love. You 

catch a lifetime in a glance. You see in the eyes of the child, the middle aged woman and the old 

man your own feeling of existence. You wish you could comfort them by telling them that they 

are perfectly perfect as they are, where they are. You wish you could comfort them with a 

knowing embrace. You wish you could lighten their spirit to have a good deep belly laugh 

without malice. You wish you could bring them the same peace that you feel. But would they 

understand or look at you as a freak. You know that your present form of being is temporary and 

the people that you see, love and sympathize with will fade away like ghosts in a dream. You are 

a dream to them just as they are to you. This feeling in your breast is the peace you’ve been 

wanting for as long as you can remember. This is the peace you’ve had from time to time but 

which would fade quickly away with the realization that you were feeling it. The trick is to feel it 

without making a big deal about it. It is to be ordinary while feeling extraordinary all the time. 

This is the silent night of the heart. If only you would have known there was nothing you needed 

to do. You would have not done anything sooner. But you are here and you are glad. It is good to 

be glad. There is nowhere but right here, right now, as you are that you’d rather be. You realize 

without realizing that reality is not quite what you thought it was. Up until now, when you sat 
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without premeditation, you thought it – what mattered - was the stuff you were busy thinking and 

doing. How could you have known that all that thinking about economics and images of self 

obscured what was there staring you in the face all along. Now you know that you were just 

confused between your thinking world and reality. Your thinking reality wasn’t really reality. It 

was gauze, a net that you saw the world through. You went through life like a flesh bubble, but 

now that’s popped and your being extends to include the entire aquarium in which you’re in.  

And so, here you are: unorganized, uncategorized, unlabelled, undoing yourself as you 

have known yourself to be. In this garden that you imagine you experience reality as reality and 

not as a concept or thought. This is where you are and where you are is who you are. Where you 

are is what you are. This is where it’s at or should it be said that this is who it’s at. Before 

gardening (or garden sitting or garden walking) you were a heading; you lived like a video 

looping behind your head. Ensconced in assumptions and pseudo common sense the real world 

was like your idea of yourself, an illusion. The real world is not inside your head, it’s outside. 

Just as the word reality isn’t really reality, you are not a word living in reality. You are reality. 

Reality isn’t a word. Your thought of reality that you think right now as you imagine this garden 

isn’t reality. Reality is (a smack upside the head, a clap on the back, a bing, a ting-a-ling, a clang, 

a boing!). Reality is what it is. Reality is a memory lived in the present. Reality is a song that 

makes you weep without letting anybody see. Play with this new idea of reality for awhile. Like 

this book and these words that say, “It is what it is,” the words “it is what it is” is not really what 

it is. Only what it is is what it is. Like a child playing with a door stop spring. “Sproing!” Reality 

is the fun in hearing that great “Sproing!” sound when you flick that door stop spring again and 

again. It’s “Sproing! Sproing.” It isn’t irritating. It’s invigorating. It’s the sound of freedom. 
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Time isn’t fleeting. It isn’t small. That is just a trick of your mind in the workaday world. 

Time is quite huge – never ending in fact, without beginning, without end. There is no yesterday, 

no tomorrow; there’s not even a now as you’ve thought of a now before. Life forms may be 

fleeting and shifting, but time is eternal. You always thought of now as something between – 

between before and after - but when there is no before and no after, there isn’t a slice of the 

present that you put in a time sandwich. This now is expanded. The music you hear is a duration 

not a snippet. Clock time is small. Clock time is conceptual. Clock time is like money. It makes 

something abstract feel real and tangible for the sake of convenience. You can’t eat money, but it 

does represent the possibility of the purchase thereof. Clock time and money are symbols which 

can muddle the human spirit if they are thought to be real. For the materialist and pleasure seeker 

clock time and money can feel real but clock time and money are ideas no different than the idea 

of inches or centimetres as units of measure. Such things are not real. They are but distractions 

and handy abstractions. A map is not an actual land mass. To say a tree is a tree is to miss the 

point. It is to word a tree as a living organism that’s connected to all things. Trees are not a 

potential to be something other than what they are. Trees are not something to be grouped as 

people are grouped or classed, categorized or stereotyped. To categorize a tree is to miss the 

individual and the interconnections between it and all that is. The word “tree” is a concept. It is a 

distancing. An inch is a concept. People have a habit of thinking in terms that “other” everything. 

We make of things things. It is how we build elaborate structures and systems which are out of 

accord with the natural workings of life itself. We compartmentalize and mechanize for the sake 

of efficiency and comfort at the expense of a deeper sense of unity. We arrogantly think of 

ourselves as the most intelligent creatures on the planet without acknowledging the intelligence 

and beauty in all that is. As superior beings at the top of the food chain we behave as self-inflated 
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bubble heads hypnotized by ourselves, doing things because we can without consideration for the 

ramifications to all the creatures affected by our actions. Of course all of this critical rhetoric will 

pass as mere fluff. These are but more abstractions piled on abstractions. It is the nature of brains 

to over think things. At this point, the point is, there is no point. There is nothing to do but be 

open to what is. Feel a shift in awareness. See a tree as a tree and not something else. See a 

person as a person who is as much you as a tree is. See into another person’s eyes and realize it’s 

you looking at you. It’s a self looking at another self. You can’t shake the scales from your eyes 

to feel an altered expanded awareness. Shaking is not involved. It is not a snap type revelation. It 

is a gradual process of awareness like the slow development of a photograph in a bath of 

developer. It will happen as it will. The knower doesn’t exist. There is only the knowing. All that 

is is all that is. To feel such expansion to all things as not things is to be mystified. It is to drop a 

false identity and to feel a thank you well up inside of your mind without knowing why. To feel 

this thank you well up inside and to abstain from mental verbalization of this gratitude is to be in 

touch with it. To speak of it is to jinx it. Just feel it. Don’t try to explain it. To feel the all in the 

all while not acknowledging that anything is happening at all or identifying yourself with what it 

is, is to get it without getting it for attention. To get what’s got and getting more.  

And so you sit or walk in this imaginary garden. All that is beauty is a wonder and you 

think about the nature of abstractions that entangle you and you let all of them go like the 

intangible clouds that they are. You can’t grab mist. You resign yourself to what is. You see the 

moon looking at you. You can’t help what you think. You can’t not think about abstractions 

when you think about abstractions. It is the nature of your brain to think thoughts, but you can 

think it and leave it at that. Thoughts float, zip or meander in your brain as they will, like the 

invisible traces of lines left by invisible flies.  
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Music is the thing. You hear the music. Maybe it’s a barcarolle you hear. Whatever it is, 

you don’t become the music. You are. There is the music that you hear coming from somewhere 

– how wonderful! how human! love in sound - and there is the music of the trees – a whooshing, 

rustling kind of thing – there’s the music of the bees – a buzz, a buzz-buzzing – there is the 

music of the sun – a shining silent song – and there is the feel of the shade upon your skin, the 

fragrance of petunias and the soil in which you see so many creatures live. Everything is music. 

Your pupils dilate. Your skin is sensitized. You drift with it. You are the foliage and the 

nothingness of somethingness. You are the rhythm of the seasons. It is an unleaving. Everything 

makes perfect sense. You are a form, a pattern - you are existence. You are filled with as much 

empty space as anything else, but you don’t care to think of such things. That is to get all 

abstractual again. It’s a delicious scene outside and inside your mind and you’re in it – not as 

part of it, but as it itself – all of it, the whole thing. You are it seeing itself. You see the 

intelligence that is there in all things. It’s no accident. It’s a growing. It’s not a stupid alien 

detached world thing. You roll with it. You flow with it. You are like a cloud, water vapour 

clouding itself within and of itself. You are the big bang made manifest. Billions of years fall 

away from you like the wake of a ship. This is it. It’s a magnificent show. Take heart that you are 

in it and of it from all vantage points at once for all time without measure. 

And the garden you are in isn’t fancy. It’s modest. It makes you feel modest. It’s nice to 

feel humble when you’re not trying to feel humble. You can’t be purposely humble, that would 

make you a phoney. You are insignificant significance. Your form is all that is but it doesn’t go 

to your head. You cannot will the world to do your bidding. You cannot think, “Stop the weeds 

from weeding.” It doesn’t work that way. It is and you are and yet, it is all your doing. There are 

weeds and dead branches, but... so what? Some branches are short. Some branches are long. 
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Does it matter? No. Weeds exist. Weeds happen. Dead branches happen. They’re okay. It’s 

better that way. Birds like to perch on dead branches. There’s nothing to do but relax into the 

music that you’ve become - the music of the universe that is. Music has no meaning and neither 

does any of this and neither do you. Meaning is a language thing. Meaning is to signify that 

something is something else, like a sign for a city is not the city itself. This book has no meaning. 

You have no meaning. Life has no meaning unless you mean the word “life” and that has a 

meaning that’s in the dictionary, but outside of a dictionary meaning, real life that is living is a 

feeling. It’s aliveness. In this expanded awareness, cares and problems that troubled you are not 

gone. Not really gone as in there are no more problems. Problems are still there, but they’re just 

not so troublesome. You create troubles by asking questions. You see that troubles aren’t really 

troubles. They are things you create. Living is trouble and there’s no trouble in living. It’s a 

game. A great big elaborate, intricate beautiful game and the point is that there is no point. The 

point is the point. The point is to play. Life is play. All of it. Life is abundance. It’s exuberance. 

It’s a yes to anything and everything. It’s a doing. You are a doing. You are the garden seeing 

itself seeing itself seeing itself. There’s no need to feel anxious about anything. Nothing will 

happen and even if something did or does happen, it wouldn’t matter. It’s the nature of things to 

happen. It’s all one never ending happening. When you opened your eyes this morning you 

didn’t know that you would be you until you knew. Everyone does this. Everyone wakes up 

feeling odd and alone like a one among many. We feel confused by thinking our thoughts in 

isolation. We look at other people as not me and the other people look at you and think that’s not 

me too. And yet, from behind the eyes the other person is a you too. Self and other go together 

like top and bottom. You can’t have one without the other. And when you die and close your 
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eyes for the very last time, you will open them again because you are not you the personality as 

precious to you as that is, you are you and you are everyone and everything else too. 

Deep breath.  

It’s not something to be comprehended. So you don’t. You can’t. Why bother? Why 

should you care? What does this all have to do with who you are and how you feel? None of this 

information seems to help in everyday life. You still feel alone and confused, but, here in the 

garden – which could just as easily be an empty field, a parking lot, a bedroom, a slum, a coffee 

shop or anywhere at all – here, there, wherever you are, you issue a quiet sigh of contentment. 

That is all you do. It’s a non-self inquiry. It’s a search that stops searching. With a deep breath in 

and deep breath out… you are breathing. You are a heart beating. With an in and an out, in and 

out, thoughts go on and on with a relaxed exhaled sigh. It isn’t so bad. Life is beautiful. Even 

when it’s bad it’s good and your heart is breaking and you don’t know what you’re doing or why 

anyone does what they do to you and each other. Even when everything feels all wrong you 

breathe wrongness and rightness will come again. It’s a circling, a cycling, a waving of up and 

down. Wrong and right, up and down, positive/negative, happy/sad, black/white, winning/losing 

– it’s all one. You can’t have one without the other and to protest when you want it only one way 

– your way - is like protesting against a magnet for having a polarity. It’s the nature of magnets 

to have positives and negatives. There is no in without out. There are no things in the language 

sense of the word “things” and this book that you hold in your hand doesn’t have a purpose. It 

doesn’t exist as anything other than words in your head. It’s a puzzling. It’s you. It’s another me 

thinking to itself which is you. Your hand, your face, your body – all of it, the trees and flowers, 

the sky… this is you. A living miracle that isn’t magic and so it all is. It’s a riddle without need 

for a solution. And even though you may not feel so wonderful, you are. The feeling of not 
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wonderful is wonderful. It is the humility of a lonely cat or a sick old goose left by the flock to 

die on a frozen lake. It is you that is the goose. It is you that is the cold wind blowing. It is you 

that is the frozen lake that you’re seeing. At a molecular level your hand, your body, your 

essence is hardly even here. You are a pattern of chemical energies. You are chemistry. You are 

biology. You are ecology and geology. This book is a form. It isn’t even here. This book is doing 

its book thing as you stare like a cow dumbfounded by gobbledygook that you initially took for 

gibberish. Now that’s a funny word isn’t it? “Gibberish? Gibberish!” Don’t cry. Say it out loud. 

It’s gentle. It’s funny. Gobbledygook is a good word too. “Gobbledygook.” Come to think of it, 

most words sound a little bit funny, don’t they? Even the word “word” is a funny word. “Word.” 

Crazy. And so it is. You read without reading and then you stop and then you go. 

And you lower your book. Pages flutter like butterfly wings and words that you thought 

you saw in the trees disappear with your resolve to know anything. You know you’re not you. 

You never were. You’re a beautiful idea: a precious idea, an idea that loves to love and be loved. 

Treasure the idea of yourself as a personality, as an act, but leave it at that. Memories are 

ethereal nows that hang in the air that you breathe. The love that you felt is a living thing. The 

love that others feel is the same as you. Everyone does his or her crazy thing too which isn’t to 

say that all this crazy living is useless, it is the universe living itself out. You need a you that’s a 

personality to live in this world, but it’s worth remembering, as you relate to yourself, and others 

and the rest of the world, that you - yes you - are more than an idea. You are more than an image 

presented to yourself and the world. You are more than a social convention. The trouble is with 

the way our language works. The word “you” is a pronoun. It’s a concept. You is a word but you 

are not a word. You – you! sitting here reading this silliness in absolute stillness, right here, right 

now - you know You are not a word. This – all this - is not a happening inside your head. It really 
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is a happening happening of itself. Look up from this book, turn away from the computer and see 

what really is. See this for what this is. The universe seeing itself. The inside is the outside. 

Back in the garden a sparrow chirps exuberance at your side and you see yourself looking 

at it. You take it into your mind and you know that it’s inside you and you’re inside it. Inside... 

outside, outside/inside - together. Spontaneous. You ponder and leave yourself. Inside is outside 

and vice versa. You get it without trying. You get it by not getting it. You’re not separate. You 

never were. The bird is you. The tree is you. The sky is you. A non-writer writing is you. You 

look at trees and feel at ease. You’re a tree wiggling to music in the breeze. Is the tree dancing or 

is it the wind being made visible to you through a tree shaking? Bees and flowers are 

inseparable. They go together as one organism. The wind and the seeds that ride on the wind go 

together as one. You and the trees go together too. Your leaves shimmer in the evening pink 

sunlight that is, by the way, also you. And you feel... happy-go-lucky, carefree, unabashedly 

blissed. No reason for all this. There is no meaning beyond living. There is no reason and you 

don’t mind the no-mind feeling. You’re here and instead of trying to understand this world as a 

place of nouns and things, you feel a verbing and action. The action and the thing are one. 

You’ve been making the world into things separated from actions, but the world is not made of 

things and actions separated. There is no separation. It is. It is not a thinging thing. It is not a 

description. It’s a doing. The tree is treeing. The bird is birding. You are youing. You are a you 

hoo-ing. The mountain yodels itself alive with the fragrance of pine. The sky skies. The stars 

star. The Earth Edens. You are not an image, an idea or a concept and neither is this garden. You 

are everything and everything is everythinging in a perpetual now without beginning or end. You 

meet the eye of a little squirrel and you see your image reflected there in his eye. You see 

yourself through him seeing you. You are not separate. There’s an intelligence in all that you see, 
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feel and hear. It is all an interconnected wonder. You open your eyes wide to take it inside. 

Sproing! Wow! Such it is. And so it is. Step into the garden with this book. Where are you? You 

are here. It might feel strange to be here, but there’s nowhere else to be because wherever you 

go, there you are. You are here. This being here might feel strange, but hopefully you won’t feel 

annoyed by ideas that might strike you as weird, obvious or absurd. The knee jerk reaction of 

rejection you might feel towards this might come from the you that you’re used to, not the new 

you which isn’t you. The opinionated personality that you love will analyze and reason, but that 

will prove problematic as you linger because the contention is that that you does not really exist. 

It is an illusion. That you, that is, your personality, is a feature. It’s the you you’re used to. It is 

what other yous love and what you used to love through. While sitting in this imaginary garden 

which may or may not be a real place in your imagination, you can return to and be in it again 

and again, at any time. In this place in your mind and heart, you can move beyond thinking 

because all this nonsense obscures the busy thoughts which keep you blocked from 

mystification. In all this, you can find the bliss found in not knowing knowing.  

In this book’s remarkably strange theme which makes no sense you can stop achieving 

and be who you are which is a wondrous and ponderous feeling that is remarkably and pleasantly 

odd. All aboard the non-thought living train. You already know.  

You already know how this will end.  

It won’t even when it does. It will linger on in another. 
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To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,  

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day 

To the last syllable of recorded time, 

And all you yesterdays have lighted fools 

The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle! 

Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player 

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 

And then is heard no more: it is a tale 

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

Signifying nothing. 

  ~ William Shakespeare, Macbeth V. v. 19-28 

 

 

Go not too near  

a House of Rose - 

The depredation  

of a Breeze 

Or inundation  

of a Dew 

Alarm its Walls  

away 

Nor try to tie  

the Butterfly, 

Nor climb  

the bars of Ecstasy. 

In insecurity to lie 

Is Joy’s insuring  

quality -  

~ Emily Dickinson, letter to Sarah (Mrs. Edward) Tuckerman (1878) 

 

 

Strange as it may seem today to say, the aim of life is to live, and to live means to be 

aware, joyously, drunkenly, serenely, divinely aware. In this state of god-like awareness 

one sings; in this realm the world exists as a poem. No why or wherefore, no direction, no 

goal, no striving, no evolving…. This is the sublime, the amoral state of the artist, he who 

lives only in the moment, the visionary moment of utter, far-seeing lucidity…. 

 

… for the artist there is nothing but the present, the eternal here and now, the expanding 

infinite moment which is flame and song. …. 

~ Henry Miller, “Creative Death” in Wisdom of the Heart 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

HOW FAR OUT CAN YOU GET?  

 

 

 

…with one aspect you are doing what you call the environment and with another aspect 

you are doing what you call the organism, the me, this living body, but as you cannot 

conceive possibly the existence of a living body with no environment that is the clue that 

the two are basically one. Like the two poles of the magnet. North is quite different from 

South and yet it’s all one magnet. So in precisely the same way you are both what you do 

and what happens to you so that you have a little game in which you play, that what 

happens to you - that you’re not responsible for, that’s not you - you’re only responsible 

for this side of it…What it’s like is this: Get two knitting pins, one in each hand and have 

a fencing match with yourself and really sincerely try to stick the other hand, but that 

other hand must really sincerely be trying to stick the first one and also to defend itself. 

It’s like playing chess with your self…. I would say to those among you who are the most 
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dead heads in the sense of un-spiritual and square – really stuffy people, 

“Congratulations.” You’re playing a very far out game… you’re so lost you don’t even 

know where you started. That’s taking a gorgeous risk. Why, because of you, we might 

even blow up the planet.” 

- Alan Watts, Source of Spiritual Authority 

 

In a theatrical play, movie or show, actors play parts in a drama. They imagine 

themselves to be a certain person at a certain time in a given situation and they act out that role 

as best they can. They take it very seriously. They act as if it was their real life. They pretend to 

be someone other than who they think they are. They try to behave like the person they’re 

pretending to be so that they can trick the audience into believing in something that isn’t real. 

They want people who are watching a show to suspend their disbelief. They want the audience to 

experience life through them. They want people to feel that an experience that is happening to an 

actor in a show is a real experience. Actors have developed many ways to hone their play acting 

skills. Method actors immerse themselves in a role so completely that they forget where they end 

and the character they’re pretending to be begins. They inhabit the role. They try to forget who 

they think they really are. Method actors use acting techniques to create in themselves the 

thoughts and feelings of their characters in order to develop lifelike performances. They do not 

try to act. They try not to not try to act. They act without acting. They don’t want it to look like 

they’re acting. If they look like they are acting, that would look phoney. They do not want to 

look phoney. They want to be as natural as possible. They want to be authentic. To be authentic 

they imagine they are the people who they profess themselves to be in a very intense manner. 

They throw their whole body into a performance and try to be as spontaneous as possible so as to 
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not look contrived. Efforts are made to appear as if they are not saying scripted lines. A method 

actor may not want to rehearse or over rehearse. The actor may want to improvise as much as 

possible so that the lines look like they come from their character and not from a writer. Some 

actors have been known to hide their lines somewhere on a set. They write their lines on pieces 

of paper and then hide these pieces of paper on the ceiling or on the back of a chair off screen. 

They then spontaneously read them. In this way, it is hoped that when they say their lines, it 

doesn’t look rehearsed or memorized. If a method actor is caught acting, that is deemed to be a 

bad performance. To appear phoney or inauthentic ruins the illusion. It’s a game actors play to 

get across emotions and feelings. If they feel like the person who they imagine themselves to be, 

they will cry real tears, they will laugh real laughs, they will really go into a rage or a panic or 

whatever feeling the script calls for. They live the story they’re in. The story of the character 

becomes the actor’s story.  

In a similar way ordinary people in every day life do the same thing. Just as actors try to 

convince themselves that they are who they are pretending to be, ordinary people in regular day-

to-day life try to convince themselves that they are who they say they are. Ordinary people play- 

act themselves, but they are so into their roles - they are so immersed in the body of their role 

and the situation they’re in - they don’t realize that they are acting out their lives. The only 

difference between actors and regular people is that regular people don’t know they’re acting and 

they don’t have a script. Regular people take themselves very seriously. Their life story is a 

matter of life and death to them. They think they are who they are. Regular people get so 

immersed in the roles that they play, they don’t know they’re acting. They convince themselves 

and those around them that they are who they say they are. They keep secrets. At times they may 

even appear to others as different people. One minute they act nice and the next, they act nasty. 
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Ordinary people who are not paid professional actors get so caught up in their performances, 

they are worthy of winning an Academy Award. It’s an elaborate ruse. Ordinary people do not 

know they’re acting. They cannot imagine themselves to be anything other than who they think 

they are, but then, if you watch people carefully, you can see that they behave differently with 

different people and in different situations. They are unaware of themselves. They think there is 

a continuity within themselves. That is, they think that there is a core within themselves that is an 

individualized self, but this is really just as illusory as the actor performing in a play or a movie. 

In watching the performance of actors playing roles of evil and selfish people, you can 

see how they think by what they do. Their actions reveal their thoughts. You can see by the way 

they do what they do and by the way they say what they say in a particular sort of way that they 

want something. Whatever that something is that they think they want, they want it so badly they 

will lie and cheat and do whatever it takes to get that “thing.” They will even kill if they think 

it’s necessary. If you watch closely, you can ascertain the motivations of a person by watching 

what they do with their body. It’s like watching a dog begging for scraps of food. You can see 

the motivation in the dog’s actions. The dog becomes a form of living hunger like a seagull 

becomes a form of flying hunger. As an outside observer, you can see how a person is behaving 

in an evil or selfish fashion and you can tell by what they are doing, why they are doing it. The 

actor becomes a living incarnation of selfishness or hate or greed or he becomes a living 

incarnation of courage, love, wisdom and honour. You can see how the actor does what he or she 

does to move the story along and to get what he or she thinks he or she wants. You can see what 

motivates that person to behave as he or she does. In the same way, ordinary people do what they 

do within the story of their lives, but because ordinary people do not imagine themselves to be 

acting – they think they are who they are - they do not realize that they too are playing an 
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elaborate game of pretend which is equal to that of an actor in a play or a movie. Ordinary people 

believe that what they are doing is for reasons subject to and relevant to real life. They do not 

believe that they are acting themselves. They believe themselves to be inside the particular body 

of the person they think themselves to be. The ordinary person takes him or herself seriously. 

They can’t see themselves like an outside observer can see them. The looker cannot see who is 

looking. In this way, ordinary people get drawn into the improvised drama of their lives. It’s all a 

show. They perceive conflicts, desires and motivations. Each person is starring in his or her own 

show and if another person appears in front of the person starring in his or her own show, that 

other person becomes part of the show too. Like method actors regular people in day-to-day life 

immerse themselves in their character roles. In a manner of speaking, ordinary people become 

hypnotized by the person they think themselves to be. Their thoughts and opinions are hardened 

by the like-minded people who they associate with. If they believe something that may be 

disproved through tangible evidence, that evidence is summarily rejected because it does not 

compute with their hardened belief. You can see by the way people do what they do why they do 

what they do and have done what they have done. They behave as they do because of a kind of 

mental distortion related to knowledge deemed by them to be common sense. With careful 

observation, you can see the actor behind the eyes. The only difference between an actor and a 

regular person is that the actor knows he or she is play-acting. The more a person believes that he 

or she is the character to whom he or she thinks him or herself to be, the more far out that person 

gets. That person is far out because he or she does not know that he or she is playing make 

believe with reality. Far out people make rules to match their sense of how the world should be 

as they see it. They play, “Make believe I’m me and you’re you. We’re totally separate.” Far out 

people are so far out they knowingly do terrible things because they think it’s in their self-
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interest. They don’t know that he or she is not who they think they are. Everything is an 

interconnection. 

The more an actor or a celebrity or a politician or whoever believes the reviews or hype 

that he or she gets, the more that actor, celebrity, politician or whoever will get a swelled head or 

broken heart because they come to believe they are what others say they are. Unless a king can 

see through the game, a king who is constantly told how great he is will come to believe himself 

to be important and better than other people. A corporate executive who makes millions of 

dollars will come to think of herself as worth every penny. A boss who enjoys feeling self-

important will think his power is impressive. A man who thinks he is handsome will behave like 

a handsome man. A man who is told he is a monster will come to believe that this is true and will 

act more monster-like. People come to believe their own press, but all of it is an illusion. A 

character is a facade, a front, an image. A character is a personality. A character is an ego. A 

personality is a feature that is presented to the world. The more a person is removed from an 

image that he or she has, whether good or bad, the more real that person is. The more a person is 

free to not be anyone – to just be, without ego, without pretention, without self motivation - the 

more that person is free to live and let live. That person is free to die without fear for death is as 

nothing. A person not consumed by thoughts of the self can be aware of reality as it is.  

Imagine putting on a tight costume and a mask. The costume and the mask are 

uncomfortable and restrictive. You come home and you take off that costume and that mask and 

you let yourself breathe in and out without having to do anything – that: the person without a 

costume or mask - is the real you. It is good. It feels good. That’s you totally relaxed in your 

body without worry. That is a you or an I without an ego. That is the you who can walk into a 

forest or a meadow without judging or feeling judged by others. That is freedom. It is the you 
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who can sit when sitting or walk when walking and not be made to do anything that you do not 

want to do. It is a you without a motivation other than to breathe and to live and to love the 

world. That person is as free as a butterfly is free to butterfly. A personality is a mask that is put 

on for the purposes of relating with other people. Confusion happens when we take the 

personality to be real. A personality is how you function with other people - one of whom is 

yourself. For the personality itself can become an other to yourself. In cartoons the devil inside 

who pops onto a shoulder is a persuasive image that gets you to do what you know you shouldn’t 

do. A personality talks inside your mind. It’s a wonderful thing. It can be beautiful. It can also be 

ugly and debilitating especially if it’s completely far out, lazy, selfish and self motivated or shy 

and needy. It’s the voice inside that can make you feel crazy. Your personality is you and it is 

not you at the same time. It’s a public face. The trouble arises when the public face becomes the 

private face. If all experience is filtered through the opinion of a non-existent self-driven 

individual phantom, motivations are directed by a mistaken identity. When the boss feels 

important within himself because he thinks of himself as the boss, that’s when an ego is far out. 

Such a personality is a stuffed shirt. When the billionaire treats his business as a farm and people 

he pays as human livestock, that’s one far out ego billionaire. When a worker who is afraid to 

lose what he thinks he has degrades himself by doing what he said he never would do, that’s one 

far out ego worker. When a musician gets fame and fortune and starts to think that the fame and 

fortune is well-deserved, that musician gets an inflated ego. The famous musician doesn’t realize 

that he or she is not really a famous musician. That is not who he or she really is. That is the 

image. He or she is a living organism which is an aspect of everything. The person can have a 

skill, talent and brilliance, but that person should never buy into a false image or feel it’s his 

doing. If success happens, it’s one of those things. When an individual is alone and free of 
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critical thinking, aspects of the personality fall away like paint strokes removed from a canvas. 

When the paint is removed, a white canvas of nothing is revealed. But nothing is not nothing. 

Nothing is something. Without empty space there would be no place for solids. If a person is 

perpetually talking to himself in an inner dialogue, he can’t hear what anyone else says. Without 

a personality filtering personal experience, one is free to be what one is without being anything 

at all other than a body in this world and it is a beautiful world. When a person is without a mind 

for labelling this is me and that is you, I see a tree - that person is free to be the tree. That person 

can feel unity with what is. That person can see another and feel empathy. If you can take off the 

mask of who you think you are – at least once and a while - and if you can stop imagining 

yourself  to be anything other than the eyes of the world seeing itself, then you can find a peace 

that passes understanding. You can really see without looking through psychological and cultural 

filters. Such an unfiltered person is unafraid to live. Such a person cannot be forced to do 

anything. With such a person, what you see is what you get. This person is mystical and 

ecologically aware without trying to be anything other than what he or she is. Such a person who 

knows that he or she is the universe is unafraid of death because death is nothing to fear. The 

universe doesn’t die. Reality doesn’t end. Millions of people die and the world – the universe – 

continues on. That’s you because you are not separate from the universe. If you feel this unity of 

being, you feel happy without anything special needing to happen. Reality and simple pleasures 

make you happy. It’s a wonderful life when there is no worry, fear, dread or despair. Happiness 

is your nature pure and unfiltered. You can be like a dog or a cat or a bird and be totally in the 

moment - totally in the body- free to experience everything with your senses. Reality is heaven. 

This life is heaven even when it isn’t. A person who is totally absorbed within the image of his or 

her self gets so far out that he can’t take a joke. Far out people get insulted by cartoons and 
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slights because the idea of making fun or being disrespectful of something held to be dear is too 

much to bear. Such a person has a seriously big ego even if he doesn’t think so. People who are 

so far out that they think they know who they are and what is going on are dangerous and hostile 

to themselves and the world at large. Far out people are motivated by self interests. They feel 

free to destroy ecosystems because they believe themselves to be separate from those ecosystems 

even though they’re not. Such people feel free to kill and destroy. Only their body matters. They 

live in their heads within a society of others living in their heads too. When you see a far out 

person doing something to get what he or she wants for self-driven reasons or for reasons that are 

rationalized to permit the hurting others, you can see that the person is deluded by a fictional 

identity that is only temporary. People get hypnotized by selfish thinking. People who lie, cheat, 

steel, kill and manipulate for personal reasons are fooled into believing that they need to perform 

such actions to get whatever it is they think they want. Far out people are so into their roles, they 

will do almost anything to get what they think they want. They believe that they know better than 

everyone else. Everyone is an other to them. Everyone is a competitor or adversary to their hard-

headed beliefs. Far out people feel they are who they think they are and they have to do what 

they think they have to do to get what they think they want. There’s a whole lot of thinking 

without an awareness of what thinking is. Thinking is a distraction from what is. Thinking is 

useful but it isn’t real. Only reality is real. People think and do things that, if they could step 

outside of themselves and their misguided thought processes to simply observe their behaviour 

and actions from a distance, they could see the damage they do to themselves and to others who 

are not really others at all. Non-far out people are aware of the game. They are as children – 

toddlers who are open, honest, sincere and secure in themselves. Toddlers toddle along happy 

when simple needs that are met. There is no malice or contempt or greed. They do not believe 
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the hype of themselves. They do not consciously know that there is no separation between 

themselves and the world because it’s the truth – it isn’t a matter of knowledge. Opinions from 

others are unimportant, because others are not others at all. Mother is an extension of their self. 

The person who is aware of the game knows that an other is not another but really just 

one and the same thing. Someone who is aware will not hurt knowingly others. They are 

sympathetic to the situation of the person who is far out. Non-far out people are outside 

observers – the eyes of a beautiful Earth. They imaginatively feel what others feel. They are 

realists. They can see what is really going on within themselves and within their fellow creatures. 

They see how people are used and abused. They know the games that people play. They will 

play the game of civilization in order to get along, but they know that they are playing. They play 

for fun and when it isn’t fun, they may continue to play because they know that the entire 

experience of the game is always made of good and bad, up and down. Suffering and not 

suffering as the case might be is the nature of the living experience. Up and down reveal one 

another. It’s a grand show. Non-far out people are not greedy. They just take what they need and 

leave the rest. Their needs are simple: health, water, food, friends, shelter, love – everything else 

is gravy. They are not grand accumulators because they know how foolish that is. They know 

that at the end of the game, they can’t take it with them. They see through the greed and power 

games. The people who know that they could just as easily be behind the eyes of another person 

or creature are understanding, compassionate, empathetic and loving towards the person or 

creature who is obviously confused into a false belief of separation. A person who is acting as he 

or she does because he or she believes what he or she is doing is what should be done is so 

engaged in personal perceptions, that he or she is not in reality. It’s part of the game. If a person 

believes that he or she is an isolated individual, that person will be unaware of the elaborate 
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game or performance which is being played by everybody. If, however, a person can become 

aware of what’s going on behind their desires, that person can realize that there is no separation 

between a body and the world. Such an aware person can say, “I am not who I think I am. I am 

the world seeing itself. I can see you and I can see you seeing me. I see myself in and through 

you. I could just as easily be you as I am myself. I could be a tree or a rock or a grasshopper and 

in a way I am because I am all that is.” With this open awareness to what is, a person can see 

through the game and the roles that are played by egocentric people every day. If you have this 

feeling of awareness, you can follow your thoughts without criticism. You can see beyond your 

performance and the performances of others and feel sympathy for those who are not aware that 

they are doing “themselves.” You can see that people are playing the role of their personality. 

You can see without equivocation that the majority of people don’t know what they’re doing 

because they are split off. They have separated themselves from what is. If they knew what they 

were doing, they wouldn’t do it. They would be the living awareness of all that is. They would 

be ecologically aware – as one with the universe and not interested in doing harm to anyone or 

anything. They could see themselves, not just as the reflection within a pool of water; they could 

see that the water, which is doing the reflecting, is also an aspect of the self. 

People do what they do because they don’t really know what they’re doing or rather, they 

know what they are doing, but they are not aware of the bigger picture that there is no separation. 

An aggressive driver, for example, will drive fast. He will cut dangerously close to people in 

their cars and put other people and himself into harm’s way from a sense of self interested 

motivation. His aggression is a visible manifestation of his internal thinking. You can see by his 

driving what is going on inside his mind. If he is yelling and blowing his top, you know he is just 

in himself and there’s no room in there for anybody else. Actions are manifestations of what that 
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person is thinking. The quiet driver drives quietly, peacefully – at one with everyone. The 

aggressive driver tenses his muscles and drives oblivious of the feelings or motivations of others. 

He’s in it for the thrill. He thinks, “I got to hurry! Get out of my way!” It’s a dangerous Me 

game. The aggressive driver is me-ing himself and internally swearing obscenities at all the other 

me’s out there. This person feels no peace. There is no tranquility in his body. He’s multitasking 

and distracted by himself. The preoccupied and self interested person sees other people as 

objects in the way of what he or she desires. The preoccupied person lives in fear and anxiety. 

He has individualized his identity into a manner of thinking which is closed off and isolated from 

the rest of the world. He does not consider that the next driver may or may not be feeling and 

thinking the same way. It doesn’t matter. It’s a survival of the fittest head-game. Such a person is 

in a muddle between the world as he wants it to be and the world as it is out there in front of him. 

Such a person is motivated by a multitude of drives which are at times self-contradictory. 

Because he or she feels split off and separate from the world, he or she will act in ways that hurt 

others. The giant irony is, however, that the others who are hurt are not really others at all. If you 

hurt others, you hurt yourself. If you destroy the natural environment, you destroy yourself. It’s 

all connected. Self-interested people will crush the natural environment to achieve a particular 

result that is desired for short term reasons of comfort and wealth. The entire history of the world 

and of human civilizations is and has been marked again and again by people who were or are 

greedy for power or attention. Self-centred people are envious or jealous of what others have or 

are. People who don’t know the interconnectedness of all existence are cut off. They become, in 

effect, living representations of greed and power or lust and shame. They are so filled with 

personal desires and longing that they would do almost anything to achieve satisfaction, but 

satisfaction is not a permanent state. Satisfaction is impossible. Satisfaction is temporary. It is 
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fleeting and unfulfilling. For some people enough is never enough. Far out people feel 

themselves to be isolated creatures living within the shell of their body like a crab. Far out people 

are method actors extraordinaire, performing themselves in a reality show that each one calls 

“My Life,” except their reality show isn’t real reality. It is reality filtered through a personality 

which is a fictitious character. Reality is what people think it to be. Swaths of people act out their 

lives. People can be like fish swimming in water unaware that they are fish they’re in water. 

People play themselves in a one-actor movie like the  one called Cast Away. They are a Jim and 

Nancy, Fred or Mohammed. They are but names and roles to themselves. People around them 

play supporting parts in this one-person drama. Far out people have a superficial understanding 

of the infinite game they are playing. They become aspects of the world performing itself. If 

people knew that what they were doing for selfish reasons and temporary gains was actually 

hurting themselves, other people and the world they say they love, they might stop the 

performance and realize that it isn’t as serious as they think it is. If people knew what they really 

wanted, they might not do what they do, but a lot of people don’t really know what they want. 

Some people think they know what they want out of life, but their actions say otherwise. They 

pursue happiness, but end up feeling unhappy and resentful from too much trying and expecting. 

They pursue freedom, but they blanket the world in a network of intricate rules that strangle 

freedom. But if people could step out of a mechanized and fragmented view of the world that is 

ever optimistic, compartmentalized and deluded – at least for a little while - they might slow 

down, take a good look around and get it. Each person could look at another and think, “I know 

what you want. I want the same thing. Except, I don’t know what that is.”    

With awareness, and the quieting-down of the chattering mind, far out people can come 

back from the Never-Never-Land in their heads. They can see the game that they’ve been 
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playing for what it is. The game of “I’m better than you” and “my group is better than yours” and 

“I have more stuff than you” or “you’re richer than me therefore I hate you” or “I’m more giving 

than you” or “I’m more selfish than you” – whatever games people play to delineate or isolate 

one person from another will quieten down as people stop thinking they are separate identities 

living in a hostile and automatic world or a world run by a superior cosmic supervisor who holds 

them in poor regard. When far out people become wise, they realize that they know they don’t 

know what they know. They get the subtle and quiet feeling that the things they do and think are 

all just confusions. As they run towards the horizon, they realize that the horizon is moving away 

from them. Why run? There is no reason to run towards the horizon. There is nothing to achieve. 

There is nothing you have to do to make your dreams come true. You don’t have to be anything 

other than what you are when you silence desire. When you know you have everything you 

could possibly want – which isn’t that much - you enter a zone of contentment which is what 

you’ve always wanted. You know where and what you are. You feel serene. You are one with 

everything. The universe and your internal self are one and the same and so it is for everyone and 

every thing. If you are aware in any given situation, you can see that you could just as easily be 

another person or creature to whom you are feeling angry with or behaving cruelly towards. It’s 

just a game. With this understanding, you may act in accord with the other which isn’t an other 

at all. Inside the body in which you feel yourself to be an occupying isolated identity, you think 

that you are a creature and, on one level, you are. You are the body that you are, but the body 

does not end with its skin. Your body is the environment. The body is extended to encompass an 

entirety. When your body stops living and the you that you think you are is no more, memories 

evaporate like a movie finished and the you that you think you are will be another you only you 

won’t know it. You can only know who you think you are. Like a field of wheat produces grain, 
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the Earth produces living creatures. You are as a grain of wheat in a field is in and of the field. 

You are like a cherry that grows out of the cherry tree that lives from the energy of the sun as 

one. A cherry falls from the tree or is eaten and returns to the earth. New cherries blossom and 

grow. As a cherry, you are, in effect, the tree itself – which is of the Earth, of the Sun of the 

Milky Way of the Universe. You are not an outside entity occupying a body. The body that you 

are in is the whole thing. When you die, nothing is retained of your individual personality. That 

is ethereal – here and gone. It is sad – temporary, here and gone. That is why one should live the 

moment one’s in. All of your memories that you have of who you are and what you lived will 

vanish like a movie ended or a book finished. The world you know as an individual creature is 

transient and yet, all forms of existence are not gone. Living continues. You are that living. All 

things are patterns of energy including your body. A tree is an aspect of its environment as you 

are an aspect of your environment. When a tree is chopped down, you do not think that the soul 

of the tree has gone to tree heaven. Most people will think that the tree has returned to the earth 

to nurture the growth of new trees or the tree has been made into furniture or houses for a time 

until that furniture or house returns to the ground and so it is and so it does. The tree is, as you 

are. You open your eyes as the person you currently are, but when you close your eyes for the 

very last time, you will open them again not as the same person. You will be a new you that has 

come into existence for the first time. There is no individual you. It’s all you. You are the cherry 

and the tree and the tree is the Earth and the Earth is the solar system and the solar system is the 

galaxy and the galaxy is the universe. It is all a continuum. It is all a fantastic show. You only 

know yourself for a period of time because that is the nature of thought. You could just as easily 

be another form looking at you looking at you. Behind the eyes of a cat or a dog or a goat – any 

animal that you care to imagine: It’s you in there. It could be written on a t-shirt, “Cats are 
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people too,” or “Sheep are people too.” Not that these creatures are human – only a human is a 

human – but the sense that they have of their individual consciousness will feel precisely as your 

own feels. The only difference is the physical form and the cognitive capabilities of the particular 

creature. An animal will not have the mental capacities that a human will have, but it will have 

an awareness of life that is the same as ours.  

Imagine if a tree had eyes. The tree could see its limbs, the ground and the other trees and 

things around it. Now suppose that the tree with eyes dies and its eyes close to the forest. A new 

tree with eyes grows. A new tree does not know if it was another tree before. It only knows itself 

- just as you only know yourself as you are now. A tree does not know that it is the tree that died 

in a new guise with fresh eyes. It only knows itself as the tree it is. You would not think that the 

tree that has died has been transported through some kind of invisible spirit to a new tree. It is 

not an individualized tree spirit that goes from tree to tree. The new tree is a new tree, but it is 

the same self within it. It is the one self in multiple forms. It is a new life form that came from 

the same place and will return to the same place. A tree, rock, plant or creature is of the Earth. If 

a tree, rock, plant or creature had eyes, it would be the eyes of the Earth. A tree, plant or creature 

– including you - is living energy from the sun. A tree is as much the world as anything else. 

Without a world, there would be no tree. Without a universe, there would be no Earth. The 

universe is treeing itself just as you are Earthing the Earth as a human being. You are the world 

seeing and being itself. You are the Earth thinking and being. You are the universe “youing” 

yourself. This is not a matter of belief. It can be seen, heard, tasted and felt. It can be 

experienced. It is a matter of ecological awareness that is mystified.  

If you were to go for a walk in a forest, you can go into the unknowing bliss and high of 

awareness by relinquishing control of critical thinking. Let thoughts come and go without 
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analysis. Why are human relationships so fragile? Many relationships are tenuous because 

people are critical. People can be easily soured by a selfish or unkind remark, a selfish act or 

judgemental look. But as you walk in the forest there is no one to judge or be judged by. There is 

only the smell of trees and plants. As you walk in the forest, you might see memories of your life 

appear in your mind like a movie on a screen that you saw a long time ago – here and gone, 

leaving traces of what was as footprints in your mind. As you move in the forest, imagine seeing 

yourself as if from above. Imagine that all of the things that you see around you are also seeing 

you. You are seeing them, they are seeing you, and you are seeing them seeing you and all this is 

very natural. It is not something that you need to think about anymore than you need to think you 

have feet or legs or a heart – assuming you do. In a while, as you get into the groove of the 

forest, you will begin to feel as a child recently born – fresh and rejuvenated. You are eyes and 

ears and a nose looking around. You are walking in the forest. You are an aspect of the forest 

walking just like every other living creature in the forest is an aspect of that forest too – a 

chipmunk, a sparrow, a pine tree, ants, ferns…. all of the forest’s elements are of it. The forest - 

that is all. You are a walking element of the environment. You are that environment as much as 

anything else in that environment; and yet, in is not quite the right word to describe your 

relationship with the environment because in implies that something is in something else as in 

“the keys are in the ashtray.” The word in suggests a separation between the keys and the ashtray 

and you and the environment. Of is a better word. You and every other aspect in the forest are of 

the environment. You are of the forest, the ground, the sky, the air, the water, the space all 

around and in the stars: it’s all one brilliant whole without any separation. You see and feel the 

things around you and the things around you see and feel your presence as well. Imagine that you 

could step out from behind your eyes to see that everything outside yourself is inside yourself 
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and everything around you is doing the same thing as you are doing. It is a blanket of awareness 

in which everything is aware of itself. With awareness you can be aware of a comprehensive 

unthinking non-thing. It is all the doing of a unity.  

Throughout history humans have had various names for this unity of being, but names as 

symbolic labels can get in the way of feeling. People can get bogged down in language. Words 

can take you away from being. Labels are signs. They are symbols, representations and 

abstractions. Labels are open to interpretation and exploitation. Interpretations are opinions and 

thoughts about thinkings. Thoughts get in the way of the direct experience in this unity as this 

unity felt in the moment. Notice how the word no – which is of course, the opposite of yes - 

sounds exactly the same as the word know – to have knowledge. When someone thinks he or she 

knows ecological awareness and the unity of everything, that person is No-ing an awareness of 

the unity of everything. By knowing, one is no-ing - closing off direct experience and saying, 

“No,” to the reality of the experience. One cannot know the mystified experience. Knowledge is 

a mental construct. To know is past tense. To say, “Yes!” to an experience of mystical ecological 

awareness is to feel the happiness and bliss of being one with all that is - in the present, wherever 

you are. It’s the Rocky Mountain High that was sang about. It is not known, but felt like sunshine 

on a shoulder. It is an experience beyond description. Such a blissful experience cannot be made 

to occur any more than one can make a fern. To know is to close the door to a direct experience 

that is not thought about or felt in past-tense terms. The mystified experience is a feeling in the 

present. It is the sheer happiness one feels within the midst of strumming a ukulele to the tune of 

“What a Wonderful World” and “Over the Rainbow.” To describe what it is to be mystified is to 

minimize and yet, it is nothing special. One might even feel it without even realizing it. It need 

not be glorified or thought of as impossible. It’s not something you do on purpose. It comes out 
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of purposelessness. A total awareness of non-separation is a direct experience in the present. It 

isn’t difficult. It’s as easy as falling out of a tree and hitting the ground, “What just happened?” 

and stunned in amazement without preconceived notions or motivations you just are it all.  

Imagine that you are in a movie and you inhabit the role of a person walking in a forest. 

You are playing the role of you. You know who you are. You know where you are. The trees 

around you inhabit their roles as trees. The rocks inhabit their roles as rocks, and all the living 

creatures of the forest – the birds, the rabbits, the dear, the insects and worms – inhabit the roles 

of whatever it is that they are. Now imagine that all of this is set to a musical score in which the 

music is not composed by a composer, but by the instruments themselves as they go along, but it 

isn’t a cacophony. It’s a unity. It’s a kind of natural anarchy like a band playing without a leader. 

Each member plays the music that they are without actively thinking of each note as they go. It’s 

like the instruments are playing themselves through you. Each instrument is a gift to the other. 

Everything goes together. Each organism is playing the same piece as an individual musical 

instrument. The trees could be the strings. The rocks are the cellos. The rabbits are clarinets. One 

person is the trumpet another is a tuba. The musical piece that is being played by each instrument 

that is a representation of an organism is called The Forest. The Forest piece, along with The 

Meadow, The Desert, The Beach and so on is a playing within a full concerto that is of the Earth 

and the Cosmos beyond. In the forest there is balance. The forest is timeless. It’s a perpetual now 

experience. There is a harmony in the growing and living that is taking place in the perpetual 

now that is beyond clock time. Every aspect or creature in the forest has its own particular 

arrangement which is part of the symphony that is the music of the forest as a whole. The sound 

of the music comes out of the silence that is always there. Silence is as space. Empty space is the 

canvas upon which things are differentiated. The silence never stops. The silence is as the space 
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between. Silence is not nothing. Silence is something. The space between is not nothing. 

Nothingness reveals somethingness. Nothing is something: it’s nothing. The forest is abundance. 

It is perpetual music that can be heard through awareness and silence. For a person in the forest 

to be as one with the forest without separation thought is released. With mental chatter silenced, 

a person can hear the forest and be merged into an unknowing peace that is a pleasant 

submersion. It begins with the senses. Listen. Inhale deeply the green. Feel the scents. Feel the 

body of the forest as yourself. Touch the leaves. See the colours of what is. 

Life as we know it is like a kind of game. Everything is given the rules of its existence 

and the things in the game play or live what they are, as best they can. There is no prewritten 

story to it all. It is an improvisation. An organism’s role in the game is prescribed by nature. 

There is no visible boss or grand writer as far as one can see, but there is an intelligence to the 

way things are. There seems to be a living force of interconnections – a web of life that is an 

intricate intelligence of interconnections. It’s brilliant. It’s an imagination in real forms. The 

entire universe is an organization. It is a grand organism interconnected. The Earth is what it is. 

It does what it does, but it isn’t dumb. Everything makes sense even when it doesn’t. The 

creatures are engaged in a scheme that is perpetuated by itself. The Earth Earth’s. It is the world 

worlding itself and the universe universing itself spontaneously in an eternal harmonious 

musical. As you are in awareness moving in the forest, you are a touching of the forest itself. 

You are seeing yourself seeing yourself and the world around you is doing likewise. From the 

forest, go into a shopping mall, store, food court or outdoor farmer’s market and watch 

everything without judgement. Observe the people. Each was a baby. Each is as a flower unique. 

Perfect in its own way. Go into the same kind of open awareness that you had as you moved 

through the silent musical forest, with the whispering trees, the chanting birds, the flickering 
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flowers and humming insects. Imagine seeing yourself in the shopping mall food court or 

outdoor farmer’s market and imagine everyone else in that food court or outdoor market is 

seeing you and you can see yourself through them seeing you. It’s as if each person is a camera 

vantage point showing you as you appear to the world. You could just as easily be any one of 

these others looking at you as you are you, but you are not. You are what you are. You are the 

world worlding itself this instant just as every other person is the world worlding itself. It’s all 

your doing. It’s a transaction between your living organism which is an aspect of the universe 

and all the living organisms that are busy living their individualized organism lives around you. 

This awareness can be accessed in any given situation - in the room of a house, on the street, on a 

train, on a plane – anywhere. Ecological awareness is not limited to natural environments. It 

simply is an awareness that is outside critical thinking. It is spontaneous existence. It is 

spontaneous insight. It is to be spontaneously present within your body. It is to feel your body as 

a whole. It is the awareness of how everything fits together and happens as it does. The world as 

you feel it is your doing. You are not limited to this narrow field of conscious awareness within a 

singular body. Your body just feels to you like it ends with your skin. Your living body is a 

doing of a living body. Your heart beats. Your blood flows. The heart beat of another living 

organism beats as your own. Such is love. The blood flow of another living organism flows as 

your own. You are not involved in any of these things and yet, it happens. What is running the 

show? The show is running itself without automation. The show is running in you and on you. 

The show is running in all the other living organisms. The show is all one show. The show is a 

showing in no other time than now. You and everybody else is a single showing one at a time in 

an unending series of multiple unending showings in this one universal show without beginning 

or end. Begin again. Begin again.  
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Begin again. 

If you really want to blow your mind (not in a literal sense of course), tell yourself that 

the world is your body. This is a You-niverse (pun intended). This isn’t to say that you are in 

anyway a miracle or a god with special powers - a god who can voluntarily control all variables 

or that you are in any way inflated by invisible powers of thought that can control anything at all. 

It just means that you are what is. It’s you looking at you looking at you. It’s all you. Always 

was. Always will be. You run the whole thing without trying to run anything because the whole 

thing is the whole thing running itself. There is no separation between what you do and what 

happens to you. You do all this without trying. No effort is involved. It’s a matter of connecting 

with what is. You don’t even have to think, “I must let go,” because who is this I that is to let go? 

Let go of what? Nothing. Is it just an, “I that I am?” It’s a pronoun circle of unintelligibility. If 

you work at letting yourself go (as if you knew how to let go of nothing), your work to let go (of 

nothing) gets in the way of letting go because this is not something you can do with intention. 

There is nothing to hang onto. There is nothing to let go. You do not intend your heart to beat. It 

is not necessary to work at this, but you can be aware of the process of heart beats, respiration, 

digestion and blood circulation. You don’t make the air air (as a verb) and you don’t make the 

rocks, rock, but they do. The Earth rocks. The Earth is rolls through space. It’s a musical thing. 

It’s that universal concerto – a Earth symphony. You don’t make yourself breathe the air that 

does air. You don’t make the sun shine. The sun shines because it shines just as you: you. It’s a 

singular process. You don’t make the rain fall as it does. You don’t make the plants grow, but 

grow they do. The plants don’t choose to grow any more than you choose to be you. The sun it 

does shine. It will shine as it does for as long as it does. The rain it does fall. The breath it does 

breathe the air that is there. The you who you think you know – the person you identify yourself 
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to be as one who is made of memories, has attained skills, has special abilities, has experienced 

achievements and has a special personality that is as controlled as any corporate image by your 

own private public-relations firm inside your mind; you are like a work of art or show. Your 

image is like a corporation. You are a busy-ness. You are a transaction between you as an 

individual body that is alive in the world and the world which is living through and in you. You 

cannot have one without the other. You would not appear if there was not anything around you. 

When you close your eyes at night and open them in the morning, you feel yourself to be the 

same person that you were when you went to bed. As you are when you wake up in the morning 

and as you have known yourself to be throughout the years that you have lived, you will think a 

thought and see a continuity in that thought towards a previous thought that you had before and a 

thought before that going back in time towards your earliest childhood thoughts. In other words, 

you think you know who you are through how you have thought you were before. When exactly 

you first realized that you are this person that you are is difficult to say. It’s not like one day you 

woke up and thought, “I am me!” It probably didn’t happen that way. The process of self-

realization is slow. It took a long time for you to come to know who you are. There was no time 

in which you did not know your “I am I” mentality. You have come to know yourself through a 

process of continuity in which you think a thought now and you think the thought now as 

connected to an earlier thought. It’s a slow process that continues like words are strung along in a 

sentence leading to paragraphs which lead to pages which lead to a book which lead to libraries, 

garage sales and garbage bins and a return to the earth again. You are a book that you are writing 

as you live. You are a movie in your mind. You think that one thought following another is a 

continuation of a previous thought you had. Like a steam train. Each thought is a chugga-chugga 

and you feel yourself to be the “Choo, choo!” puff of smoke that’s steam driving the old steam 
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train that you are forward along the tracks of your consciousness. Each and every thought came 

from a previous thought which in turn came from another previous thought and so on going back 

in time towards the beginning of the line when you left the station and were born. Your body is 

the choo-choo train and your thoughts are as puffs of steam pushing the train along until you 

come to a tunnel in which your steam train will enter into blackness and come out again. You are 

a form shifting train – always the same train in whatever form you’re in. This train that you are is 

who you think yourself to be. And when you close your eyes for the very last time as the 

person/steam train that you have grown to know as you yourself, through a process of continuity, 

as in: thought-to-thought-to-thought-to-thought - rattling along on the track of life until the 

thought train suddenly stops or enters that tunnel (unless, that is, you have lost your memories 

and disembarked earlier into a nursing home or institution), and then, you will open your eyes 

and come to know yourself again. A new train will have left the station. You won’t know you are 

a new train because you only know your own train. In this analogous way the you to whom you 

think you were, and are, was, and is, a show for a duration, here and gone, again and again. The 

real you – the life force of consciousness was not born individualized and it will not die with 

your organism. There is no eternal nothingness after you’re dead and heaven is, at this very 

moment, the place you’re in. The real you isn’t an individual. The real you is in all forms at all 

times happening in eternal spontaneity. You are the intelligence in all things, but not the kind of 

intelligence in the normal sense of the word. This intelligence cannot be synthesized down into a 

single point of reference, or, at least, it can for a time within each one of us as individuals. This 

intelligence is a circumference with billions of points of reference each of which is a centre unto 

itself. This intelligence is not a human personality. It is an intricate, infinite, interconnected web 

of existence. It is a busy-ness in all things. It is a transaction of existence in the universe that is 
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universe-sing. So, as you look out at the world from those eyes that you feel yourself to be 

behind like you are in there somewhere looking through ocular windows, remind yourself of all 

this and wait to see what you say. Will you balk at it or will you have a vague sense of 

uncertainty? What is beyond all the internal mental talk is outward being in the environment as 

the environment and if you’re not too far out, with the peace on a non-chattering ego brain of one 

against the world, you can feel the significance of existence in an unspoken way. It could be 

called a feeling of unity. You experience a feeling of kindness and contented peace from the 

holistic beauty of the world. Everything fits together so wonderfully. It’s as if the world is a kind 

of manifestation of a personification that is you. You see yourself in what is. The spectacular red 

spark of a Cardinal is you. A squirrel playing tag and wrestle with another squirrel is you. A sun 

beam reflecting off a neighbour’s house is you. It isn’t a dumb universe on autopilot although it 

may feel that way at times. When your opinions soften and you allow yourself to feel natural, a 

feeling of gentle happiness can bubble up sensuously through your body. You are alive. Even 

though living may be a struggle, it’s all good when you feel as one with what is. You can feel 

non-separation in the eyes of another. You can see yourself there. You know this bliss when you 

love. Through the happiness and heartache of loving, you can live in kindness, perseverance, 

courage and joy. Through bitter-sweet suffering you gain unspoken insights into living and 

dieing. Does this seem reasonable? Probably not. We resist suffering in favour of a forced 

happiness. Can you feel the experience of being as one with your environment and everyone it 

it? Does this experience resonate with you? It’s impossible to say, but then, you might be more 

inclined to understand with some exercises to take you out of yourself or rather, into yourself as 

you expand your ecological awareness of what is everything. 

Let’s get mystified. 
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You, who is, of course, the conscious you, will invariably be resistant to such a grand 

scheme of things. It sounds too strange. It doesn’t make sense. The whole thing will seem crazy 

to you. You do not feel your mind to be in any way steam-train related. You think not a choo-

choo thought. That’s a childish idea. You know that you are your body. You know that you are 

your brain. Brain goes dead, you’re done. That’s it. If there is a heaven, how can you know? You 

can’t, but what if the reality of right now is heaven? Could it be that you - as an individual – have 

become a photograph remembered as you are living? You are a selfy to yourself. You don’t 

know that you’ve imagined yourself into a photographic image or recording of yourself because 

your mind is preoccupied with stuff. You have a narrowed perception that is localized, like a 

little town that lives unaware of the rest of the world. Like a little town engaged in day to day 

activity, you have more immediate practical concerns. And with this practical narrowed vision of 

yourself as you know yourself to be, you might not believe a word of what’s just been said thus 

far - even though belief is not necessary. There is nothing to believe when you have a direct 

experience of what is. You don’t need faith to get this. You can come to feel what is through 

direct experience with your environment when you get out of your way.  

Step 1 on the path to mystified ecological awareness. First of all, quiet the mind. It’s 

good to do this outside in a natural setting, but you don’t have to. You can become aware of your 

inner dialogue anywhere at any time. Once aware of this chatter, just listen; you don’t need to do 

anything. It’s a matter of thinking un-thoughts and starting at the ending and writing backwards. 

Feel the place you’re in. Realize that you are not as separate as you think. Your body chemistry 

is of the same elements as those found in the natural environment of the Earth. Oxygen, 

hydrogen, carbon, iron, and so on are elements found in the world. All of the self-same elements 

that are found in the world are found in your body. Figuratively speaking, you are a lot like a loaf 
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of bread. Bread is made of ingredients found on the Earth – eggs, flour, salt, yeast and so on – 

these ingredients are made of the chemicals of the Earth. You too are made of ingredients found 

on the Earth. Not that you were made like bread. You were not mixed in a bowl unless, that is, 

you take the idea that your mother did have a bun in her oven. You were not made, as it were. 

You were grown from the inside out. You grew from a centre outward spontaneously. You grew 

like other organisms of the Earth have grown. Where you end and the Earth begins is more 

blurry than you think. Most of the cells within you aren’t human. There’s a whole chemical 

industry built around making you smell and feel as fresh as a flower, and not like the bacteria 

you are. You grew out of the soil and live as a result of the elements found in and of the Earth. 

The oxygen within you is also outside you. You grew out of this planet like everything else that 

is alive. Everything has itself grown out of this planet from ingredients found here. The situation 

you are in is a result of being here. You live off of the avails of the energy from the sun like the 

leaves of a tree except without the necessity to photosynthesize. The bronchial passages within 

your lungs look like tiny trees. Your veins and arteries look like little rivers and streams. If you 

know nature’s fractals you might see them everywhere in this wiggly world without straight 

lines. At a quantum level it may even be said that you are as much made of empty space as you 

are of solids. Nothing is truly solid. There appears to be nothing holding your fuzzy molecular 

structure together. At the quantum level everything is fuzzy bits of energy, but you can’t see that 

with your naked eyes. All you see are the solids of objects. You can’t see the emptiness. You’re 

not in the habit of looking at what’s around a flower. Like bees, our eyes are drawn to the flower 

itself, not the negative space around it. We experience sight as it is processed within us. We 

experience touch as it is processed within us. A table feels hard. It looks hard. Could it be hard 

because you touch it? You feel as though the boundary between you and the rest of the world is 
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your epidermis. You feel encased in a container of skin like a letter in an envelope. You feel like 

you are the letter of information inside, and yet, imagine yourself to be out in space somewhere. 

You would need more than the envelope of your skin to keep you alive. You would need the 

envelope of the Earth’s environment to survive in space. What would happen to your body if you 

didn’t have air or water or the right temperature and body pressure or food energy from the sun? 

Could you live outside of the environment that sustains your life for one minute or would you 

have to bring the environment with you in a can? Even though it would be admittedly impossible 

for you to live without the things that you need to survive in the natural world - all of which 

come from the environment of the Earth - to say that you are the environment is, for most 

people, a bazaar idea (which is itself bazaar, because it’s so obvious that you are your 

environment – you couldn’t live without it).  

You think you know what you know and you assume that what you see in the mirror 

makes common sense. You know you are you. The environment is not your container. The 

universe containing the Earth’s environment is not your container. Your skin is your container 

and you are contained within the skull of your body container. You feel yourself to be like a 

Russian nesting doll or babushka doll. You think of yourself as the little doll-body in the middle. 

Your body is nested inside the environment which is nested inside a galaxy which is nested 

inside the universe and yet, if there are no solids, it is only an illusion brought on by the 

limitation of your senses that there is any nesting at all. It’s all one doll forever and ever. 
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You feel self-contained and separate in your body. You see and feel separated from the 

outside world which is other than you. There is you, and, there is not-you. You see a rock and 

call it a rock. The rock’s molecular structure can be analyzed. It can be labelled and classified as 

this or that type of rock. It is a rock. It is a separate thing from the physicality of your human 

form. It is not obvious, however, that there is a connection between a rock that you hold in your 

hand and your body which is the hand. You look at your hand holding a rock and think, “That is 

my hand holding a rock. I should throw that rock.” Aside from a feeling that it is your hand, this 

intention to throw the rock is the only thing you think you control. You think that the rock that 

you hold has nothing to do with you, but from rocks of the Earth it cannot be denied that life on 

this planet emerged. These rocks are like human seeds. From these rocks humanity has grown. 

Somehow you, as a living organism in human form, have come from those rocks. The same 

elements found in those rocks are found in you. The same elements in those rocks are found on 

other planets. You are, in effect, a biological form of a living breathing rock. “You,” as they say, 

“rock.”  
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Rock on.  

Try this: Go outside for a walk in a park – or anywhere for that matter; it doesn’t have to 

be a park. If you can find a bird, look at a bird and say to yourself, “That bird over there is no 

more separate from me than my own fingernail.” Ponder that idea for a minute. Let it linger 

without analysis. If a bird isn’t available, look at a rock and say to yourself as you look at the 

rock, “That rock is no more separate from me than my own fingernail.” Look at a tree, “That tree 

is no more separate from me than my own fingernail.” Hold up your hand and close one eye. See 

that the distance between your hand and everything behind and around your hand is not a 

separation but a connection – like a picture. Your hand is the positive space and everything 

around your hand is the negative space. They go together. They complete one another as the 

whole picture. You cannot take your hand out of that so-called negative space. See the invisible 

space between things as a continuation of the space within you and the tree, the rock, the bird.  

You might think this is a stupid idea. Your fingernail isn’t a bird. It goes against your 

understanding of common sense and visual appearance. You will experience resistance because 

this idea is so strange. You can’t help but think it impossible. And yet, you live in your head 

which is part of your body and your body is part of an environment that you need to live. You 

think that you live in this place and that the place that you live is no more to you than your shirt 

is. You put on a shirt. It is something outside your skin, but then, where did your shirt come 

from? If your shirt is cotton, it is made by human hands from the fibre of a plant that came from 

the Earth. Like you, your shirt came from the Earth. Even if your shirt is a man-made fibre like 

polyester, it is still made of materials that came from the Earth. Your shirt came from the Earth 

like you came from the Earth. Not that you were made like a shirt. You were not manufactured. 
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You were not made. You grew. You grew like a tree from cells imparted by parents who were 

themselves imparted by parents and so on like most other organic organisms. You are an organic 

organism. You are a living breathing seed that grew and grew. You are covered in micro 

organisms which work with your body. You think you are your body and yet so much of what 

goes on in your body is beyond your comprehension and yet, you live. There is a lot going on in 

your body to which you are oblivious. Your focus of attention is relatively small. It is limited to 

your senses and active thinking. Like everybody else who you think of as an other, you occupy 

yourself with thoughts of this, that and the other. Your body, more or less, takes care of itself. 

Your body is like an automatic system outside the purview of your control. Your body is like the 

ecosystem of a forest where everything is interrelated, interconnected and balanced in a natural 

harmony like a Bach fugue. Everything is music. Nothing appears to be running the show and yet 

the entire system works of its own accord. Everything in the Earth is in a constant state of 

change. It’s as if the forest has a mind of its own and, similarly, it’s as if your body has a mind of 

its own too. What is operating your body? Is it not you? Are you not your body? If you tell 

yourself something, who is the one doing the telling? Is it not you? You are your body and you 

say that your mind is you, but somehow, your mind - your brain - does its thing to keep you alive 

without you consciously having to make it do what it does. There is no conscious attention or 

intention on your part to make your heart beat. You don’t will your blood to circulate. Somehow 

it does it on its own. Your body functioning is involuntary in the same way that the Earth’s 

processes are involuntary. But, are you not a part of the Earth’s processes? Is it not the Earth’s 

processes running in you? If this is the case, where do you end and where does the Earth begin?  

Common sense tells you that your brain manages your body on its own without you 

having to think about it. Your body may feel like it’s running on an autopilot system and your 
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brain is controlling various functions without your having to think about it, but at the same time, 

common sense tells you that your brain has nothing to do with the processes of the Earth and yet, 

consider the millions of micro-organisms that work within your body. According to the Society 

of General Microbiology’s “Microbiology online,” there are literally in the region of one 

hundred million bacterial cells living on a human body. That’s ten times greater than the ten 

million cells that make up the body. Before you get a creepy feeling, remember that these micro-

organisms help you to live like microbes in the soil help plants to live. Are these millions of 

micro-organisms not part of the Earth’s processes? You might feel psychologically separate from 

the Earth’s process, but your body isn’t. The surfaces of a human body - inside and out, like your 

skin, mouth and intestines - are covered in millions of individual micro-organisms that don’t 

harm us. In fact, they help us. Micro-organisms help protect us from being infected by harmful 

microbes. What is controlling all those micro-organisms? Why do we think there needs to be a 

controller? It’s Nature. Your friendly neighbourhood micro-organisms are of the Earth. Are you 

not of the Earth too? Your body appears to be separate from all those micro-organisms and yet, 

your body needs those micro-organisms to do their micro-organizing for you to live. It’s germ 

warfare on another level. Biologists used to think of human beings as physiological islands, but 

not anymore. The human body is not a self-sufficient island; the body is a complex ecosystem 

and social network with trillions of bacteria and other micro-organisms. According to Scientific 

American, researchers have found that most of the cells in the human body are not human. How 

can that be? You feel yourself separate from Nature, but the evidence is otherwise. Micro-

organisms within your bowels, for example, do what they do to help you live and the micro-

organisms, in turn, need you to live so they can live too. It’s a symbiotic relationship. Could it be 

that you and the Earth are also in a symbiotic relationship? But if that is the case, what does your 
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body bring to the relationship? Your body lives. Your body is made up of many types of cells. 

Cells grow and divide in a controlled way to produce more cells as needed by the body. This is 

done without you having to direct it. A cell grows and lives according to an internal clock and 

normally, a bacterial cell cycle is repeated every thirty minutes. Programmed cell death plays an 

important role in population control. A cell is, in effect, directed to commit suicide when it gets 

an internal signal from the body. All of this happens for you to live as you do. Your being alive 

is a natural occurrence. You are living breathing evidence of life on Earth. You are of the Earth. 

The question is: does the Earth need you to exist like you need cooperative micro-organisms in 

you to exist? One would think not. The Earth doesn’t need anything, does it? The Earth will do 

fine with or without you, but then, if everything in this world is part of an interconnected system, 

what is your role in all this? Could it be said that you are a feature of the Earth like any other 

organism is a feature of it? Are you not like every other living thing that celebrates itself by 

living and breathing?  

Depending upon your perspective, the world could be considered a place of terrible 

suffering or, it could be thought of as one great big beautiful star show – a kind of amazing 

miracle of natural processes - or, it could be both terrible and beautiful at the same time. Cells 

get damaged and get out of control. It happens. It could be that you are so used to thinking of 

yourself as a self-contained unit, any suggestion counter to this perception might strike you as 

nonsensical. You see a distance between yourself and the natural environment surrounding your 

body and feel a separation between yourself and the bird, or yourself and the rock or yourself and 

the tree or whatever it is that you see. It’s as simple as that. What you see is what you get. In 

entertaining the notion that a bird or a rock or a tree (or another human) is no more separate from 

you than your fingernail or a micro-organism may strike you as a stretch of the imagination. You 
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might argue with yourself that this is all very nice and romantic, but this notion of connection is 

nevertheless utterly ridiculous. You might even get annoyed with the idea that you are not 

separate from the universe because it is not how you have come to think of yourself and the 

universe. The commentators in your mind (you are, in effect, like a multiple personality internal 

variety show) might protest and say, “That is so stupid! Talk about new age ridiculous ideas. 

How could I possibly be anything other than me? Get real.” Or, if you incline towards a religious 

belief, you might think that it is God the omnipotent King doing it all – making and controlling 

the world including the cells in your body and the cars on the road with love and justice to all - 

and what this is saying is heretical. This idea of non-separation might be even be construed as 

pantheistic. That is, the belief that God or gods is identical to the natural world. Pantheism comes 

from a Greek root word meaning a belief that everything is god. Or, if you are an atheist, the 

world is just stupid and automatic. Life is basically a coin toss. In either case, be it an automatic 

system that runs itself without anything controlling it or a system controlled by an omnipotent 

being in the sky and/or in all things, you – little old you, that you see reflected in a mirror - are 

not controlling anything. At the end of the day, it would seem that it all depends upon how you 

look at the world, but could it be that you have a narrowed sense of yourself? You might think, 

“I am just this focused bit of conscious attention. I am this body. That is all. I end at my skin. So 

what if I’m not aware of the entire goings on in and around me. The stuff that happens within me 

as a living organism is isolated from what goes on outside me. I’m separate. The beating of my 

heart, the air going in and out of my lungs, the food digesting in my stomach to fuel my bodily 

functions, the blood circulating through to every cell in my body - all this happens by itself or 

it’s God doing it. I’m not involved.” But then, how can that be? Are not all of these things that 

are happening inside your body, you? It could be that it is you, but it just isn’t the conscious you 
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that is in control. Your conscious mind is busy thinking about daily things like what you have to 

do today and what you’re going to wear and eat and so on and you are not thinking about your 

heart beating, but it beats as it does anyway. Could it be that your body is like a symphony with 

each part of your body an instrument playing its part to a melody known by the whole? Could it 

be that you are a personification of the energies of God and that God is but a personification of 

you? After all, if you think about it, your body is a harmony living to an internal rhythm found in 

nature itself. You only know yourself as the person talking in your head. As far as you are 

concerned, you are an inner dialogue, but what happens when the inner dialogue is temporarily 

silenced? Do you feel panic in the silence? What happens when you get really quiet? Do you get 

afraid and feel brain dead? What happens to you when there is no conscious brain talking? By 

the same token you might think and say to yourself, “It is a stretch of the imagination to make a 

connection between my conscious attention which is not involved in making my heart beat and 

other organs function and my conscious attention being in any way involved in the Earth’s 

processes. I am not the Earth. The sun shines, the rain falls, photosynthesis happens. None of this 

has anything to do with me. I am just a little thinking organism. I’m an island of life.” And so it 

is. The idea of you being one and the same with your environment might feel too alien to you. 

It’s too weird. So what if your nose or your eyes are similar to that of an ape or a dog or a bear 

any other creature with a nose and eyes, it doesn’t mean anything. Does it? Your nose and eyes 

grew the way they did. You might even feel like you are an alien visiting this planet from 

somewhere else. Could it be that you are so used to seeing the things outside of yourself as not 

yourself that it’s beyond your comprehension to consider it in any other way? Could it be that 

you are as much everything as everything else? Could it be that when someone shoots and kills 

another human being that the consciousness within the body of the shooter – he who fires the 
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gun – and the consciousness of the person who is hit by a bullet is the same? It is an “I am I” 

killing an “I am I.” The shooter receives directives from his brain which is a person talking 

inside his head – an ego, an image, a nest of memories interpreted, a personality, a character with 

beliefs and motivations. The inner dialogue tells his hand to pick up a gun and spray gunfire at 

children, for example, or to shoot a bullet into an unarmed man who he considers an “other” to 

him and, in turn, the person who is shot receives the bullet and promptly dies in a state of fear of 

the “other” who is shooting him. The irony is that both shooter and shot are of the Earth. Both 

shooter and the one who is shot - beneath the psychological artistry of their individualized 

personalities and cultural influences - share the exact same self. They are two bodies, one self.   

Go ahead and see what happens when you explore this idea to its fullest extent. It puts a 

whole new spin on violence and warfare, on live and hate, on control and controlled. If we are all 

the same consciousness, it changes everything. Everything one looks at is not separate. One can 

feel sympathetic to those that are so thoroughly far out and confused that they hurt others and 

their environment as if they’re a separate entity entirely. Everything retains its individualized 

beauty and sympathy. We know exactly where everyone is coming from because each one of us 

comes from there too.  

Step two, try this: if you can see, look outside and think of it as a mirror of yourself. Look 

at a tree. You see a tree. Don’t resist the thought that you think which is probably, “That’s a tree. 

Big deal. I’ve seen trees before. That’s a pine tree. It’s a poplar. It’s an ash tree. It’s not me.” It’s 

obvious that it’s a tree. You can’t resist thinking such thoughts, but you can stop and listen and 

become aware of the dialogue within you. You can entertain un-thinking a new thought you tell 

yourself, “That tree is me.” No surprise. No alarm. It’s a casual realization reinforced as you go 
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along looking at what there is to see. Watch your thoughts, but don’t hang onto them. There’s 

nothing to hang onto. Thoughts are invisible brain-fired connections. Look at the ground and 

entertain a new un-notion with the un-thought, “That is the ground. That is me. I am of the 

ground. I am the ground walking around.” Don’t think that you are thinking. There is no you per 

se. The you that you know is an I and a me and a my to yourself. The thought that you are 

thinking is just another thought amongst thinkings. Look at the sky. If it is night, look at a star 

and think, “That is a star. That is me. I see me. The stuff of that star is of me. That star that I see 

as so far away is a mirror of me. I’m looking at myself.”  

If it is day, see an ant on the ground and say to yourself, “That’s an ant. That’s me. The 

consciousness in that ant on the ground is the same consciousness in me. Only our physiology is 

different. I can imagine seeing the ant looking up at me. I can imagine that ant as a remote 

camera of my brain.” Turn and look, “That’s a squirrel. That’s me! Hi, friend squirrel! How are 

you? I could just as easily be you as I am me. We’re the same self you and I!” In fear the squirrel 

may run from you. It may chatter an alarm. You understand why because if you were him, you 

would be doing the same thing. Observe how everything outside you appears inside your head. 

Touch a leaf and the nerve endings in your hands instantly report the texture of the leaf to 

receptors in your brain. You don’t have to think about it. It’s instantaneous. Touch a rock or the 

bark of a tree. Without thinking, the feeling of a cool smooth surface or a jagged and rough 

surface appears in your mind, not necessarily as words, but as a feeling. It’s as if when you touch 

a leaf or a flower or another human being, you are touching your own skin. It’s you touching 

you. Inhale deeply. Let it out slow. What do you smell? Feel the temperature. Do not abel the 

outside world as an other outside you. This is ecological awareness. To feel as one with it all; to 

be aware of reality as yourself unfiltered by personality and thought is to be ecologically aware. 
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There are no divisions between you and everything else. You are to the Earth and the stars as one 

of the millions of micro-organisms living and dying in your body. Just feel and appreciate the 

feeling of feeling. Let extraneous thoughts about politics, economics, local and world affairs as 

seen on TV be as they are – not as a reality reported to you, but as a memory. TV news appears 

as it does in your mind. You can see the motivations of people for power or control or for 

violence and justice or to be funny or mean – you can see what’s going on behind the eyes of 

who’s doing what to whom. Individual people think they know what they’re doing based on what 

their intellect tells them. They haven’t tapped into the wisdom of understanding. TV takes people 

out of reality like thinking does. A TV world isn’t real any more than a thought of the world is 

real. Stop symbolizing and get real. Know that you are all people. You can’t help thinking, but 

you don’t have to engage in or be tricked by thoughts. You can enjoy them and appreciate them 

like a precious drawing made by a beloved child. You can look at a president who has 

misbehaved by invading another country and think, “Ah. Isn’t that cute, but you shouldn’t be so 

naughty. Bad President! Bad! We’re going to take away your office if you don’t behave yourself. 

You’re going to have to have a time out.” You don’t need to worry or be concerned about what 

seems important in world affairs. People do what they do because they don’t know that what 

they do, they do to themselves. A liar is only fooling himself. People are silly. They kill each 

other and do cruel things. They do this to themselves without knowing it. The world goes on 

with or without your narrowed conscious attention. Open yourself! You don’t need to be 

concerned or to argue with yourself. People will see what they think they see. Are you not you? 

Why argue with you? What difference does it make to you and the tree, the leaf, the ant, the 

squirrel, the rock? You are outside of time. You can look at a tree as you look at your hand. Get 

with mystical ecological awareness. Feel one with it. Hold your hand up. Close one eye and open 
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it again. Close and open another eye. See how the distance between you and the tree is affected.  

Play with your depth of perception. Shift from staring at the centre to the edges. Play with the 

focus of your eyes. Observe various affects of perception. See the tree and your hand within the 

same frame of vision. Listen. Smell. See the space between things not as empty separation but as 

an invisible connection. Something is holding all this together? What is it? 

Nothing.  

There’s a space between all things. That’s what holds it together as one. All this exists for 

you to experience. Each pair of eyes is the world experiencing (the world experiencing!). See the 

tree and everything around it as yourself. The world that you see and hear is you. All of it. Even 

what you see on TV is you seeing you. Imagine that you are the tree seeing itself and in turn, 

imagine the tree is you seeing you. This may feel repetitive, but it is worth repeating if you can 

really get into this thing. If you can feel it, you can know it without knowing. Dig deep! You are 

Emerson’s transparent eyeball with all that is outside and inside you. The world is your 

happening. When you are in a house, you can do the same thing. You are as that micro-organism 

in your intestine. Hold up your hand or if you don’t have a hand, hold up your foot. Don’t worry 

if it looks silly. Who cares? Get mystical and if anyone looks at you weird look back and know, 

that it’s you too – except, the other person who is busy judging you is the ego personality, the 

flotsam bubbles of thought on the surface of the self-same self within you. When another person 

sees you, it’s you looking at you. You can love that or hate that. It doesn’t matter – that’s just 

brain chatter. So what if it looks weird to be another? Have fun with it. Be free to be. Be 

everyone and no one. Be as a kid and have fun with observing the world around you in a way 

that you’ve not tried before. Love all. See the humour in it all. Look at the wall of your house as 
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a skin and you are contained therein. Explore the world as if you’ve not seen it before. As you 

look from your hand to a wall or door of a house, notice the space between and around. Feel 

aware. See yourself seeing and being. Pull the focus of your eyes to see that you are in and part 

of the same frame of vision. See from the periphery, that is, look from the corner of your eye. It’s 

kind of like how you look if you are driving a car and you are stopped at a traffic light. You stare 

at the road ahead of you but you are also watching the traffic light out of the corner of your eye. 

As you drive, shift your focus to look at the sky and see the road racing towards you. This is to 

experience the energy of seeing from the periphery. With the awareness of peripheral vision, you 

are within a frame of reference that is all around you. When in a house, notice how the house is 

an extension of you. The sky is an extension of you. The stars are you. You, in a house, are a 

happening. It isn’t an accident that you are here. It’s the way all of it is. And everyone else 

seeing, is, you seeing you. What you see inside your mind is yourself seeing yourself. It’s a 

challenging notion that doesn’t require thought. It’s obvious that you are in the world and the 

world is in you because that is how you relate to the world. Are you able to think that it’s 

obvious that the world is outside and inside your mind or will you think this ridiculous? In either 

case - obvious or ridiculous - any way you think about it, it is the way it is. Stop thinking about 

it! That’s the problem. There is too much thinking about thinking going on. Humans – even the 

stupid ones (especially the stupid ones) are addicted to thinking. We think so much that we don’t 

know what we’re doing. We’re not living. We’re busy thinking. Don’t try to make sense of 

thought. If you think it obvious, so it is to you. If you think it ridiculous, so it is to you. It makes 

no difference to the world what you think. You can think yourself as separate or as an aspect of it 

like a bird, a tree, a sky or a house. To be mystified is to not think, but to be with it and in it. It is 

not to believe. It is an opening to experience what is.    
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Your body does what it does to live. You can think of bodily functions as being 

controlled by involuntary bodily actions beyond conscious control or you can think that 

somehow, you are involved in a way you don’t know. Your organism does what it does to keep 

itself alive. Cells fight cells, cells commit suicide, cells divide. You may look the same to 

yourself, but look at old pictures. Notice how your body has physically changed many times over 

since the time you were born. What is happening within your bag of skin is, for lack of a better 

word, amazing – it’s nothing short of stupendous. Scientists can describe how your body 

functions as it does and why it functions as it does to keep you alive, but beyond that, why you 

live at all isn’t a question scientists ask. Philosophers look for answers for the why questions. 

They look for meanings, but there is no real meaning to being. Poets don’t look for meanings. 

Poets feel. Why do people listen to music? Maybe it feels good. The doing is the reason. To live 

feels good, especially when you let yourself live without interpretation. Science can describe, 

explain and observe. It can even suggest, but reasons as to why there is anything at all is not a 

question generally asked because definitive answers are not forthcoming. You live because you 

live. You live to live like all other living organisms do (it’s all you in multiple forms). A poet 

might say you live to love – the two are synonymous. Like a cell, your organism does what it 

does to stay alive for a time and then it declines according to an internal clock. You’re here for a 

good time, not a long time and if you think of it that way, even a bad time is a good time because 

it’s living that’s the thing - not that you should be afraid of not living – to be afraid of not living 

is the equivalent of being afraid not to eat waffles. Not eating a waffle is nothing to be afraid of. 

Eating or not eating waffles is great. Remember, you’re all of it - everything.  

You can take care of yourself but most of what happens inside your skin isn’t something 

you consciously control. Your heart beats as it will. You you, if you will. And yet, where do you 
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end? If you do not end at your skin, you are everything, and if everything is everything 

everythinging, who’s in control? Is anyone in control? What is this living energy? Some would 

say it is God and some would say it’s just automatic. Whether its Father or Mother or Another, 

the universe does what it does. That’s it. There is nothing in control and yet, there is an 

interrelatedness to all things. A dandelion seed has fine hair like features that allow it to ride on 

the wind. It is transported by the air to be reborn. The wind is, in a manner of speaking, a part of 

itself. An antelope has legs to transport its body from meadow to meadow. The antelope leaves 

droppings of digested grass and seeds to grow further grass and flowers over hill and dale. The 

antelope is to the Earth as micro-organisms in your body are to you. Friendly micro-organisms 

perform functions that help your body to live and you in turn help the micro-organisms to live. 

The antelope is a form of brilliance and the grass and flowers that it eats are also a brilliance. The 

butterflies fluttering, the bees buzzing, the clouds floating, the rain falling, the sun shining – it is 

all a brilliance. This is heaven in the sun and under the stars. It’s all one. Some might even say it 

is divine; some might say that wherever you are on this glorious planet is a beauteous vision of a 

beauteous vision. Happiness is your natural state when thinking doesn’t obfuscate what’s there. 

And now, with this idea entertained for a time, you might argue that the world is not so 

beauteous. There is ugliness, but out of ugliness comes beauty. A lot of ugliness is born out of 

pure ignorance. The world rolls along regardless. Out of excrement and compost comes new 

growth but that conception sees a connection as if one thing becomes another but each is unique 

unto itself. There is a log. There is a fire. There is ash. The log does not become the ash. You 

could see all of what goes on in the world as overwhelming. You could see all that happens 

within your body as made up of compartmentalized involuntary actions and you are only in 

charge of your voluntary actions that take care of the body. You don’t consciously do any of the 
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things that it takes for your body to live. Your body does its work so that you are free to think 

and to provide. It’s like you are the caretaker of a building and your body is the building you take 

care of. The self behind the eyes, that is, the feeling of life itself inside you - a living breathing 

individual human being - is identical to the feeling experienced by all the other living organisms. 

We are all, in effect, an organism seeing aspects of itself. We are Godheads. To be mystified is to 

experience an awareness of our ordinary mind.  

We play a game whereby we think we know who we are and where we are as individuals 

in a vast and unintelligent universe occupied primarily by space, but, in actuality, we are aspects 

of the universe seeing itself. The person who realizes that there is nothing to realize will 

experience wholeness in an eternal present. Such a person can live without worry. This 

realization is the ultimate freedom. Such a person just is. Such a person understands it all without 

trying.  

Those people who are most far out are those people who feel themselves to be out there 

on their own like actors in a movie inside their brain, like players in a game with winners and 

losers, aliens in an alien world occupied by unspiritual or confused people who are out to get one 

up on them. The most far out people are the subjective scientists, the so called realists, the 

atheists, the left-brain machine men, the hypocrites, the religious fundamentalists and the 

religiously radicalized people who do not realize what they are behind the eyes. If you 

experience mystical ecological awareness, do not judge far out people harshly. Understand that 

they do not know what they do. 
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And I have felt 

A presence that disturbs me with the joy  

Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 

Of something far more deeply interfused, 

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, 

And the round ocean and the living air, 

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man; 

A motion and a spirit, that impels 

All thinking things, all objects of all thought, 

And rolls through all things.  

~ William Wordsworth, “Tintern Abbey” 

 

 

Dizzy Ravine! And when I gaze on thee 

I seem as in a trance sublime and strange 

To muse on my own separate phantasy, 

My own, my human mind, which passively 

Now renders and receives fast influencing, 

Holding an unremitting interchange 

With the clear universe of things around… 

~ Percy Bysshe Shelley, “Mont Blanc” 

 

 

Sharply the meaning wind sweeps over 

The bending poplars, newly bare, 

And the dark ribbons of the chimneys 

Veer downward; flicked by whips of air… 

 

The lord of all, the money-god, 

Who rules us blood and hand and brain, 

Who gives the roof and stops the wind, 

And, giving, takes away again;… 

  ~ George Orwell, Keep the Apidistra Flying 

 

 

And when the broken hearted people, 

Living in the world agree, 

There will be an answer, let it be. 

~ Paul McCartney, “Let it Be” 

  

 

It’s only words, and words are all I have 

To take your heart away. 

  ~ The Bee Gees, “Words” 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF PURPOSELESSNESS? 

 

“If you pick up a pebble on the beach and look at it, it is beautiful, but do not try to get a 

sermon out of it. Sermons-in-stones and God-in-everything be damned - just enjoy it! Do 

not feel that you got to salve your conscience by saying that this is for the advancement of 

your aesthetic understanding. Enjoy the pebble. If you do that, you become healthy…. 

…haven't you gone on a walk with no particular purpose in mind? You carry a stick with 

you and you occasionally hit old stumps, and wander along and sometimes twiddle your 

thumbs. It is at that moment that you become a perfectly rational human being; you have 

learned purposelessness. All music is purposeless. When you dance, do you aim to arrive 

at a particular place on the floor? Is that the idea of dancing? No, the aim of dancing is 

to dance. 

 ~ Allan Watts, “Who Guards the Guards?” The Tao of Philosophy,  p. 32-33 
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 Now, the question, “What should I do?” might come to you. Someone could tell you to 

relax, but of course that doesn’t work. You can’t relax when someone tells you to relax. You 

can’t tell yourself to relax and have it happen. Relaxation can’t be forced. It just happens. You’re 

relaxed when you’re relaxed. When you are undisturbed and serene, you are undisturbed and 

serene. You can’t strive to be undisturbed and serene. You can’t shout, “Serenity Now!” and 

have it happen, but you can set the stage or cultivate relaxation by doing some things like sitting 

quietly somewhere, observe what’s going on around and inside yourself and perhaps take a few 

deep breaths, look at the sky, listen to music, burn candles, smell and touch flowers, get a 

massage... There’s no guarantee that you’ll relax as a result of this stage setting. When you are 

relaxed, you become relaxation. You become the verb: Relaxation. There is no separation 

between you as the thinker and the action of relaxation. Relaxation happens when you are 

relaxed. That’s it. It isn’t complicated. You – as a personality with thoughts – don’t need to do 

anything but let relaxation move into your body like you would if you jumped into a pool or 

eased yourself into a warm bath. Relaxation is a state of being that you feel when you’re not 

trying. But then, why relax? To lots of people relaxation is boredom. They don’t want to feel 

undisturbed and serene. They want thrills and excitement. That’s why some people can’t just sit 

and not do anything. To not do is associated with over-thinking or under-thinking, but it’s 

neither. It has nothing to do with thinking. In the same way that relaxation is felt when one is 

relaxed, ecstasy happens when one is ecstatic. Ecstasy is always there, but you get involved in 

over-thinking things so much so that you miss the show. The universe is ecstatic. The Earth is 

ecstatic. It’s exuberant. It’s abundance. There are more stars and galaxies than is necessary. 

Plants and creatures of all sorts produce more seeds than is necessary. Nature isn’t usually about 

scrimping and saving, but people are. They think that there isn’t much time. People live in a 
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sense of limitation. They want to feel a religious experience of total peace and serenity so badly 

they put the pressure on, but purpose is not found in the future. To feel an oceanic feeling of 

oneness with the universe – total peace, happiness, contentment… - it’s like a baby in the womb. 

A baby in the womb won’t know the difference between what’s inside its skin and what’s outside 

its skin. It has no words. Such a womb feeling could be called Cosmic Consciousness. It can be 

felt by an adult. It’s a good feeling, but it cannot be explained or made to happen in the future. 

Feeling the ecstasy of nature’s exuberance is similar to feeling relaxed. To feel these things is to 

let whatever happens happen without doing anything because you can’t do anything to make 

these things happen. Be the moment you’re in. It’s a religion of non-religion. You can’t do 

anything to make yourself feel Cosmic Consciousness so you may as well give up trying and 

make the most of living. Tell yourself that you are one with the universe and you are. It’s simple. 

Tell yourself that there is no separation and there isn’t. You can set the stage for ecstasy, Cosmic 

Consciousness and relaxation, but that’s it. The show will do the rest.  

Imagine a huge bomb is falling. You can hear the bomb and you know what it means. In 

an instant you’re life will be over and you accept that you’re done. You feel panic but there’s 

nothing you can do. That’s all she wrote for you. If you can imagine this feeling of acceptance 

and a bomb falling, a funny thing happens. All of a sudden, with the impending explosion and 

your upcoming death in the blink of an eye, you realize that there’s nothing you can do about life 

and nothing you can not do about life. That’s the great mystery. You realize how incredibly 

beautiful the world is – as it it. It isn’t serious. It’s a glorious living experience. Everything is 

exactly as it should be. What a show! It couldn’t be better. It’s perfect in every detail. Living is 

like giving birth - it’s pain and ecstasy in equal measure coming as one from the other. Bitter-

sweet is the best way to describe it. Giving birth to a baby preordains a future death. With the 
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realization of death and that there’s nothing you can do about it, you may strangely feel a 

profound peace in the letting go of letting go. Once you feel the panic and you realize that there’s 

nothing you can do - you realize that you don’t have an ego. Your ego isn’t an organ that exists - 

it’s a fiction. You realize in an instant that death isn’t a terrible thing (it’s quite natural) – like 

falling off a log. You understand the mystery of life. The purpose of life is not a future event. 

Life is a cycle. Life is enjoyable. With impending death and total acceptance, you become 

suddenly aware of how you’ve been so unaware of the world. You’ve been self-absorbed in 

yourself. You’ve been working so hard at controlling yourself and the world and your body and 

your mind that you didn’t realize that everything is as it should be (except for maybe the bomb 

that’s about to go off). People who live in war-torn countries have reported that if an expected 

bomb doesn’t go off, first they feel surprise, a feeling of being let down and then relief. A new 

appreciation for the world is experienced. 

 In this, the final chapter of our odyssey into (deep-breath-in) the-mystical-

extraordinariness-of-everyday-being-withness-in the moment-of-ecological-awareness-as-non-

separation-from-the-world-in-the-unknowing-undifferentiated-present-perfection-of-the-world-

and-delight-in-being-and-playing and (breathe in again)… you (slow release). You as you are 

aware of your body without memories, propensities or analysis. You without wants. You as a 

body content to be the world looking at itself – an aperture, as it were. You as you are in a world 

that is - friend to all: living and breathing from all vantage points spontaneously, involuntarily 

and voluntarily hearing, seeing, and feeling. This is it. You are it. It’s good. Like in the 

playground game of Tag, where you try to touch another to be it - not it with a capital I as an 

identifier of an aggrandized personal Identity, not in terms of controlling or opining, but in terms 

without terms, without judgment, with love for all - you as in the consciousness emanating from 
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the nothingness behind your eyes in a body that doesn’t end with its skin in a universal field of 

time and space; you as the one who stops in your tracks without a reason as to the why or 

wherefore, to gaze in amazement at a bird – an unassuming Waxwing with silky plumage and 

red tips on its wings that is but two arm-lengths away, framed by a web of leafless winter tree 

branches frosted by winter diamonds sparkling. This is heaven. And you listen. You relate to the 

world through sound. You are an ear of the Earth hearing itself. You hear pure sound coming out 

of silence. Later as you ponder the ground as you walk on, when the bird is gone, you realize that 

everything in this universe flows from the present backwards to the past which vanishes - from 

nothing to nothing - but in the now, as you stand motionless, thrilling to the trilling 

monosyllables from the Waxwing (which you see as yourself) – your normal mental commentary 

momentarily stops. You are unaware of being aware. In a present flash-stopped you do not hear 

yourself listening. There is only hearing. This moment means nothing. There is no message 

coming from the bird or from the sounds out of silence that you hear and yet, it is a perfect 

sermon without words. There is only this, the suchness as it is. And when the Waxwing flips into 

the sky, so too are you flipped. You continue on your way with a stillness in your body. You are 

a walking circle of vision. Tranquil and content. Serene. Sublime - a profound happiness is your 

nature. At this moment you could lie down on the leaves and die as you stare up at heavenly 

castles in the sky. In silence you have come to know that you know nothing. This is not 

something that can be shared in a conversation at a dinner party. This will be held secret in your 

heart. There is a sacredness to the timeless moment shared with the Waxwing, the sky, the Earth 

and the trees. The realization of the beauty of the bird strikes you dumb – in a good way. You are 

one with what is seen and heard. You realize that the act of trying to explain the world is as the 

babble of water over rocks in a stream. There is no effort required. Your mind stops in its tracks 
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to experience time as it is: a hallucination. You experience survival as a whim. You don’t think 

before you think. There is nothing to grasp. Simply listen. 

Go play. 

At this, the closing juncture before saying good bye forever, we return to questions that 

might perplex and pester the practical person, such as: Does any of this matter? Why should I 

care? Shouldn’t I be doing something more constructive? How does this help me to be a better 

person? How does this help me to improve the world? 

 Answers, in order of appearance are: No; No reason; Not really; It doesn’t; and, It won’t.  

 Question a) “Does any of this matter?” and b) “Why should I care?” and c) “Shouldn’t I 

be doing something more constructive?” and the other two about making yourself and the world 

somehow better (as if that were possible!) are moot points. Better than what? Better is a relative 

term of merit. This is not a meritocracy. Better than another person? Better for what reason? 

Better than you were before? Better than you think you are or should be? What’s wrong with 

you? Who says there’s something wrong with you? Who are you? Are you not you? Imagine that 

you are a squirrel. Do squirrels look at one another and minimize or inflate their achievements or 

appearances? Are there better squirrels than others? Are there self-important squirrels? Do 

squirrels get depressed about the shape of their nests or bodies? How can you make yourself 

better when you’re the one doing the bettering? Betterness is like bitterness - it’s a matter of 

opinion. In ecological awareness we release opinions of better, less-better, worse and less-worse 

in favour of experience as it is, in the body of the world as an aspect of the world. We release 

mental constructs in favour of reality. As soon as we try to explain reality, it is gone. With 

explanation comes complication, but it isn’t complicated. It’s simple. A leaf grows on a tree. It’s 

as simple as that, but when it is explained, not even an entire series of books on the subject of 
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leaves on trees could explain it. What is is what is. The world is perfect the way it is without 

explanation and even if it wasn’t (which it isn’t), it couldn’t be any different.  

 People do not realize what they do. We live in our heads and not in the world. The world 

abides by the law – the law of Nature. This isn’t a choice. You are the way you are as an element 

of this world. The trouble (if trouble there is) is that people think of themselves and of their lives 

in literary terms. Each person thinks of himself as a character in a novel with rich characters, 

themes and schemes. We think of our lives in terms of stories. It’s as if we live in a world where 

everything is a story with such-and-such characters (our own and others) that we judge by 

thoughts, appearances, motivations, actions and such-and-such events leading one to another, but 

that is a habit of thought – it’s the stories we tell ourselves. An elephant killed for ivory, is an 

elephant dead. It isn’t a story. It’s reality. We need not be who we think we are and nor need 

others be labeled as our opinions dictate. It’s our doing that’s the thing. We strive to get ahead 

and in so doing live in a time where we aren’t. If we were to torture or kill another person (or 

elephant) - even if we think it’s the right thing to do - the person torturing and the person being 

tortured and killed is the same consciousness. It may be entertaining to live as a character in a 

story and it can give a person a feeling of purpose, but it isn’t reality in the true sense of the 

word. Reality is not a story. Reality isn’t a purpose towards anything other than itself. Reality 

could be considered purposeless. Reality isn’t the past and reality isn’t the future. Reality isn’t a 

battle between right and wrong. Reality is reality. Just as torture is torture. There is no good 

torture so why bother? Why rage? Why hate? Love the moment you’re in. That’s it. The universe 

is. Do not concern yourself with thoughts of spirits and spooks. These are but thoughts. There is 

much that can’t be seen. You may as well focus on what is. The world is. It’s an amazing 

universe and every minute you’re in it and of it is a perfect minute even when it’s an unhappy 
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minute. Without a feeling of purpose, people complain of a grayness to the experience of living, 

and yet, there is a purpose to purposelessness. A flower has no purpose. Your purpose is to be 

purposeless. We live unaware that the way things are, is the way things are, and, the way things 

are is the way things will be and have always been. The present doesn’t come out of the past. Not 

to say that things haven’t changed. They have. They do. Things change constantly. Things are 

always changing even if and when we don’t want them to. Things are not even things. It’s all an 

energy process of being. Nature is a being. You are nature being. You are in a perpetual state of 

decline, forever falling apart at the seams. As you are living, so you are dying. When you can - 

while you can, do things that normal people don’t do like look at flowers and the sky. Have fun 

when you can. Your body is as a pane of glass through which you can experience living and 

dying, not as a writer describing and plotting, but as a poet who recognizes the mystic quality of 

words well said. Feeling is the thing. Recollect the pleasure of meaningless events in your 

childhood. Experience your body as the external world of the environment that is forever 

changing. The nature of reality is to be in the midst of perpetual change, but, it’s like they say, 

“The more things change, the more things change.” Everything is in flux – always and forever; 

always changing and yet, some things never change - like change itself. Change doesn’t change. 

Change appears to have a purpose, but it doesn’t. There are no ulterior motives to what is. 

Accept advice and expect nothing. Listen. Even if you lose everything you still have something. 

A bomb can go off at any time.  

Humans make changes to their environment - shaping it as they will, damming and 

bulldozing hither and yon, widening highways to accommodate more cars, renovating houses 

and knocking out walls to accommodate more bathrooms, attacking and being attached is a way 

of life for some people - but in so doing, unanticipated consequences result. People busy 
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themselves rearranging chairs on a Titanic of false knowingness. They try to carry too much and 

drop their toys then cry over what breaks. They look in the mirror and don’t like what they see. 

They feel old and ugly. They know the only right way to live. They have all the answers and take 

the game of life so seriously that they will kill those who break their rules or get in their way. 

They eat or drink too much and blame themselves or others for their unhappiness and irritability. 

They hate themselves and blame others in their mental chatter box. The trick, of course, to 

sidestepping this mental course of events which can be detrimental on an individual and global 

scale, is to observe thoughts in an amused somewhat detached manner, as if you were watching a 

barge decorated with colourful lights floating languidly along a river. This is the barge of 

egotistical thoughts. These thoughts have nothing to do with you. Let them drift along unheeded. 

Thoughts need not cause suffering. They are not real. In the end we don’t know anything for 

sure. Life is surprise. It’s an internal show linked to an external world causing a cycle. As we 

think, so we become. If we succeed, we think it’s our doing and if we fail, despite our best 

efforts, we blame ourselves or anyone who’s available. We do not recognize the element of 

chance which staggers along, meandering like the path of a drunk. We seldom recognize that 

when stuff happens, it’s just one of those things that can’t be explained. There are so many 

connections we can’t explain. Call it chance or fate. Attribute a course of events to a higher 

power or a system on automatic pilot interconnected by chains of change. It doesn’t matter. Call 

it what you will. Reality is. One change begets another change. It’s all an interconnection – a net; 

an energetic fibrous web of energy, a pattern, a tapestry. Change changes other changes which in 

turn change other changes. Flip change and there will always be some heads and some tails. 

That’s the way it is. Change is like water. It flows.  
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 Change rolls a stone along the bottom of a river making it smooth and round. A person 

can be likened to that stone rolling at the bottom of a river. The stone must roll. It can’t resist. It 

has no choice in the matter, but a person feels different. A person feels a sense of control. Based 

on mental constructs a person feels separate from the environment and the force of the current of 

change. Unlike the stone which rolls freely along as one with its environment - moved by the 

current of events - a person is afraid to let go. A person is afraid of the bottom. It is too dark 

down there. A person lives on surfaces. A person craves the light and shuns the shadow. A 

person struggles to the surface with thoughts and grabs branches on the banks to cling before 

being carried along to the falls. A person is afraid: afraid to have edges smoothed over, afraid of 

the dark, afraid of nothingness, afraid of nature, afraid of emptiness. Unlike the stone that rolls 

naturally, people think they have a choice in the matter. Thinking is the thing. Thinking separates 

and knowing is impossible unless it’s a special kind of unknowing – dark knowing, the knowing 

of reality as it is manifested in the present. Change flows like a river of time. A person with plans 

can swim against the current of change or cling to the side for a time as strength holds out, but 

eventually the river of time takes everyone over those falls. Change feels like it happens to us, 

but if we are with change (without trying, without not trying to let go of letting go, without 

resistance, without clinging and needing, just breathing and appreciating, enjoying the show of 

the flow, flipping from the know show to the unknow show): it (change) doesn’t happen to you, 

you happen to it. Life is a happening. “Ting!” There. You are aware. You are a living meditation 

in reality rolling along like a stone getting rounded. Change becomes you. You are one and the 

same with change. It’s your doing. Change: as it appears in the world; as it appears in other 

people who die or change circumstances, interests, loves, likes and hates – free to do as they do 

with or without you; as it appears to yourself in the mirror each day; as it is revealed in the 
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emotions you have towards this, that or the other: happens. Change happens as it will. There is 

no control. It is your happening. Do as you will. Change is an all inclusive package deal, but it 

feels compartmentalized by the brain. The trick is to observe; to sense; to get the feel and to go 

with the flow of change effortlessly – to accept everything. You don’t need to do anything. You 

get in your own way when you try to feel spiritual. Let the current take you. You are in and of 

the world that does change so roll at the bottom unafraid of rounding your edges or float to the 

top and just go without expectations, forever surprised and accepting of life’s frustrations, 

tribulations and exaltations. Anything can happen. Take nothing for granted. It’s all your doing 

because you are the universe – no separation! You do not end at your skin. You can experience 

the tossing to and fro of the waves of change without fear, regret, sadness, or anger. It’s you. 

Feel what you will. When bored, be bored. When angry, feel angry without action. Think of 

other people as other versions of yourself. It’s you on another spectrum. You go together – one 

to another. You can feel emotions in awareness of what is and in so doing live perpetually happy 

and energized in the midst of loss, grief and fear. Don’t be afraid to feel it all. Living is beautiful, 

even when it isn’t. Happiness without effort is your nature. Watch that kettle boil and let time 

slow down to nothing. Patiently wait in a queue in a store while others are tortured by hurry; be 

the world observing the drama of itself. The chaos of everyday occurrence isn’t chaotic for the 

orangutan in you. Time is eternal and you are a pattern of burning energy from the sun. Time is 

an iguana. You are as any other animal: free to be and do what you do joyously alive and unique 

without harming another you; uniquely beautiful in your own way on one level (personal) and on 

another, not unique, but one with everyone and everything (spiritual). Let not your thoughts 

disturb you. They are not real. Thoughts are symbolic and superficial. Thoughts are as 

entertaining as comic impersonations. Have fun with thoughts. Thoughts are not reality. 
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Opinions are thoughts. Only the real is real. A stick can be long or short. That is all. Those who 

hurt and take from others hurt themselves. There are no others, only a self of one (a self isn’t 

complete without an other). Living is an art. 

 What is, is what it is. When falling out of the back of a truck, resist not the ground. Roll 

like a drunk with soft bones and muscles. Bend like a willow. There is nothing to fear. The 

ground means you know harm. It too is what it is. The you that was born has been gone a very 

long time. You have changed many, many times. The you that is reading this will be different by 

the time you read that. In awareness of what is, feel the peace of no future plans. People love 

who they were. That’s all they’ve known for sure. With love feel another’s experience of living 

and being (again: Do what you can, not what you can’t). Love hard. Let go and fall. Love like a 

leaf in autumn falling. Feel your heartbeat. It is - as the song says - the love beat. It’s what you 

are. All is eternal. There is no difference between internal and external. As you see, so you are. 

Dying is seasonal. Why resist? It’s a choice to react to experience as you will. Don’t react or 

choose as an ego (illusion) would choose. Be as egoless as a pigeon. When a pigeon, be a pigeon. 

That is all. Slow down and don’t be afraid to stare. Take only your share. That’s all you need. 

Fly and be. A bird needs the sky to fly. You need the ground to walk on. It goes without saying 

that you cannot remain the same from year to year so why fight it? Over the course of a lifetime 

you’ve been many people. Your body and mind is forever changing. You may as well let the 

current of life take you along without worry and go over the falls when the time comes. Freely 

and sincerely participate in the games people play. Nobody likes someone who doesn’t try. It’s 

your song. Understand human motivation and limitation. Everyone is a godhead, but don’t put 

that on a t-shirt - most people wouldn’t get it. They’d get egotistical. 
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 On one level participate in the game of living freely and enthusiastically - abide by the 

laws of nature which is authoritarian and totalitarian– and, on another level, know - really know - 

that there is a human game of living and thinking that people take too seriously. Some people 

don’t know who they are. They feel alone and separate so cut them some slack when they attack. 

Let small talk pass as significant. Forgive insults and harsh judgments without ego concerns. Be 

not a symbol of who you think you are. Let your body and actions flow like beautifully sacred 

music that floats into the air without purpose. Some people know not what they do. Life is a 

poem. It’s a story we tell ourselves and each other. It’s a movie in the mind. Enjoy the show. Do 

what you want and want what you do. Get into it, but be able to step out of your thinking to be in 

reality. Thinking can obscure what is. The alternative to not being in reality is a futility leading 

to frustration. We cannot wish the world to be other than it is. Although it may feel as if you are 

the only person awake in a city of sleep-walkers, the truth is otherwise. The others who you think 

are sleep-walking through life, think the same of you.  

What we take to be solids are more fluid than we realize. The earth beneath our feet 

moves. Water rises and lowers. Mountains get taller or flatter and valleys get deeper or 

shallower. These things may not occur in your lifetime, but they happen over long periods of 

time when you are another you (which is all one you with billions of faces). Each one of us, as an 

individualized organism - here and gone - is but a blip in cosmic time, but you can feel a cosmic 

consciousness when you feel the environment as yourself like you did without thought in the 

womb. People live in a solitude experienced by everyone. Without identifying with your 

thoughts, live aware of the manifestation of a singular godhead in all things. See holistically to 

be free and wise. Silent the chatter from time to time and know that you know you don’t know a 

thing.  
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 Imagine three fields one beside another. There’s a field of sunflowers. Beside the 

sunflowers is a field of clocks and beside the clocks is a field of people. Each sunflower appears 

separate from another. Each clock appears separate from another and each person appears 

separate from another. Each sunflower bloom is connected to its stem. Each person’s head is 

connected to its neck. Each sunflower stem is connected to each leaf on down to the ground just 

as each person’s neck is connected to shoulders, chest, torso, pelvis, legs, feet and ground. A 

person’s neck would not be without a head above and a body below just as a sunflower bloom 

would not live without the rest of its plant body sustaining it. Flowers in a bouquet are 

decapitated plants. As for the clocks, as with all such machines, each part connects with another. 

Each clock was put together and made in a way that sunflowers and people are not. Sunflowers 

and people are grown from the Earth. Clocks are symbols of something other than what they are. 

Clocks are like thoughts. Sunflowers and people are not machines. Under the surface of the 

ground the roots of the sunflower are gathering nutrients from the soil and there are earthworms 

down there making leavings to feed the plant and a person can feed the plant with its leavings 

too. A person stands on the ground inhaling the oxygen sunflowers produce and exhaling carbon 

dioxide sunflowers take into their leaves. People can eat sunflower seeds and sunflowers can 

flourish with the assistance of human care. Living is part of a cycle of giving and taking. A 

sunflower would not exist without the rest of the plant. Sunflowers would not be where they are 

without having been planted in a field that can nurture them. The sunflowers are, in effect, the 

field they are in just as the people are the field they’re in too. Sunflowers could not live without 

soil, without the earthworms, without the rain, without the sunshine, without the air. A person 

would not exist without a body and bodies would not exist without a field to nurture them in. 

People are the field just as sunflowers are the field. We see separations where there are none. 
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People depend on rain, sunshine, soil, air - all of which comes from the same environment the 

sunflowers rely on. It’s all a connection except we as people use language to describe parts. We 

think of the world in mechanical terms. It’s a mental convention that we take things apart. We 

think of things in terms of parts when really the parts would not be without a whole. We think in 

terms of a Maker Making, and yet, as is revealed by the field of sunflowers and people, there is 

no visible Maker Making from the outside in. There is only growing from the inside out. There is 

only the field. Both the people in their field and the sunflowers in their field appear separate from 

one another, but they are of the field they’re in. The fields are not compartmentalized from the 

space they’re in. The fields are connected to a whole in the same way as the bloom is connected 

to the stem or a head is connected to its neck. It’s all a whole unto a whole unto a whole. The 

field is subsumed within a larger field of the planet and the planet is itself subsumed within a 

field of planets in a field of stars like California grapes in a field of galaxies in a field that is the 

universe. There is a grand connection to all things in this universe. To appreciate the field of the 

universe symbolically in language is to exclaim, “Oh God!” This expression (regardless of belief 

or disbelief in a higher, lower or no power) is often proclaimed in joy, in crisis, in pain, in anger, 

in ecstasy, in annoyance, in pleasure and in everything in-between. Like any exclamation it is a 

living emotion expressed in the present. It need not have historical baggage. It need not be 

considered a proper name for a disembodied person with unlimited power. God is no more 

George Burns than it is a capitalized He or It. God could be just a word for something 

inexplicable that people feel that is subject to interpretation. God could be a personification of 

the energies of the universe just as field of sunflowers is the universe universing and a field of 

people is the universe universing. Separation is what the human brain does. It analyzes. It 

criticizes, but we can enjoy another for the person he or she is. If someone behaves nasty, he or 
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she can’t really help it. We each get confused by an internal chatterbox telling us what to do or 

not do. We each believe this internal dialogue is our self. The chatterbox tells us to do what we 

do and more often than not, we do it. Each of us can sympathize with that. We know how it feels. 

We all need someone to take care of us. We live through each other. We divide and conquer the 

world we think of as against us, but it’s not necessary because the world is an interdependence. 

Just as a neck exists and depends on a head, people depend on a world to sustain them and a 

world depends on a universe to sustain it. People are part and parcel with all things in the 

universe. It’s all a goes-with non-thing and a non-analytical-thinking kind of thing. All things are 

not things. We each take up space in the same way as a planet does. We are realized through this 

space like grass in a field. It’s all one field into infinite space that is infinitely large and infinitely 

small.  

 Now, to the clocks: picture that field of old fashioned clocks with round faces and 

numbers around the perimeter and hands clicking along, one fast, one slow, and one slower still.  

This is a field of time. Each clock manufactured by human hands as fashioned by machines that 

make machines. The trouble is - if trouble it may be called - is that clocks are as the tails that 

wag the dogs. People make machines that wind up controlling the people themselves. People 

make clocks to measure time and compartmentalize existence for convenience and structure. 

This is what humans do. People have trains and planes to catch. We ride on rails and fly the 

skies. We make appointments and adhere to schedules. We look like cars with headlight eyes as 

we travel roads with our minds elsewhere. Sadly, many people live and think like machines. The 

hands on the clocks go around and around, synchronized with the movement of the Earth that 

spins like a top around the sun, and yet, just as each second is part of a minute, each minute a 

part of an hour, each hour a part of a day and so on up to years and decades and millennia, all 
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time is an incremental present as measured symbolically. Round and round she goes, where she 

stops, nobody knows. Chance is considered to favour the bold. The die is cast when we do or die. 

Clocks are like inedible manufactured sunflowers. Clocks are a human convention. Every second 

is a second traced by a second-hand, but in reality, time is flowing not dividing. The sunflowers 

care not for minutes or hours, but for seasons and harvests, and, as for the field of people who 

may or may not be obsessed with their clock-like existences, the only time there is, is the time 

they’re in. All living is done in an endless moment. We think of ourselves in linear terms of what 

we’ve been. We are to ourselves who we were. Take away the divisions between things and there 

is a breathtaking unity, call it Cosmic, Jim Bob or Hannah. Call it nothing at all. Inhale deeply. It 

smells of burnt almonds. 

Imagine if the monotonous ticking of our lives as measured by manufactured time in a 

field of clocks suddenly stopped. What silence there would be. A field of people who were 

hypnotized by the sound of clocks ticking like a metronome to their busy thinking would turn 

their collective heads one to another suddenly aware of silence. The people would look in 

wonder at where the sound once was. They would look at the still clocks as if time itself stood 

still and the people would look at the sunflowers and see themselves reflected there each to 

another. The people would look up at the sky and see colours in the air – warm pinks and 

yellows and oranges, and cool purples and blues. They would feel the textures of heavenly 

clouds with their eyes. They would smell the earth and feel its warmth and coolness. They would 

inhale the sky and breathe the green of the sunflowers lovingly turned towards the sun shining 

down upon them. The separateness would disappear and each person as a living organism - as a 

body - would feel the other not as an other, but as the whole field - all one extending out to the 

sun. In beauty and nature the field of people could live free and love their nature as nature. In 
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slowness and sensual presence time is nonexistent. Imagine being free from mental baggage, 

able to remember what was, but able to keep it in perspective. Each and every moment is filled 

with infinite treasures. Each one of us is a character as fascinating as any novelist’s creation and 

yet, we need not limit ourselves to the roles we play for appearance’s sake. Each moment is an 

entrance into the next. It’s a lovely abyss of presence. Nothing comes into and out of this 

moment we’re in. It’s an eternal delight where nothing begins or ends like a chain connecting 

one to another. Such an image is an artificial construct. A field of clocks ticking and talking to 

the people who hear them might be interesting up to a point, but it’s an unnecessary, arbitrary 

and symbolic restriction. Awareness of time puts the pressure on. Clocks serve no purpose when 

time is recognized as an abstract construct slicing and dicing ever present happenings for the 

purposes of convenience, schedules and timetables. Real living is purposeless. Reality has no 

artificial divisions or preservatives. Absolute tranquility is in this present moment as you are 

with total acceptance of what is. There is no limit to this moment we’re in together as one. Time 

is a field of interconnections interconnecting in a universal field. Everything is changing all the 

time, but we might not notice this perpetual state of affairs because, like the clocks and the 

calendars we create and adhere to, our brains compartmentalize, divide and seek out patterns and 

shapes. We see in fragments not in wholes where wisdom is. 

Cells in our bodies live and die without awareness and then when the time comes we too 

die as we should. With death there is birth and with birth there is death. Organisms are born and 

organisms die to be born and die again and again, not as singularities but as an all within an all. 

Birth and death go together like up and down. You can’t have one without the other. Up goes 

with down. Always up isn’t up any more. To live fully as an organism is to experience both life 

and death together all the time. It is to live the up and down without resistance or expectation of 
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what we think we want. Only a story we tell ourselves needs an ending. You and everyone else is 

a single story in multiple forms. The Earth goes around and around like a dizzy little spaceship, 

but we don’t feel it. And yet, some things don’t feel like they change. The way human beings 

perceive the world of today with their eyeballs fashionably behind ultraviolet safe sunglasses has 

not changed for thousands of years: same eyeballs, new sunglasses. We see the world filtered by 

our senses, personalities and perceptions. We see the world filtered through cultures, desires, 

lusts, religions, faiths, hopes, beliefs, statuses, economic situations, families, sexualities, genders, 

physicality, moods, thinking processes, cognitive abilities… There are all manner of filters 

through which people perceive the world.  

As we are increasingly industrialized, mechanized and computerized, we are increasingly 

removed from the natural world of plants and animals, and, even though we are able to 

communicate with more and more people by means of technology, more and more people are 

more and more detached from themselves and each other. We live in virtual worlds. The tails of 

machines wag the dog which is us. We think of ourselves as single cells not as the larger 

organism of the universe. Only the invisible heart strings of love hold some people together. 

People are always checking out, seeking another to fulfill something missing in themselves. A lot 

of people feel sad, disappointed, sick and alone. They believe that love has let them down. They 

judge the world for not being the way they want it to be. Most people don’t get what’s going on. 

Sadness goes with happiness. There is a tragic beauty in sadness just as there is a tragic beauty in 

gladness. Awareness of how all things change is to feel the eternal delight of experiencing each 

moment we’re in. People sometimes think that life should be one way when it’s another. We 

become anonymous to ourselves and the billions of others. We feel separate and alone. We feel 

frustrations and hardships. What are we to do?  
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What can we do?  

 In answer to this question, people do – they just do. They fill their time with doing. 

People do what they do. People know what they know. They have trouble unknowing. They 

don’t realize that there is a special kind of knowing that is itself a kind of unknowing. In a 

mysticism of unknowing, by silencing a busy mind and by being open and at the disposal of 

whatever happens as it happens without expectation, mystified ecological awareness is 

perpetually felt. Living means dying and dying means living and meaning means nothing. 

Meaning is the eternal moment you’re in. 

In such a peopled world everything we do could be construed as a waste of time. But 

then, the bigger question is: If we go on so as to keep going on, what’s the point of that? What’s 

it all about? If survival and getting ahead is the be-all and end-all in the game of living, it gives a 

person a hunger for time - a kind of neediness for experience – a yearning for yearning. Yearning 

for what - exactly what - isn’t completely clear. Outward we look without knowing it’s all here 

right now. What do you want? Do you yearn to live? Do you yearn for meaning? What is the 

meaning of a fly? Is it not enough to live and to die? Can you stop talking to yourself for a 

minute and be with reality in a silence that is without complexity? Can you too be away in a 

manger and no crying you make when the cows do their mooing?  

Keep it simple and so it is. See complexity and it is as such. Be bothered and you are. 

Can you get quiet for a time that lingers on? There is no problem when you get with it. Can you 

be the is that is? People yearn for significance, but the significance that is yearned for is 

shrouded in hang-ups and self-conscious doubts, like, “Am I good enough? Am I worthy 

enough? Surely not!” and “Do I (don’t I) deserve this?” and thoughts like, “I’m better than her 

(or him, it or that),” or, “I know the truth – you don’t.” People think they know, but they don’t. 
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Nobody knows. We each think we are alone. Many find solace in groups and many go it alone. 

We long to connect sometimes without even knowing it. We live and die as individualized slices 

of pie devoured by time, but nothing is gone even when it is. 

 It is so easy to cast dispersions and judgments upon people as if each one of us isn’t to be 

included as such and yet, at the very least, it could be said that people, in general, struggle. 

People suffer. People try to live a good life or a bad life depending upon their point of view and 

whether it’s based on love or hate (two sides of the same coin). People try to get ahead, but why 

must we strive to get ahead? Don’t we already have one - each? Why do we do what we do in the 

sprawling complex cities that we continue to build ever wider and higher? Is food, water, love 

and beauty not enough for us? Must we have thrills? Must we feel rage and despair? Is there not 

enough delight in the moment? Imagine the slums of the world. Could you find happiness there? 

Why must some people be made to live difficult lives? Do we keep ourselves busy to survive just 

to survive? Do we survive to stave off thoughts of an inevitable that we push away as unnatural? 

Perhaps that explains the preponderance of bucket lists that people in the Western world write 

for themselves. In the grasping to live life to its fullest and out of a fear of death, people with the 

wherewithal identify goals, achievements and deeds to be done before their window of time in 

which to do them is gone. The implication is that we each know that each one of us shall die, but 

we don’t like to dwell on this. Death is relatively dismissed and pushed away by most people in 

mainstream societies. To dwell on death is considered gloomy behaviour or an occasion to dress 

up for some scary fun and candy. We can’t bear to lose those we love including ourselves. 

Thoughts of death are considered by a lot of people to be depressing and a wrongful death is a 

cause for anger. We push death away unless we serially kill for fun or work in the arms 

manufacturing business. Perhaps that too explains why the focus is upon grasping, achieving, 
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and experiencing. Are we ever content to just be or is contentment another word for dead? Is 

tranquility only for those with frontal lobotomies? It’s easy to see why. Look around. Unless 

you’re in a refugee camp, a patient in a hospital, infirmary or prison, people are busy. Even the 

homeless and unemployed are busy being homeless and unemployed. You can’t help but notice 

human activity all around, everywhere, all the time. People are busy internally and externally as 

cities grow exponentially like cancer cells run amuck. People get busy waging wars that come 

and go perpetually. People are always killing themselves and each other with swords, words and 

guns. They don’t know that whomever they hurt as an other is really a self. We’re all the same 

self behind the eyes. Consciousness is the same across the board. A sunflower seed is another. 

Question anyone on a busy street in a city anywhere in the world and ask: “How are 

you?” and the reply would invariably be, “Oh, you know. I’m busy like everybody else. I’m 

always busy. It’s one of those days (weeks, months, years, decades). Have you seen the price of 

oil? Stocks are (down or up as the case might be). There is so much injustice in the world.” It’s 

the mantra of life. “Busy, busy, busy…” Billions of people are human doings. People find 

meaning in doing when faith is gone. The expression, “If you’re not busy living, you’re busy 

dying,” takes on a strange significance when considered in light that both occur seemingly 

involuntarily. We live. We die. It is all at the will of chance or fate depending upon how you see 

it. We feel like life happens to us. We can only control so much. People think they may as well 

get busy. And yet, why are we so busy? Why are so many people in a hurry? What is the hurry to 

live? It’s a human race we live. Does living not occur with or without our hurry? We can travel 

faster and farther to places that are more and more the same. We want what we expect to receive. 

We try to control everything. What’s the point in that? Control is an ego illusion. There’s an 

industry built around watching one another and finding fault. Why do we need so many 
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individualized distractions? Are people busy for the sake of being busy? Is reading and writing 

this just another form of busy-work? Of course it is. If you think about it, people desperately 

want to live their lives to the fullest, but how is one to do that? We busy ourselves with thoughts 

of money, debt, work, food, drink, housing, hygiene, toys, kitties, doggies, video screens, 

watching, talking, drugging ourselves, overloading on information and communication, making 

lifestyle choices, singing, dancing, selecting furniture, selecting fashions, fetishes, obsessions, 

and compulsions… the list of distractions to being present in an eternal present is endless. Few 

of us enjoy a good listen for any length of time. Silence is annoying. Silence is boring. Silence is 

death. How many people just sit and watch skies, birds and trees? We have trouble not doing. 

We must escape ourselves. Waiting in a line is interminable torture and yet, if impatience is 

quieted, the hands of time literally feel like they slow down to nothing. A watched kettle takes 

forever to boil so why not watch kettles? Live longer by not doing. Let waiting torture your ego-

self until in exasperation it throws up its invisible hands and screams then vanishes as the illusion 

it is. You cannot be forced to do because there is no you to do.  

Death is nothing to fear. Death kills a past that doesn’t exist and a future that never was. 

Without an ego you are never slighted or worried. Without an ego you don’t need to be busy, but 

busy you can be. Without an ego you can truly love. You can be happily quiet and accepting. In 

silence real sounds can be heard. Time literally does stand still because it doesn’t move. It is our 

expectation of what is supposed to happen next that makes time feel fleeting. There seems to be 

always something else to do. There is always someone nattering to each one of us in our 

collective ears to do this, that, or the other. It’s like the scroll at the bottom of a TV screen that 

pops in and out interrupting our attention from what we are seeing on the screen. We can’t help 

but read words that are thrown into our heads. Seldom does anyone just sit and relax without 
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worry– except for maybe those people who are on vacation on a beach and even then, time spent 

busily relaxing feels all too fleeting. People feel a hurry to slow down. Does anyone do nothing 

happily? Does anyone of normal mind just look around and take it all in without thinking busy 

thoughts of this-and-that? Does anyone just let the snow fall to a slow heart-wrenching song of 

love without sound? Even derelicts look busy thinking about their derelictions. Maybe that’s why 

alcohol and drug induced oblivions are so appealing and yet, the expectation of something other 

than what is, is the biggest buzz-kill of all. To be drunk or stoned is the closest thing to peace and 

contentment billions of people ever get. It’s as if, to look at the average person who is doing 

something or other for an assuredly reasonable and logical reason, he or she is saying inside of 

their respective brain, “I’m living as hard as I can!” Ergo, bars and restaurants are full of people 

talking and talking. This is all well and good as long as it’s balanced with some quiet time. A 

time out is a good thing. Highways are filled with people in cars and trucks visible at night like 

red and white corpuscles flowing through intertwined veins and arteries of the city-body, going 

every which direction in a frightful hurry to get somewhere else – faster than fast. On such roads 

nature, as in “the wild” is designated, sectioned off, preserved. Animals are moored in small 

island parks. The environment is more or less detached from the business of humanity. People 

live in artificial bubbles of concrete, steel, flesh and plastic. Life is manicured and manufactured. 

Nature is something to be driven through, driven by, unobserved, pushed aside, ignored, 

destroyed or, nature is something appreciated, but only occasionally, on weekends, on a lazy 

afternoon, but even then, people in nature preserves and parks busy themselves with sports and 

activities in a hurried fashion of going and doing, cycling, hunting, driving, boating, and 

climbing and recording it all on electronic devices. Only the craziest nut-bars stop and hug trees 
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or love working in gardens with bees. Only crazy people feel the energy in being. Only crazy 

people appreciate soil. 

Quiet people are dumb. 

 There is just so much doing going on and much of that doing is done to appease the so-

called money-gods (as if there were such things). All bow to the debt-kings. Praise be to the 

financially free. Freedom is perceived by a chronological age-number and bank account attained. 

It’s a game we play on a global scale. It’s the game of reciprocity. You do this for that: tit-for-tat, 

labour, production, marketing, infrastructure, buy, sell, trade, invest… it’s a numbers game we 

play. The subject of finances is on the tip of many a person’s tongue. It’s a perennial discussion 

at any wine and cheese or beer and sausage party. It’s fun for some, a limited few - like the board 

game Monopoly - and murder for millions of others – the un-rich - who can never get started and 

struggle to survive, but the trouble in both cases – the successful and the unsuccessful in this the 

money numbers game we play - is that people take the game way too seriously. Money is 

nothing. Like any game, it is a game. It’s a human creation. It’s a human abstraction dependent 

upon thinking. People get too caught up in it. They forget that actual living reality is the thing. 

The game is secondary. Winning and/or losing doesn’t matter. Nevertheless, entire societies 

don’t get it. People hustle. They cheat. They lie. They gamble. They seek power. They feel sad to 

lose. They kill those unlike themselves. They think the game is real. They wish, pray, work hard 

and die for an imaginary carrot of happiness. They don’t see the game of money for what it is. 

They don’t realize that they should relax and do what they can in a world they don’t control. 

Work is a means to an end, but if work is play, that changes the feeling of participation. If 

working and housing and living together were felt to be equivalent with how children play 

“office” or “house,” the entire dynamic of adult reactions to work, money, marriage and change 
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itself would be altered. Adult minds could relax into it and have fun like an easy going fun-

loving unspoiled child would. The responsibilities inherent in living would be perceived as a far 

less serious affair. We’d be aware of the game in the same way that children are aware of a game 

they set up together with rules they make up. We’d play the game of life like a game of endless 

play as explained by a bossy child as thus, “You be the mother (OK). You be the step-father 

partner #3 (OK). You be the adopted baby from Africa (OK). I’ll be the dog and cat. (But I want 

to be the dog and cat!) Well you can’t! I am. You can be the dog and cat next time, OK? (OK) 

(Pointing) You work in an office and you drive home in your car and come home late and say, 

“What’s for dinner?” and You say, “There is no dinner. I just got home,” and then you say - pay 

attention! – You say, “I’m leaving you for Jim. I’ve fallen in love with him.” (OK) Got it? (Got 

it) Let’s play!” As in a child’s made up game of life as we live it, do you know your role? 

Yes/No? Action! Let’s play the game of parents and siblings, family, citizens, laws and 

governments, politics, economics and society! It’ll be fun – just like reality!  

 So many people sacrifice themselves for what is considered the almighty dollar, peso, 

Yuan, Euro, pound or whatever. People think of money as something real and, of course it is – as 

far as it goes, up to a point - but then again: it isn’t. The trouble is that people become numbers 

and dollar signs to each other and themselves. Money is an abstraction, an idea, a symbol. It isn’t 

really real. The sky is real. Money isn’t. To people who take abstractions like money and power 

to be real - who don’t see the game for what it is: a game - living becomes a chore, a matter of 

survival. Living is a grind. People stuff themselves into clothes and think of themselves as their 

roles and actions. Play is forced. They can’t laugh at themselves or their thoughts of themselves. 

Love is conditional. Love is reciprocal. Work isn’t fun when it’s taken too seriously. Not that 

surgeons shouldn’t be serious, but even they can have fun while operating. Scientists and 
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surgeons can only do what they can to get natural processes to do their bidding. They have no 

control like they think they do. Things do not always work out as planned.  

Fear of everything wells up inside a society when money is the guide: fear of losing, fear 

of winning, fear of not getting one’s extra share. People feel alone in the midst of the crowded 

game. Individuals feel themselves to be isolated eyeballs looking out at the world happening to 

them and around them from the furrowed brow of their prefrontal lobes of solitude. They think, 

“Lunatics are everywhere!” When mental constructs and isolations are present, mental illness is 

lent terrifying plausibility. Everyone gets addicted to something. Depression, denial and frantic 

optimism run rampant. Hugging and loving comes at a premium. Wisdom is rarer than hen’s 

teeth. Trust is not present when life is seen as a competition. It’s a dangerous world. It’s survival 

of the fittest! The world is described in mechanized terms. Birds just sing to procreate. We as 

humans don’t even come close to behaving as well as pigeons. Other than chickens and turkeys 

in massive slaughterhouses, scores of birds fair better than humans do. People think it’s a godless 

dumb world on automatic pilot or it’s controlled by a something ethereal they can’t understand. 

They don’t see the beauty in the drama of the world unfolding. They are only aware of 

separations. In such a world people get paranoid and yet, this is not a new state of affairs. This is 

how it has always been. Love is limited to a few. Few people are aware – really aware – 

mystically ecologically aware of their connection to the environment of the universe. The wise 

sit quiet and watch the drama of life unfold and actively and joyously participate in the situation 

we’re in. Few can see from the periphery. Most see only from a singular locality. We tend to see 

straight ahead or not at all. It’s a scary human world with inflated reports of pedophiles, bombs 

and guns, perverts and psychopathic con-artists and criminals behind every corner. It’s all about 

control – economic, governmental, political, psychological, parental, societal – control all! Love 
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is fragile. Love is fickle. Love is temporary. Love is only in songs and on cards thrown away at 

the end of the day. People think, “You can’t be too careful. Lock your doors.” People feel cut-

off, hopeless, lonely and depressed. Drug companies make fortunes off of anti-depressants and 

stimulants, but, when vast numbers of people feel so lonely they could die, when scores of 

people feel separate from the world of trees and birds and rabbits and all of Nature’s wonders, 

when people feel separate from themselves and each other, when the body is thought of as a 

vehicle - like a car or a truck or a mini-van or a crossover or a motorcycle - a person’s body 

becomes a thing, bodies become meat, bodies become machines, the body becomes something 

judged by other vehicle-bodies. When such is the state of affairs, it’s time to stop talking to one’s 

self. It’s time to leave the ego behind, get quiet and enter reality. It may feel natural and 

commonsensical to be a driver within your own particular vehicle-body, but it is not necessary 

and it isn’t real. Your inner chatter is rewarding at times – personalities can be as beautiful and 

loving and funny and as precious as exotic rain-forest flowers - but when it’s perpetual (the inner 

chatter, that is) without a break in the discourse, it can distract a person from what is. Without 

getting into the real of reality as unfiltered by opinions and analysis, you can’t see through the 

smoke screen of perpetual language, but you don’t have to think or live that way. You can feel. 

You can hear. You can see. You can love without trying. You can take a break from living as 

you think you should. You can be totally present in your body as a body and groove to the tune 

of the eternal now. This is the jazz of living to the music of moving and breathing. You don’t 

have to dwell on fear, desire and gossip. You can get real. You can accept your body as it is. You 

are not your clothes. You don’t need to dwell or mentally stew upon things that nag at you, sap 

your energy and take you away from the enjoyment of living. You don’t need to seek revenge or 

attention. You can love obscurity. You don’t have to face cold hard facts. There are no such 
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things. Facts are not hard, nor are they cold. Facts are thoughts we think. With ecological 

awareness and the silencing of analytical and egotistical thinking, you can get into the sensation 

that your body is the world. There is no separation. You can bore into boredom. You can stop 

look at clouds as a poet might: aghast at the beauty without opinions of good and bad, like and 

dislike. Look at the colours in the sky. Red is not better than blue. Feel the textures of the Earth. 

Smell the air (hopefully it’s not toxic). You can go psychedelic and feel transcendence while 

walking in a forest or a meadow or down an empty street to an unheard rhythm without needing 

a drug to tap into the euphoria of what is. You could examine leaves and ponder your shoes and 

hands and be impressed by these. The trouble (if trouble is the right word to use) is that people 

feel themselves to be as spirits or souls or brains inhabiting vehicle-body machines. They don’t 

feel themselves to be extensions of living within a whole picture of being. We are all – each and 

every one of us - as leaves on the trees of a universe treeing. No separation. We are seasonal. We 

are cyclical. You are the air breathing itself. You are a living being interconnected non-thinging 

think. As disembodied brains we live. The alternative to this state of affairs is a terrible 

something that’s dreaded and beastly. The alternative to being in this body as whispered by fear 

is to die. The alternative to seeing the world from the top floor of a body-brain is an abstraction, 

an image of death for which each individual has his or her own interpretation. At its extremes, to 

be dead could be a black hole, a burning garbage dump of immorality or a welcomed land of 

gold and virgins. Such are the images of this… place that isn’t a place. Not that death isn’t real, 

of course it is. Death is natural. Death is, as we know it to be, the cessation of living. Everything 

that lives must die. It’s like the law of living. Death is the big change – perennial: the only 

guarantee - and yet, let’s not forget that death is a part of life. Death is as much a part of life as 

birth or the dormancy of trees in winter and the falling of dead leaves for which, interestingly, 
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we do not regret or fear, but death for those with the mentality of vehicle-bodies is terrible and 

horrible. Death is abhorrent. For those people who think about it and who have limited notions of 

individualized existences in space-time continuums, it is… not good. It is sad. Death is 

something resisted, but, is death nothing or is it something? Is death something that should be 

feared? Is death something that must be fought against? Surely death is the opposite of life. 

Death is a depressing subject for most people. It is not to be talked about and yet the subject of 

death is kept in the back of the mind. Death, for most people living outside of poverty-stricken 

and war-torn zones, is considered a long way away. People like to keep it that way. Death is an 

abstract notion, something gross or, if death is talked about at all it is either not well-understood 

or gore-ified and glorified – especially in movies and on TV. Death is endlessly dissected and 

examined in autopsies. Lip-service may be given to death as part of the cycle of life, but 

platitudes are not infrequently used to keep death at bay. We say things like, “Live for today! 

Fight to live!” And as a result of this mindset, people participate in decathlons and marathons, 

people gamble, they jump out of airplanes for fun, they ride in balloons that sometimes crash, 

they climb Mount Everest and die in the snow. They drink to excess to escape the duress of not 

living enough. People interviewed on the street say that they are determined to not die a moment 

too soon. Death is a yawning black chasm of gloom. Cold and fearful, eternal darkness – 

nothingness – or, for some, death is a paradise – a heaven, a nice eternal break from the aches 

and pains of existence– or for those who consider sin a real thing, upon death a departed person’s 

soul is judged in the courts of a celestial justice where eternal decisions of penalty for earthly 

behaviour are rendered; death is a nightmare – a hell - and yet, are any of these conceptions 

really what death is? Imagine if you died right now. You’re dead. Are conceptions of death like 

our conceptions of money - just another abstraction? Who knows for sure? Are there only two 
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basic alternatives: 1) eternal darkness and nothingness, 2) heaven or hell? Is death a heaven that 

we can’t even imagine or is death something terrible, an aberration - an enemy of living; or, is 

death a gift, an escape from a hard and difficult life? Is death a respite from the pain of living as 

felt by the suicidal and/or disease ridden? Death, for a lot of people is not something that is 

natural. It’s scary. For many people, when someone dies, it comes as a big shock. Surprise! Now 

you’re dead. And yet…when death is forgotten, life becomes an expectation. Living becomes a 

battle with boredom. Boredom is the enemy. People fight to stay alive. People fight to live the 

good life. People do battle with disease. People think of themselves as little organic machines. 

Living life to the fullest is a battle cry. Keep running! You got to kill others to be free! Enjoy! 

Wine and dine well if you can! Keep climbing! Never give up! You can do it. Resist death. Live 

your dreams fulfilled before it’s too late! Push yourself! Think positive! Turn all the electric 

lights on everywhere, all the time; keep darkness away! Keep your dreams in mind at all times 

and if you fail, whatever you do, don’t worry, don’t worry that you’re worried about worrying. 

Keep trying! Never give up and if you do, you won’t make it. Swim harder against the current of 

inevitability. Only you control your destiny. Everyone merits to be what they are. Whatever 

situation you are in, it’s your fault. Both the rich and poor deserve what they get, but then, to 

make your mark - to get what you want before it’s too late - puts a lot of pressure on. As a result 

of this pressure, people die badly by denying age and hanging on for the sake of hanging on. 

People live frantically. Feeling the significance of individualized existence is frightening. People 

live fragmented and unaware. Death and illness is an embarrassing weakness – a lapse in control. 

Living becomes all important and yet, life is abused, moments of time are wasted, ignored, 

passed over for future goals and events. We live where we’re not – in the past or in the future. 

When we get such and such, then I’ll be happy. When I have this, then I’ll be set. The present 
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becomes a road to a destination. Life is lived in a hurry of unawareness. People scurry about like 

ants on a barbeque that’s getting hotter and hotter. Each person in society becomes self-centred 

and relatively unsympathetic to the condition of others. Each person - unless otherwise 

conditioned by family, culture, experience or religion – feels self-important, self-absorbed and 

egotistical. There are scads of in-groups and out-groups. There are people to hate and people to 

love and people to ignore and people to shove off to the side. The environment is secondary to 

human concerns of progress, convenience, efficiency and comfort. People with egos get slighted 

and insulted. Self-importance runs rampant. When self-importance as a species of selves is bent 

on self-importance and a sense of singularity in terms of life-times, the entire interconnected 

ecosystem is thrown out of balance. People don’t see themselves as a part of it all. People are not 

part of the harmony of nature. Society and nations behave like run-away trains. We live in 

disharmony with ourselves and with the environment because we don’t consider ourselves as 

part of it, as integral to it like all the other creatures and plants. We live in our heads. Separated. 

Isolated. Alienated. With a narrow-focus of conscious attention that is self-absorbed, people live 

not self-aware, but half-aware or unaware of anything other than immediate satisfaction. People 

are more into their dreams than they are into reality. People thrive on screen-time in virtual lives 

of their own creation. A lot of people, in general - overall, as a species - feel a need to do. People 

worry. They worry that they worry. They gossip. They worry about gossip. They get caught up in 

appearances. People worry that they might not be making the most out of their lives. Simple 

pleasures are ignored. Living becomes a reason to achieve. Living gets pressurized. Money-gods 

occupy the minds of clock-time slaves who live unaware of the bigger picture outside the 

parameters of their egotistical immediate concerns. People experience themselves and the world 
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partially and fragmented. Nature is taken for granted. Entire populations have a narrow focus of 

attention fragmented by desire.  

 The poet – not in the sense of a writer of verse, but in the sense of an appreciator of the 

entirety of life’s tragic beauty, all if it, the beautiful and the ugly, the mundane and the sublime - 

poet in the sense of a passionate and affectionate lover of the universe and everything in it may 

be moved to tears by the beauty of daffodils and the tragedy of poverty, but the practical person 

upon seeing such a visage feels nothing, “Daffodils? Big deal. Poverty? It happens. I’m glad it’s 

not me.” The poet would die in obscurity for love and flowers and in so doing: live well. A poet 

with passion and imagination can live and breathe in ecological awareness. Living poetically 

slows life down. Life is a vision. Living a poetical life makes actual being in this physical reality 

feel profound and sublime. Poets may not live long chronologically or get rich with money, but 

to them, life feels longer and richer just the same. They live personal truths. They get at the real 

as it feels and appears within the purview of a physical experience that is true. Poets conduct 

emotional research and development as effortlessly as one stretches and yawns. Poets transcend 

objectivity. They have a so-called poetic sensibilities. They love the all in all. They are alive in 

all things. They interpret dreams. They feel the joy and pain of others. They feel and live as little 

godheads in ditches at the side of the road. They assume multiple forms. They see from other 

eyes, other hearts, even when those other forms have no eyes or hearts. This is the love this is 

spoken of and sung about. Poetic imagination humanizes and personifies all things in this vast 

universe including the animals who have personalities like any other person. Even insects and 

inanimate things are beings to poets. To have poetic vision is to feel empathies and sympathies. 

It is to have visions without seeing. It is to physically feel one’s self in all forms simultaneously, 

voluntarily-involuntary. It is seeing without de-humanizing. It is the gift of living and loving all 
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things as non-things. For a person with a poetic artist inside their being, life is intense sufferance 

and appreciation. Even when it’s bad, it’s good. Life is not to be lived with indifference. It is to 

feel it all – the great and the small, to inhabit the mouse that is stepped on and the foot that is so 

doing. It is living without fear of death. It is living totally present without expectation – open 

senses, open loving, open crying, open fighting, open gut-wrenching laughter. Everything is as it 

should be. They are natural in all they do. It is to truly experience being not in thoughts alone. It 

is living richer, not in a monetary sense, but in an emotional and physical sense of happiness not 

limited to one physical form. For the practical person, a flower may be pretty and nice - as far as 

it goes - but one cannot live on flowers alone. Flowers and love are trivial beauties. There are 

bigger fish to fry. Whole herds of people have more immediate concerns. Poets let a child have 

their last piece of food knowing that it is the end of themselves they spell with such an act of 

kindness. A poet in this sense is someone who feels mystical ecological awareness. Such a 

person will breathe in and out relieved. And with that last breathe they will feel an exhalation in 

a single moment of time that has lasted a life time. For you see, poets have their collective heads 

in the clouds. Poets die starving in obscurity, sacrifice themselves for their family and love it 

even when they hate it. Practical people have immediate concerns precluding the living 

experience of beauty. Poets understand. Poets empathize with the practical people – they will 

even join them from time to time in the labyrinth of a suburb. There are so many people who are 

either bent on survival or on comfort and convenience. Such people run the risk of missing the 

bigger picture of living as a whole – not in a hole, not in a linear story of events and causes and 

effects, but as a concerto of sunrises and sunsets felt in the presence of time that isn’t segregated 

and prioritized. To live holistically outside the constraints of time and circumstance is to live life 

poetically, full of regret, grief, happiness and bliss. 
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 Poets climb over gates to inhale the fragrance of a wild rose without a thought as to the 

whys and wherefores. In the summertime they kneel down beside hedgerows amongst tall weeds 

and feel the heat close to the ground. They let themselves be enveloped by the sound of 

humming insects amongst hot summery tangles of vegetation. They breathe in the strong sweet 

scent of foliage and are overwhelmed to the point of dizziness. They drink in the earth, fill their 

lungs and feel embraced by its lovely scents. They feel the mystical joy in the beauty of natural 

things. Summer days, the scent of childhood, the drowsy hum of insects and the chanting of 

birds, the scent of sun-drenched islands of spices, the stars like grapes behind bluer than blue 

blueberry skies – all vibrating, crying out in colour, expressing the sheer love and joy of the earth 

as felt in the human heart and throat that contracts in its movement to exhilaration, loving and 

tears. And there it is. Real living in the truth as found in a ditch by a hedge in a bed of wild 

flowers sunning in sleep to the drone of the bees.  

 The trouble is – as troubles go - people think of time in grammatical terms. One minute 

follows the next like words in a sentence, but the universe in which we are is not really that way. 

There are no minutes or hours, days or weeks or years. There is only the turning and rolling, the 

circling. Up and down we are tossed like a ball in the flow of a fresh mountain stream. The world 

of nature is a spontaneous experience outside of time. Nature obeys laws and seasons as do we 

all. We abide. Resistance to living is futile. Stars are not constellations. Constellations are human 

constraints to a fireworks display in the heavens. Nothing is the canvas for all somethings to be. 

 You, as an organism, are not an isolated part of this spontaneous experience. Your entire 

life is this experience. You can’t take the narrow fragments of conscious thought and life events 

and put them together to make a whole. To look at yourself and the world as fragmented is to 

make of yourself and the world a complication, but the world is not a complication. Life is not a 
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problem to be solved. When you step out of the mindset of abstractions, convictions and 

habituations and get to the real, life is natural and easy. It is spontaneous. It is a situation of 

involuntary-voluntariness. Life happens. The trick is to let it. You are not done to; you are a 

doing that is done in so doing. There is nothing that you have to do to get the most out of it. It’s 

elementary. Breathe. Heart beat. Circulate. See, hear, taste, smell, feel! Just be present and when 

your name gets called, say, “Here!”  

 Right now a million things are going on in your body seemingly involuntarily, but does it 

feel complicated? No. It’s your doing, but you don’t have to think about it. Your brain is firing 

away making millions of connections, but it isn’t hard. It’s beyond easy. Living happens. The 

sun doesn’t fall every day. It just looks that way. Listen. Really listen. Really, really listen. Hear. 

And, if you can’t hear, do something else: Touch, See, Smell, Taste. You are more than you 

know. You are more than an ego. You are the world in a human form. You are a mandolin 

strummed by life to the music of the spheres. You are a beautiful child playing the game of 

living and dying never repeating a single refrain in a universe of perennial change.  

The questions mentioned long ago, somewhere far away before and above in this 

diaphanous dialogue presuppose that this is important - which it isn’t. Questions like, “Why 

should I care? Why should this matter to me? How can this help me?” presuppose that you - as 

you know yourself to be: a person that is an image with ideas, debts, goals and clothes to wear 

and work to do to achieve those goals – the you which you think needs improvement: doesn’t. 

You don’t need to be improved. You are not a work in progress. You are not an idea but an 

organism, a work of art no less significant than a butterfly or ox. Surrender yourself without 

really surrendering because surrendering suggests that there is a you that needs to surrender and 

that there is some kind of dualistic battle going on. Living is all about letting go, but, if you don’t 
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cling, there’s nothing to let go of. There is no surrendering if there is no fighting. When you fall 

down, dive and roll with the fall like a drunk – resist not the ground or the water into which you 

plunge. If there is no you – no image separate from the environment taken holistically – there is 

nothing to surrender to. You are an organism which is a blur of the whole. There is no choice to 

be made. A ball thrown at your face is caught by a hand which goes up to catch without thought. 

Be amazed. Accept yourself and all others. Accept the whole experience of living totally with 

unequivocal friendliness and compassion for all. Let yourself be what you are with love in your 

heart and with that love in your heart, you will know that others are not separate or apart. Do 

what you do whole-heartedly. Sincerely. With passion and care. Care about it all, but see through 

the game to what matters and what doesn’t. It’s all you. It’s all one experience. You are not 

separate from the environment. A rock on a mountain is a rock on a mountain. A rock on the 

mountain is the mountain. A cloud in the sky is the sky. Self and other are in general terms 

people and, moreover, cats are people, dogs are people, cows and chickens, squirrels and 

elephants – all people. Consider a new definition of people. All creatures of varying kinds 

looking out of window eyes, like so many species of flowers arranged together, given with love 

and called a bouquet. Self and other are the same but different. Self and other go together like the 

words ice and cream go in a cone. Without an other there would be no self to be other to. Let 

time and reflections fall away like the wake of a ship. Memories are beautifully quixotic. Here 

and gone, flashbacks seen without eyes but felt in the mind. Memories are the treasures of 

poetry, metaphors of what was. Memories are as the solo violin playing a heart wrenching 

melody for a child cruelly killed in a prison camp. Here and gone, ethereal. Beautiful. Tragic. 

Even bad memories are powerfully wonderful. Such is life. Such a child is seen behind the eyes 

of all individuals. Bad memories are as a Shakespearian tragedy. This is to feel the all in 
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everyone. Over a lifetime you are many people in one like everyone. You have been only 

seemingly a different person again and again from year to year and generation to generation. 

Every cell in your body changes as you go along living and dying. Cells are of this universe. 

How could they be otherwise? What is seen is here. Where else could cells be? This earth is not 

an abstract geo-political entity. It is all part and parcel of an endless number of galaxies in 

infinite space. Space is between all things. Space is what holds it all together and yet, space is as 

nothingness. There is no it. Space is itself holding without holds. And there you are, sitting in a 

chair. There you are - a universe with eyes. You don’t need improvement anymore than a 

chickadee in a tree needs improvement. Any improvements that you - as you know yourself to be 

- make to yourself – as you know yourself to be - are like changes made to your face through 

plastic surgery for reasons of vanity. Plastic surgery for reasons of vanity is the public face of an 

inner ego in turmoil. Such changes to a face don’t improve who you are. How can they? This is 

all outward stuff. Appearances. Inwardness turned outward. Plastic surgery face lifts make a face 

with a face lift. A face changed is a new mask made. Changes to how you appear don’t affect the 

inward being any more than changes get made to you by donning a different sweater. Your 

inward being is not altered when you put on this or that sweater. You become to yourself a body 

in a sweater. You may look different in that sweater or with that facelift, but beyond personality 

attributes and historical reflections and appearances, you’re very being is the same as it has 

always been. Inwardly, you are the same being you’ve been since before day one. You are the 

same being as and in everyone. Everyone is somebody’s baby. The real you beneath mental 

chatter is a form of friendly awareness of living, a squishy kind of love that doesn’t change over 

time. You are a gentle strum of a guitar to a beautiful melody on a front stoop overlooking green 

hills or a slum. You are a harp playing the vibration of yourself. There is no separation between 
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spiritual and material; it’s all one pattern. You are what you are in an eternal now without 

boundaries of yesterday and tomorrow. You are a personification of a godhead in human form. 

You are living an analogy. You are a metaphor for all existences in all things. Religion is a 

personification. Let the analogies begin again and again. Just imagine. Be the poet you are 

without rhyming or trying. 

 

 

There’s an inner you - let’s represent that as a hen (but it could be a chicken or a pigeon, 

a cow, a tortoise, a mouse, a manatee or even an angel – doesn’t matter – any gentle animal or 

spirit will do). That is you. That is the life force being. That is you behind your personality. A 

hen looks through wide blinking hen eyes, and then, along with the hen which is the inner you, 

there is an outer you – let’s represent that as a wolverine or Gulo gulo, but the outer you could be 

any animal – a fox, an owl, a lion, a wolf, a hyena, a devil or a demon – doesn’t matter – any 

animal with cunning and self-preservation or glorification on its mind will do. For now, let’s 

select one: the wolverine. The gulo gulo. For those unfamiliar with this creature, gulo is Latin for 
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"glutton". Such is the wolverine. The wolverine is the largest land-dwelling species in the weasel 

family - a carnivore resembling a small bear, but note: the wolverine is not to be confused with 

Winnie the Pooh (Winnie is more like the hen in you). Anyway, it - the wolverine (not Winnie) 

has a reputation for tenacity and ferociousness – it’s a real fighter. Now that we have this 

analogous image in mind (hen as animal angel and wolverine as animal devil), let us return to 

questions of a practical nature. Let us go back to questions involving importance, betterment and 

constructiveness (as opposed to playfulness and gentleness) are outer you - wolverine-type 

questions. A wolverine is good to have in your corner. Again, the wolverine is just an animal 

symbol of your ego. Outer you questions involve opinion and merit - subjective stuff frequently 

construed as objective fluff. There’s supposed to be separation between subject and object. That 

is, the outer you - the wolverine, the subject – beautiful and cute as it is, gets awfully caught up 

in appearances and responsibilities. A wolverine-mentality symbolizes fighting to survive any 

form of threat, real or imagined. Wolverines in human form will do whatever it takes to win, but 

such winning can be at the expense of others and the environment both of which are only 

apparently separate. It’s admirable to win as the wolverine within, but it comes at a price that 

isn’t necessarily monetary or nice. The implications of such questions as, “How does this help 

me to be a better person?” or “How does this help me to improve the world?” imply that you are 

in some way separate from the world and that you and the world need improving both of which 

are not the case. You and the world are not separate. You are one and the same with everyone 

and everything playing the living game. The rules of the game are the laws of nature. You and 

the world do not need improving. The game is set. It’s a matter of recognizing who you are, who 

everyone else is, what’s going on holistically and seeing the game as the game we’re all put in. 

Today you are you as you know yourself to be and tomorrow, who knows? You and the world 
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are perfectly imperfect the way you are right here, right now, forever flowing freely in time like 

a river without beginning or end. Flowing bodies of water are connected as one. Water fills the 

space it’s in. It reflects like a mirror the stuff all around. Consider a wave of water. A wave is not 

a wave without a high part and a low part. A wave isn’t a wave without the high and the low 

together as one. It’s you – up down and all around. It’s you in the sun shining down giving life. 

It’s you in the sky, of the air – such are you. It’s you in the water that you are – a puddle of 

awareness in a vast universe of puddling. A wave is water moving up and down not side to side. 

The way we perceive the world is illusory. It gets filtered through thinking, but it’s not a thought. 

The world wasn’t made like a car is made. It grew from the inside out spontaneously. It’s a 

sunflower and you are a petal. The universe is not the way you think it is. If it were, you could 

think the world a paradise and it would be so. And it is. This is heaven. Feel a presence within 

yourself. You feel stuck in the middle between your body and the world. When you think of 

doing something that a part of you doesn’t think you should do, ask yourself: Who wants me to 

do this thing? Who doesn’t want to do this thing? Who am I? In such an instance, you are your 

thinking self. Reality won’t care if you do or not do whatever it is that’s bedeviling you. The 

world is real and you’re it. The trick is to get out of the way to experience without analysis. Look 

up from this book for a minute or two. Take in whatever you see, hear, smell or feel and then 

come back to finish reading.  

We’re almost done. 

The space between nothings is heaven. You are a wave of ups and downs and so is 

everyone else and everything else. The way it is right now, is the way it is right now. As much as 

we might wish it to be different, it couldn’t be otherwise. Accept it. Be with it. Go with it. What 

choice do you have? Sing to it. Love it. Choose to be happy by not choosing. Pay attention 
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without trying. Love the all in everything. Be the hen within once and again. Behind the eyes of 

any living organism is you looking back at you (not the you that went to school but the you that 

is the energy of living-life within). A future tree is implied in the seed. Consequences are implied 

in actions as if they had already happened. The idea that perceived opposites like the past and the 

future go together and imply one to another may be difficult to accept. Most people are used to 

seeing faults and analyzing results. People write ten-year business plans. The space between 

events is considered serving time like a sentence towards which closing punctuation will appear. 

Plans are abstractions and distractions from being here right now as you are wherever you are. 

Where is reality in a plan? It isn’t. A dollar is a symbol or a digital number. Only an apple in 

your mouth can be tasted. People get lost in abstractions, conjectures and speculations. Rather 

than take what is for what it’s worth, people see opposites like black and white, wrong and right, 

good and bad, up and down, beginning and end as opposites, that is, they don’t see that an 

opposite helps to define it’s opposite. There is no beginning without an end. A start is there in the 

finish and a finish is there in the start. People see fragmented, cut-off and mutually exclusive 

without the awareness that ideals or forms are revealed one to another in the other. Opposites go 

together as one. For all intents and purposes, a dreamer in a dream is as real as a person in 

reality. A person knows goodness through behaving badly. The cruel person knows compassion 

through cruelty. A sad person knows happiness through feeling sad. A coward knows courage by 

being afraid. A person flying in a dream knows what it feels like to fly. The poor know what 

riches are. Those who are disturbed know what peace is. We all live in each others’ minds. We 

know the world is magical as it is.  

Each one of us becomes aware of ourselves as individuals over time, like one of those old 

Polaroid pictures that chemically develops into an image as you watch it transform. As a child, 
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you and your surroundings slowly came into focus in your conscious awareness. It’s as if we 

each wake up from a dream to discover ourselves as such-and-such human being. It’s a bit like 

that TV show “Quantum Leap” that used to be on in the late 1980s and early 1990s in which the 

main character would travel through time and temporarily take the place of other people. He 

would pop into anyone, anywhere. He’d say, “Oh, boy!” and leap into another human form 

somewhere in time. Such are you and so are we all. Each and every one of us is thrown into the 

person and situation we’re in and each and every one of us is the one and only one. The person 

we see ourselves as, is just our present story. 

Questions like the ones repeatedly mentioned above and others like, “What’s going on?” 

and “Why did this happen to me?” are niggling brain teasing irritations that hypnotize people 

into thinking too much. People dwell too much upon petty particulars. We miss the bigger 

picture of what’s going on without our knowing or needing to know. It’s an amazingly intricate 

show, but we think in terms that are chopped, diced and sliced. Such fragmented thinking robs us 

of the presence of being within the entire spectacle. We seek too hard. We cling to tight. We 

think in terms of purpose but in purposeless purpose we are free. We are released from 

expectations. We must do stuff which is all well and good. Doing stuff is fine as far as it goes. It 

helps us survive. Doing stuff passes the time, but when the doing becomes more important than 

the being, that’s when we make of life a problem. Such questions as noted above take us away 

from the purpose of this exposition into mystical ecological awareness which is the antithesis of 

purpose. The purpose of this is purposelessness. It is music. It is dance. Dancing is its own 

reward. Life is a star show. The sun shines because it does and when it stops, it stops. There is no 

purpose to purposelessness. Once this is realized a freedom to be as you are is felt. You can 

accept who you are and in acceptance you can feel the significance of it all. We are changed 
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without trying. We are no longer separate and that makes the difference. You can even find joy 

in work by finding the purposelessness in purpose. You can unthink while thinking. It’s a living 

meditation. A freedom to appreciate amazement is the gift of what the universe, is. Look around. 

Listen. Touch. There are no separation between the toucher and touched. Take off the horse-

blinders of thought and be the all in the all. Live in the dream of reality as a drama. See reality 

unfiltered by thoughts. Nature is not strung out in a line of cause and effect, of voluntary and 

involuntary. It’s all one. Nature is a container and the contained at the same time. The universe is 

a container contained in infinity.  

Watch a great blue heron or white egret fishing. It stands motionless. In awesomeness it 

is. It stands so perfectly still it becomes the scene it’s in. Such stillness and silence takes your 

breath away with its beauty. The bird doesn’t look like its fishing, but it is. A fish comes along 

and the bird snaps it up. It is done in the doing. The heron or egret, the fish, you watching the 

heron or egret and the fish in a body of water: all as one. It’s a swimming thing. You are a 

goldfish in water not knowing it is. There’s a wholeness to perception. To get any of this is to 

watch. It is to be silently open like a huckleberry. It is to be the sky looking. Become seeing. 

Become hearing. It isn’t you hearing. It’s you and it isn’t. Questions of merit – good and bad and 

the other –naming and labels – you, grass, tree, marsh, shore, heron, egret - take you into 

symbolic territory where the world is a mental construct, a trap that we take to be serious, so 

serious that we lose our ability to smile and laugh and feel a certain kind of bitter-sweet joy in 

the broken-heartedness and bitter-sweetness of it all.  

When the hero of the movie dies doing what he wants to do, we cry a good cry. We knew 

what the hero would do when he did it. It was natural. He dove down and in. It was preordained 

by his heroness. He lived his dream wholeheartedly without shame or regret. We shall miss the 
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hero as a person when he is gone. Our collective throats will tighten at his loss. We will cry. Our 

heart will break. To get the feel for the hero within yourself, don’t think: feel. You can unthink 

when you get the feel. With the hero we get the feel of…total existence. Unafraid. Unexpecting. 

Accepting. Not thinking about running into a burning building - just doing, just running in; no 

second thoughts or waffling. It’s making a choice without choosing. 

For those of you who are task oriented, such practices have advantages - chop wood and 

carry water - but to be overly practical with a narrow view of the universe as separate from you 

as you know yourself to be - image-wise that is – all these words on the pages herein are as 

nonsense, a barking dog in the distance, a crow up high circling misty clouds in the sky beside 

forested hills and mountains. It’s probably too much. “Tell me what this means!” you cry. It may 

seem as impractical and silly to read this book as it is to hug a tree in the park and have everyone 

look, but to be free to hug a tree without worry or fear of embarrassment or to dance and sing 

and make art without self-consciousness or reward is to feel the very energy of the universe at 

work. It may feel as strange to read this as it does to hug a tree, but it is in the doing that you 

know why it is done. There is no need to explain. To hug an inanimate object like a tree or a rock 

is crazy. A tree or a rock doesn’t hug back. It’s nuts to do such a thing! A rock just looks. A tree 

just stands, but there in is the beautiful act that it is. Doing silly things is the thing. Employ 

yourself in the Ministry of Silly Walks. Walking silly is the thing. Military march when you 

don’t have to. Stare straight ahead with floodlight eyes, arms unmoving at your side, enjoy the 

walk of seeing the movie of this life you’re in. To read this is as silly and impractical as it is to 

not read this. Silliness surrounds us all. See a sign and it jumps in the mind. It’s silly and not –at 

the same time. It’s like there’s a wave-particle duality to your awareness of things. If you were 

an elementary particle, you would exhibit properties of a particle (individual) and a wave (unity 
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with everything, tree, stars etc etc…) simultaneously. Mystical ecological awareness is felt when 

two contradictory pictures of reality, namely, that you are you and that you and the world (read: 

universe) are one and the same and so is every other creature and thing. When you don’t know, 

you know. This is that. If you are wearing a hat, are you wearing the hat or is the hat wearing you 

underneath? Getting into a feeling of absorption in the universe and the bliss of being is as much 

a waste of time as staring into the flames of a fire in a fireplace while sipping cognac and feeling 

the contented look in the eye of a cat and seeing yourself there or looking up at a flock of snow 

geese flying North for the summer on a frosty morning and knowing that’s you too. 

The trouble with questions of a critical and analytical nature is that they feel like they 

should be answered. Questions are akin to skin itches. They presuppose that there are answers, 

but, what if there are no answers? What if there are only more questions? What if, upon looking 

at things ever smaller or farther away, as you look they resist and get increasingly smaller and 

farther away? What then? You’ve got a nuclear fusion of questions on your hands. Can you be 

with questions without getting answers? Are you okay with saying, “I don’t know”? Can you 

say, “What’s done is done,” and then, move on? Can you say, “I don’t want anything”? Can you 

be with an itch without scratching? Itches, like questions, can’t be scratched out of existence. 

Scratching might provide temporary relief, but itches come back. Scratching can make itches 

worse. If you’ve get an itch (or a question without an answer) and you tell yourself not to scratch 

(there is no answer), your “self” is not likely to listen. Why is that?  

It’s back to that analogy of the wolverine and hen.  

In your mind you are both the wolverine and the hen in the henhouse of your skull. In this 

symbol the wolverine is your ego – your image, your desire, your character, your outward-self, 

you personality, your “I-ness” - and the hen is you without any of that image, character, outward-
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self, personality or “I-ness” business. The hen is the inner something that can’t be defined. That 

hen in you is holistic wisdom watching. It’s pondering without a brain. It’s you as Nature. It’s 

living. It’s not the thinking you. It could be called your unconsciousness, but then again, call it a 

hen. That will suffice. It’s easier. The hen is you without the thinking bit. It’s an inner beingness. 

It’s simple elegance. It’s grace… awareness… life energy… call it what you will. The hen in all 

things is an open observing non-critical thinking unthinking thing. It is an empathetic friend who 

would do anything for you. Like a mirror, the hen reflects ugliness and beauty equally without 

criticism. The hen that is you and not you (and everybody else and all the other animals too) 

wants nothing except for maybe some bits of grain, bugs, water and sunshine (just kidding – 

hen’s tease, hens are funny looking things). The hen is beautifully dumb. It is as nothing. It is as 

love. It is good-natured innocence with wide blinking unthinking eyes that see from side to side 

like floodlights. As an analogy within an analogy - a metaphorical stew, if you will, like you are 

a you within a you - the hen is a child before adulthood kicks innocence out. A child is sincere. A 

child is simple. The child does not see the world as fragmented and complicated. The child and 

the hen are one. Life is simple. It is to live. The child sees the world as it is, as a place to play 

and enjoy. A child lives and has fun (or at least, it should). A child sees living as playing. An 

adult has things to do and places to go, people to see, money to make, debts to pay, thanks to 

give, arguments to have, wars to fight, stories to write, people to kill and/or screw – all manner 

of things to do which keep the adult mind busy and blocking the enjoyment of living in the 

moment we’re in. Adults have goals and dreams to fulfill. Adults play complicated games with 

ill-defined rules marked off by clear winners and losers that they play with adult seriousness. Just 

as the hen in you is the child within, the wolverine in you is the adult ego-brain. If the wolverine 

were a human brain hemisphere, it would be the left. If the hen were a human brain hemisphere 
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or hen-isphere, it would be the right. The wolverine, as left, would be verbal. The wolverine 

would process information analytically in a sequential way by looking first at the pieces and then 

by putting them together. The hen on the other hand (the left-hand that is) as the right 

hemisphere of your brain, would not talk. The right henisphere focuses on the visual and 

processes intuitively in a simultaneous way by looking at the whole picture. It sees humor. It has 

a wider field of vision. It sees both sides at once. It sees the periphery. Its eyes are open wide 

from both sides. The wolverine has flashlight eyes that focus directly in front of its nose at its 

quarry. The wolverine doesn’t see the forest or the trees. It sees lunch. Unlike the hen which is 

dumb, without wants or concerns, the wolverine does have wants – it is a wanting thing. The 

wolverine is hunger. The wolverine is a smarty pants without pants. This is perfectly natural of 

course. Wolverines are beautiful in their wolveriney way. If you watch a wolverine, you can tell 

what its thinking. It is like a thief in the night. It does what it does. It plays its wolverine game – 

dividing, ripping, taking, surviving. You can trust the thief and the wolverine to try and get what 

it wants. Having a wolverine (or some other symbolic animal) within you is natural for most 

humans. There is nothing wrong with symbolic wolverines within. They are another feature of 

human existence. A wolverine is beautiful in its way. A wolverine is what it is. The hen does not 

judge the wolverine for trying to eat it. One shouldn’t judge a wolverine too harshly for behaving 

just a little too much like a wolverine. The wolverine is desire. The wolverine is your “I-ness.” 

At its worst, the wolverine can feel self-important and talk over and above the hen which is 

silent. The wolverine, as your “I-ness,” can get arrogant and believe itself to be terribly 

important. It thinks that it is the brains behind surviving. If a servant were to present your most 

ego-full I-ness (the greedy wolverine within) with dinner, your Highness (or I-ness, greedy 
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wolverine, big weasel monster, wolveriney devil) would say, “What is this?” ‘Vegetable soup, 

sir.’ “What? Again? Take it away. I want lobster!”  

The danger inherent in the wolverine mind is that it takes itself too seriously. The 

wolverine is self-important. It thinks it knows itself. It looks down on the hen. The wolverine in 

you thinks it matters more than anything else and certainly more than all the other wolverines out 

to get what wolverine’s want. Such is an inflated “I-ness” ego or wolverine. The “I-ness” or your 

“Highness” can get as spoiled and self-centered as any royal personage. It wants what it wants. 

This is the danger of believing you are the wily wolverine. The human wolverine ego personality 

will fight to get what it wants and it will fight to save face if its wolverine face gets slapped. And 

herein lies the rub, the wolverine can try to will itself not to want to eat the hen, but the 

wolverine is hungry. The wolverine wants what the wolverine wants. It is difficult to will the 

wolverine to not want. The will of the wolverine won’t win because the wolverine won’t listen. 

It’s a bit like when an alcoholic realizes that, as an alcoholic, it’s hard to stop drinking. One is 

torn between two doings. An alcoholic could be equated with the hungry wolverine within. It is 

in the nature of a wolverine to eat hens and a hen certainly won’t be able to persuade a wolverine 

not to eat it. Again, the wolverine won’t listen. A hen - your innocence, simplicity, the 

contentment within – falls easy victim to ravenous insatiable wolverines. It’s a no win situation 

for the hen because the hen is passive and the wolverine is active. If the hen wants to live, the 

wolverine will need to leave the hen house. The wolverine (ego) and the hen (not-the-ego) 

situation is similar to itches and wants. Let us suppose you have a skin itch. You won’t be able to 

get rid of that itch by scratching, but you can let the itch disappear on its own like an unfed 

wolverine. The best way to deal with an itch is to let it be. Go with the itch. Appreciate it. Be 

with it. Don’t try to ignore it or remove it. Get into it without action. In time, most itches 
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disappear as they are ignored and forgotten. Itches fade away. An itch is like wanting something 

you don’t have. If you want something you’ll try to get it and then, when and if, you do get what 

you want, it’s not likely to end there. You’ll want something more, something new, something 

else. There is no end to what you might want because with each want met, a new want appears. 

It’s like the itch that won’t go away with a scratch. Scratching itches begets more itching. 

Getting wants begets more wanting. Wanting and getting becomes an endless cycle of need. 

Enough is never enough. People want more and more and some people want what they can never 

have. A good way to deal with want is the same way you deal with an itch or a wolverine. Be 

with the want (itch and wolverine). Look squarely at it (wolverine, itch, and want). Get into the 

want (itch and wolverine). Don’t try to explain the want (itch or wolverine). Accept it as there in 

your mind, but don’t do anything about it. Over time as the want goes unsatisfied and ignored, it 

fades away like an unfed wolverine or an itch not scratched. People get bored with a want 

unrealized and they eventually forget what it was they wanted. It’s a matter of equilibrium. It’s 

like progress. 

Progress – personal, societal, economic, industrial, technological – name it, it’s been 

progressed. Progress is a treadmill – a hamster wheel - that goes around and around. With each 

progression, there’s a new progression. It never ends. When the first cars were made builders 

didn’t stop there. As the years went by, car technologies changed over and over again. People 

constantly strove (and strive) to make their cars better and better. Each change begets more 

changes. It never stops, so the question becomes: when is a car done? Is it ever done? It is rare 

for a person who is focused upon making improvements to something to say, “That’s it! I’m 

done. It’s good. This is perfect. I’m done improving.” Making cars is not like a symphony that 

once made becomes eternal. Progress seems to never end unless you’re Amish and then you say 
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to yourself and your Amish friends, “I like it the way it is. I’m good with this.” If you’re Amish, 

progress is not necessary. The Amish are a bit like honey bees in this regard. They step out of 

history and do what they do, but that’s an analogy for another day. With this mindset in mind – 

that is, the mindset of not doing - not feeding the wolverine, fox, lion or whatever animal you 

choose to be your ego-self - not scratching the itch, not satisfying the want, not changing, not 

making improvements in the name of progress - we can approach the idea in this without 

expecting anything in return. In reading this book nothing will happen to you or to the world. It’s 

just a matter of accepting without expectation. Accept what is. Accept yourself, accept the world, 

accept the universe with pleasure. The intricacies of the world are beautifully mind-boggling 

when you don’t bother to solve or explain anything as if there were a problem to solve. You 

don’t know where to begin so begin before beginning by not starting. There is no need to 

improve yourself or the world. It’s that “going-with-it,” “let it be” mentality that was once sung 

about so much. Let the itch, itch. Be with it. Go with it. Let the bee be a bee. Let the want want 

all it wants. Stop the merry-go-round wheels of progress, climb off that up and down horse and 

enjoy the peace in not going around and around as you try to improve what’s already perfect. Let 

everybody be who they are. Feel what you feel without regret and pierce the crust of habitually 

repressing your emotions. Step out of the game where normality is found in a civilized human 

life found at the expense of nature; a civilized life that is separate from its environment that is 

obsessed with comfort, convenience, improvement and longevity. Take a vacation from 

rationalization. Go with the mystical being of un-criticism and imagine being in the multiplicity 

of things. Hug a tree and feel ridiculous, but do it anyway. Dance. Watch. Notice how every 

person is unique. Every plant and creature is different and amazing. Behind the incredible variety 

of things that a person who is awake can sense in the world – all the things that a person who is 
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not in a coma can hear, see, touch and smell “out there” beyond the tip of one’s nose - beyond 

the millions of things described, dissected and analyzed by science, is… something… ill-defined, 

undefined but visible like an ellipsis eclipsing.  

Visualize the motion of an old vagabond on a grassy knoll at sunset waving his arms 

wide to express an expansion that encompasses the entire environment, globe and universe 

beyond. What is he saying? He is saying with flailing arms that Everything (with a capital E) in 

the world and the universe as a whole encompassing vast immeasurable space that we call 

nothingness is, as it were: Somethingness. Nothingness or the space between is, for lack of a 

better word: Heaven. The space between is where living is. Its here. You’re it seeing itself. 

Energy is waving up and down. Everything is not made of separate things. It grows. All 

of it is a single reality. One thing does not become another. Fall does not become winter. There is 

fall, and, there is winter. The young man does not become an old man and then a corpse. There is 

a baby. There is a young man. There is an old man. There is a corpse. Everything is as it is. It 

isn’t becoming. Everything is a changing and a being all the time. The thread weaving your 

feeling of self-awareness together is more like a hyphen. The hyphen joins your subject – your 

likes and dislikes, strengths and weaknesses, propensities, loves and hates - and your object - 

your body, you as an organism inseparable from its environment. You are a subject-object joined 

together by that hyphen which is your experience of living. This is your subject-object thing. It’s 

analogous to a Möbius band.  

Take a strip of paper. Give it a half-twist and join the ends together with tape to make a 

loop. That is a Möbius band. If a ladybug were to walk the length of your Möbius band of paper 

from beginning to end, it would cover both sides without stopping. Imagine that your life 

experience is as a Möbius band trip around the sun. You go along walking the strip like that 
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ladybug, doing its ladybug thing. You cover both sides as one and as you walk along that Möbius 

band, some advice: try to have some fun; but then, if you try to have fun, who is the one trying 

and who is the one having fun? It’s you on both sides, but you divide yourself between thoughts 

of the try-er, as in “I’m trying to have fun” and thoughts of the experience as in, “I’m having 

fun.” As you go along walking on this twisted loop of life that is the Möbius band, if you are 

trying to have fun in the present moment, you divide yourself with the trying part. You try to 

experience a future before it has arrived, but that is impossible. It is impossible to experience the 

future without experiencing the present. You are like that donkey carrying the carrot on a stick, 

forever reaching to eat that carrot which is moving with it. You look towards a result not 

realizing that it is the going along that is the thing. That is the fun (even when it isn’t). The 

duration is the thing. The instant you try to grasp the feeling that you want – namely, fun, love, 

enjoyment, peace, tranquility – such feelings, vanish with the grasping. Awareness is tricky that 

way. It’s like one of those old cartoons where a cat chases a bird off a cliff. The cat catches the 

bird but then, when the cat realizes that it has been running high in midair it realizes the 

impossibility of what it is doing - it is flying and it knows  it can’t - down comes the cat… splat 

and the bird of happiness flies away unscathed. 

The situation is such that you separate yourself between experience – what happens to 

you – and experiencer: the you that lives the experience. You think that things happen to you. 

You are unaware that you and what happens to you are one and the same thing. Like that Möbius 

band you loop around feeling like life is rolling over you as if it were separate somehow. You 

think that everything that is outside of you is on one side of the Möbius band and that you are on 

the other side, but there is only one side to a Möbius band. It’s an illusion you fall into. It’s like 

how we think waves move outward from a centre. That is how the rippling rings of waves in 
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water look. They look like concentric circles moving outward on the surface, but that’s not what 

is really happening. The waves do not move outward in a ring, the waves are going up and down. 

We think of our lives as those waves moving outward from a centre, but really our lives are an 

up and down motion. We think that the candy cane stripes on a barber’s pole are turning forever 

upward, but really, they’re just going around and around. The lines don’t move at all. It’s an 

illusion. You, the knower, and the other side - what is known - are one and the same. You are a 

going around and around. You are an up and down, up and down. A person is an experience and 

the living experience of a person is the very fulcrum of the entirety of existence - not just for that 

person as a separate living individual entity, but as the entire universe presented in living form 

for a duration of time. And yet… how does this knowledge of a single reality make a difference 

to a person in everyday life? So what if you feel transcendent unity? It’s only temporary until the 

reality of thoughts hit you again. How can knowledge of a single reality help in any way? 

Answer: It can’t.  

It won’t.  

But then with eyes that see what is there, with eyes that are wise to the game, you can see 

the game for what it is. You can appreciate what is behind the eyes of every person and have a 

feeling for the existence of all things which are not things, but connections. It’s not for the 

comprehension of a compartmentalized left-hemispheric overly optimistic human brain to get a 

handle on this as information for the sake of control. No. This is the poem of living. This is 

understanding yourself as the whole. Mystified ecological awareness isn’t about thinking. It’s a 

break from all that. It’s a conception of reality as perceived holistically and intuitively without 

words or controls. It’s a walk in nature or down a street with a song in your heart. 
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Understanding that the world is a single reality won’t help a person. “Help” is an 

inadequate word somehow. “Help” is one of those words that doesn’t help at all. Help relates to a 

task done towards the achievement of an end and in this there is no end and nothing to be done. 

There is no achievement of a practical purpose. You don’t need anybody’s help to do this. 

Nobody can help you get this, not even you. It’s not like getting help to wash dinner dishes or to 

build a fence. It’s a different kind of help. It’s not literal help. This will not help you to have a 

better life. This will not help you like a pay raise would. If you have an experience whereby you 

look and feel about life a little bit differently in the sense that you don’t feel the need to get help, 

if you don’t feel separate and alone, if you feel a unity in all things, you will feel fine the way 

you are, come what may. You will understand that in your mind, you are like a wolverine or a 

fox, but that’s okay. You understand why you do what you do. You know you’re a hen and so is 

everybody else behind the eyes and in the heart. Outwardly, metaphorically, you are an apple 

among many, but inwardly, you are the tree. Forget Hamlet’s question. The question is not to be 

or not to be. These are not alternatives. Being and not being are not opposites. They are 

correlatives. There is a mutual relationship between being and not being. One reveals the other. It 

could even be said that you know life from being dead. There is an inner identity that can be felt 

between being and not being. There is an inner identity between nature and you, between you as 

the knower and what is known, between life and death. Death is a return to an inward source of 

life that was never born. It’s always there inside, like the life of an apple tree remains after the 

apple falls. Death comes from life and life comes from death and if you feel this in your bones 

without knowing, you can say to the entirety of your experience of living, “Bring it on! I can take 

it and love whatever comes!” There is no separation between you and what happens to you. You 

can “see” the world in an imaginative sense from all vantage points at once. If someone hurts 
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you, you can see behind the eyes of the person who has done the hurting and sympathize. A 

person who hurts just doesn’t get it. You can see the wolverine or fox by its actions. It’s doing its 

wolverine or fox thing in the person unaware. You can see through the personality of the man to 

the nature within. You see the apple head for what it is. You know that the ego of the man who 

has done something cruel has an “inner” being that is watching, like you and like everybody else.  

The light of the person behind the ego eyes is perennially friendly. Behind your eyes and 

behind the eyes of another person is the universe within you looking through you at another you 

looking at yourself. Behind the motivations of a personality is the inner reality of existence. 

There is, in effect, no other at all. Your self and the self of an other is one (not the same, but one) 

and, moreover, the entire singularity of all things is the same self: one self. The experience of 

mystified ecological awareness is a feeling of singularity. It is a feeling of joining the universe as 

one. A person who feels one with the universe is the universe itself seeing and experiencing 

itself. The experience changes how you as an individual might feel as an organism experiencing 

the world, yourself and other people. You may feel a sensation of something that’s hard to 

describe (call it love, transcendence, unity – call it what you will). Everybody is a delicate flower 

even when it acts like a stinkweed. It’s not like this awareness will help you, but when it is felt, 

everything makes perfect sense in its entirety in an instant that lasts forever. There are no 

problems. Solutions are not necessary. The world is. You can breathe in the absolute 

purposelessness of living and really love it because… you can. You can’t have this described to 

you and have it stick. An explanation is just theory. To get it you have to live it. You have to 

have fun without trying. To put it into words is to conceptualize the experience abstractly. An 

abstraction won’t cut it if you want to get it in your bones. This is a mental and physical 

experience characterized by a profound sense of intensified sensory perception, sometimes with 
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an extreme feeling of either euphoria or despair both of which are loved wholeheartedly because 

this is the art of living beyond surviving. This is what the poet feels. This is the “Thank you,” 

whispered to no one for no reason other than you feel an incredible connection between yourself 

and the world. This is to experience the validation of life itself. If you experience this singularity, 

you are sympathetic to what humans do and go through.  

Life is hard. There is ugliness and beauty. You can live through the feelings of others 

empathically connected with imagination. You can know that beyond personality and cultural 

differences, you are as one with them. You can hate the wolverine in them for going extreme, but 

you won’t hate the hen in them. You are not better than anyone else. Every other is you in 

another form. This isn’t a matter of belief. When you get it, if you do get it, either as a constant 

or only occasionally, more than likely you will get it when you least expect it. The you as you 

know yourself to be in terms of a personality needs to be gone - out of the picture – or at least 

understood as a special work of art, but at the end of the day, the wolverine needs to leave the 

hen house. Wave bye-bye to the wolverine for a while. To experience mystified ecological 

awareness whether in the city or the country is like having a great idea pop into your head when 

you stop trying to make a great idea pop into your head. All you do is set the stage for the 

experience and wait for it to happen. Put yourself into a situation of purposelessness and this 

amazing experience will come to you like love or humour will come to you unsolicited.  

Until you have an experience of ecological awareness - even if you say to yourself over 

and over again that all things are united - it won’t affect your habitual state of mind because your 

habitual state of mind has evolved in you over such a long period of time that you think that the 

way you perceive the world as a separate entity or thing is common sense, but this common 

sense point of view is a myth you have been telling yourself your whole life. That is myth, not in 
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terms of a false belief or idea, but myth in terms of an image or personification. A myth in this 

sense is the personification of the energies of life in all its forms and manifestations. Try to 

imagine going to sleep and never waking up. Think hard on that and you get nowhere fast. You 

will have trouble with this. You might not simply buy it. You will continue to have a hard time 

with it if you try to push it into yourself without feeling it. You simply will not be consciously 

aware of this single reality and, more than likely, you will continue to see yourself and the 

objects of the world around your body as individual and separate entities. It’s a very hard nut to 

crack. Your feeling of common sense perceptions will not be overwhelmed by poetic nonsense. 

Unless you let it. Unless you let yourself feel poetic awareness. 

 Let us suppose that you understand at a very deep level that you are an organism and that 

the surrounding world is not separate, but a single, integrated pattern of action. That is, you 

really get that there is neither subject nor object and there is no doer nor done to. You feel within 

your being that it’s all one pattern of action, but you don’t go around telling people all this 

because you don’t think they would appreciate it. Let us further suppose that you go out for a 

walk with this knowledge firmly entrenched in your body and as you are walking joyfully along 

with that feeling of unity, perhaps feeling in love with the sunshine on your face and in so doing 

you look up to see pretty pink blossoms on a flowering fruit tree in the park, but you don’t see 

your feet. As a result of stumbling along in a far out bliss you stub your toe on a rock and 

because you are only wearing sandals, when your foot connects with the rock, you feel pain in 

your toe. Man, it hurts! The bliss of the flowering fruit tree vanishes in an instant as you glare at 

the disagreeable rock which has hurt you. The joy that you felt in looking at the tree has vanished 

and after you mutter expletives to yourself aimed at the rock, you look down at your bleeding 

toe. But then you remember that the rock is not separate from you and you say to yourself, 
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“There is not one thing called pain and another thing called me who is a person who dislikes 

pain. This pain in my toe and my response to the pain in my toe are the same thing.” That rock 

and that tree and the bird that you see is as much you as your fingernail or toe. 

 Enjoy. 


